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Executive Summary
Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS), a provision in Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs) and other
international investment agreements that allows investors to enter arbitration with states over treaty
breaches, has become controversial in the United States and our negotiating partners. Critics, including
some governments, have argued that ISDS is unnecessary while others insist it is illegitimate as public
policy.
This report is an empirical review of ISDS, based on the record of disputes under existing investment
treaties. The key findings are as follows:








Over 90 percent of the nearly 2400 BITs in force have operated without a single investor claim of
a treaty breach.
There has been an increase in the number of disputes filed in the past ten years. Overall, the rise
in disputes has been proportional to the rise in outward foreign capital stock. There are more
disputes, but there are also more investors and more capital invested abroad.
Investors from large capital-exporting economies are active users of ISDS. European countries
are a party to over 1200 BITs and account for 47 percent of global FDI stock; in the past decade
European investors have filed more than half of investment arbitration claims. Similarly, the
United States is responsible for 24 percent of outward FDI stock; U.S. investors have filed 22
percent of ISDS claims.
Many disputes arise in economic sectors characterized by high levels of state intervention. About
40 percent of filed ISDS claims are in oil, gas, mining, and power generation sectors which often
feature prominent state involvement.
Disputes are also most frequent in states with weak legal institutions. Argentina (53 claims) and
Venezuela (36 claims) are the leading respondent states.
About a third of ISDS cases are settled in advance of a ruling. For disputes which end in an
arbitral decision, states win about twice as often as investors. When investors do prevail, awards
are a small fraction of the initial claim—on average, less than ten cents on the dollar.

Investors generally recognize that ISDS is expensive and time-consuming, on par with complex civil
litigation. While arbitration offers neutrality and finality, investors are typically aware of the low
likelihood of prevailing and the risk that filing a claim presents to their future operations.
Many of the criticisms of ISDS are overblown. Some claim that ISDS gives investors “special rights,”
yet most treaty protections are identical to universal civil rights accorded most citizens. Further, critics
exaggerate the notion that investors “sue to overturn regulations;” BITs explicitly limit awards to
monetary damages. Finally, conflating ISDS with “big corporations” ignores the fact that the majority of
U.S. investors who have filed investment arbitration claims are firms with fewer than 500 employees.
Treaty-based investment protection represents a major advance in the fair treatment of aliens and the
peaceful resolution of disputes. Given the alternatives, withdrawing from investment treaties—the logical
conclusion of the critics’ position—would likely have negative consequences for economic growth and
the rule of law.
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Introduction
Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs) are international agreements between two economies that set forth
binding rules on each government’s treatment of investment from the other economy. The basic rules are
similar to core principles of U.S. law and policy and are an established and recognized component of
international investment law which require governments to: not discriminate in favor of home-country or
third country investors; afford investors’ investments fair and equitable treatment and full protection and
security; provide full and prompt, adequate, and effective compensation in the event of an expropriation;
allow investors to move their capital into and out of the country; not impose performance requirements
(such as local content requirements); and allow for neutral arbitration of disputes in the event that treaty
obligations are breached. Nearly 2400 BITs and similar agreements are in force worldwide,1 including
investment chapters in free trade agreements and plurilateral arrangements like the Energy Charter Treaty.
The operation and effect of dispute settlement arrangements for investment agreements are different from
trade agreements. A typical trade dispute affects the treatment of a class of goods or services originating
from a party, usually not the product or service of a single firm, although such claims have been filed.
Most trade agreements contain state-to-state dispute settlement procedures and the remedy for a trade
dispute is usually prospective, and often requires the losing party to modify the terms of trade (e.g., laws,
regulations, and/or tariff rate) for the good in question.
However, BITs provide protections that extend to a firm, and a breach of treaty obligations affects an
individual enterprise. BITs allow a foreign investor to bring a claim in arbitration directly against the host
state for a breach in the terms of an agreement, against the government responsible for the breach—thus,
“investor-state dispute settlement,” or ISDS. For investment disputes, the remedy is retrospective,
typically in the form of compensation to make an investor whole following a breach of the agreement —
ISDS arbitrators cannot require a state to change its laws and regulations.
Since trade and investment agreements are debated and ratified by signatory governments in keeping with
their procedures for ratification, ISDS provisions in such agreements are expressions of national policy in
the same ways as any other statutes, regulations, or other measures approved by governments.

Challenges to the Legitimacy of BITs
As the number of disputes filed by investors has increased over the past 10-15 years, so has the
controversy surrounding the inclusion of ISDS in trade agreements and investment treaties. Recent
criticisms of BITs and ISDS have led some governments to reexamine their policies towards foreign
investors with a few questioning whether investment agreements with ISDS are necessary, or in the
interest of host states. For instance, Indonesia and South Africa, both large capital importers, but also
emerging regional capital exporters, have announced high-profile decisions stating their intent to allow
existing investment agreements containing ISDS to expire, arguing that domestic laws and regulations
related to investment have evolved to the point where existing ISDS provisions are now irrelevant.2 In
addition, Ecuador and Venezuela have withdrawn officially from the Convention on the Settlement of
Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States. Other governments that were once
active in negotiating new BITs now take the position that ISDS is not needed in some agreements, based
on their opinions about existing domestic legal standards being sufficient to resolve disputes, such as
under the 2004 U.S.-Australia Free Trade Agreement, which contains an investment chapter without
ISDS. Overall, fewer new BITs are being negotiated, and many major economies—both capital importers
and capital exporters—are reconsidering their policies.
1

International Investment Agreements Navigator. UNCTAD Investment Policy Hub.
http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/IIA. Accessed on September 16, 2014.
2
Ben Bland and Shawn Donnan, “Indonesia to terminate more than 60 bilateral investment treaties,” Financial
Times, March 24, 2014.
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Beyond changing attitudes among governments, nongovernmental critics of ISDS often place the blame
for the controversy on the behavior of investors and argue that ISDS undermines domestic law by
prioritizing investor preferences over government policy. Some criticism of ISDS centers on the rising
number of disputes. Many NGOs argue that ISDS should be abandoned entirely, and foreign investors
should instead rely on host country courts or state-to-state dispute resolution.
These critics argue that BITs and ISDS give foreign investors “special rights” unavailable to domestic
firms, and undermine state sovereignty by offering a means for investors to intimidate host governments
to change policies arrived at through the democratic process. Nongovernmental organizations often sound
the alarm about a “growing” number of ISDS “cases,” and the “enormous” amounts investors are
claiming as compensation. Public Citizen’s Lori Wallach argues that BITs “… allow companies to
challenge public interest regulations outside of domestic court systems before tribunals of three private
sector trade attorneys operating under minimal to no conflict of interest rules. These arbitrators can order
governments to pay corporations unlimited taxpayer-funded compensation for having to comply with
policies that affect their future expected profits, and with which domestic investors have to comply.”3 Ska
Keller, member of the European Parliament representing the European Greens, wrote that, “[d]emocratic
decision-making is forcefully going under the knife through international arbitration. The accused states
have only two options: either they can be like others and take back the decisions they have made, or they
can pay huge sums in compensation to the investor.”4 Daniel J. Ikenson of the Cato Institute writes that
“ISDS turns national treatment on its head, giving privileges to foreign companies that are not available to
domestic companies.”5
Some elected officials have responded to these criticisms with proposals to narrow the scope of treaty
protections in ways that limit and in some disputes eliminate the ability of investors to file claims. Some
proposals along these lines were included in the 2004 U.S. Model BIT. It also appears that the scope of
coverage in the CETA agreement is much less than previous European or Canadian BITs as well as the
U.S. Model BIT. Nevertheless, Germany’s Economy Minister, Sigmar Gabriel, said in September that his
country would not approve the CETA agreement unless its ISDS provisions are scrapped.6 Other reform
ideas include creation of an appellate mechanism, such as the one the U.S. Congress mandated in the
U.S.-Central America-Dominican Republic FTA. Still others have proposed mandating alternative dispute
resolution mechanisms which would precede initiation of an ISDS filing. If such trends prevail, foreign
investors will become wholly dependent upon host country regulators and courts, some of which are in
countries with non-democratic governments and poor rule of law track records.

A Reality Check
Despite these criticisms, our research suggests that BITs represent an important contribution to the rule of
law and provide benefits to both capital importers and capital exporters, with nearly 90 percent of all BITs
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Lori Wallach, “Announcement of Flawed 2012 Model BIT Shows Agenda Motivating Obama TPP Talks,” Public
Citizen, April 20, 2014, http://citizen.typepad.com/eyesontrade/2012/04/announcement-of-flawed-investment-rulesshow-agenda-motivating-obama-trade-talks.html
4
Ska Keller, “Investor-state lawsuits threaten democracy,” TTIP: Beware What Lies Beneath,
http://ttip2014.eu/blog-detail/blog/Ska%20Keller%20Investors%20TTIP.html, March 26, 2014.
5
Daniel J. Ikenson, “A Compromise to Advance the Trade Agenda: Purge Negotiations of Investor-State Dispute
Settlement,” The Cato Institute, March 4, 2014. http://www.cato.org/publications/free-trade-bulletin/compromiseadvance-trade-agenda-purge-negotiations-investor-state
6
“Germany Wants Investment Clause Scrapped in EU-Canada Trade Deal,” Euractiv, September 25, 2014.
http://www.euractiv.com/sections/trade-industry/germany-wants-investment-clause-scrapped-eu-canada-trade-deal308717. Accessed on October 20, 2014.
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in force operating without a single dispute.7 Further, while there are a larger number of disputes now than
in the past, the growth in investment disputes is proportionate to the rise in foreign-invested capital stock,
which reached US$ 25 trillion in 2013.8 These investments are owned by 80,000 multinational
enterprises, which in turn own approximately 100,000 affiliates in countries around the world.9
There is further evidence that the system is working to the benefit of all parties when looking at the record
of completed disputes: about one-third of disputes are settled without arbitrators reaching a decision; in
disputes which reach a decision, investors win only about one-third of the time; and awards are generally
pennies on the dollar claimed. Finally, ISDS can be used as a last resort for investors given the low
winning percentage, high arbitration costs, the current interest in a going concern, risks to relationships
with host country governments, and opportunities for future investment.
The network of BITs which has developed over the past half century represents a great achievement in the
fair treatment of aliens and the peaceful resolution of disputes between parties. The extension of treatybased protections lowers risk associated with international investment, which facilitates economic growth
and job creation. Access to neutral arbitration helps de-politicize disputes. The success of BITs and ISDS
in creating a predictable environment for investors has contributed to prosperity in a number of ways, and
should not be abandoned without serious consideration of the alternatives.
Text Box>>>>>>>>>Do BITs Convey “Special Rights” to Foreign Investors?<<<<<<<<<<<Text Box
The rights provided by BITs and investment chapters of trade agreements--fair and equitable treatment,
full protection and security, no expropriation without compensation, and access to impartial arbitration-are consistent with the universal civil rights at the core of most democracies. U.S. BIT provisions are
modeled after the takings clause of the U.S. Constitution, which states that “No person shall be …
deprived of … property, without due process of law; nor shall property be taken for public use, without
just compensation.”10 Similarly, European BIT obligations are consistent with Article I of the Protocol to
the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, which states
that “No one shall be deprived of his possessions except in the public interest and subject to the
conditions provided by law and by the general principles of international law.”11 More broadly, Article
17 of the UN’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights says that “Everyone has the right to own property
alone as well as in association with others,” and “No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.”
Article 10 of the Universal Declaration adds that “Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public
hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights …”12
U.S. and European BITs guarantee that their foreign investors will receive what are essentially universal
rights and protections from treaty partners. Meanwhile, based on the international legal principle of
reciprocity, BITs grant the same rights to foreign investors locating in the United States or Europe,
including impartial dispute settlement. While some assert that courts in developed economies are
sufficiently independent and impartial that ISDS is unnecessary, two recent European studies of ISDS
7

http://www.italaw.com/cases/by-treaty. Accessed on July 16, 2014; and International Investment Agreements
Navigator. UNCTAD Investment Policy Hub. http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/IIA. Accessed on July 16,
2014.
8
World Investment Report, 2014. United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), p. 209.
9
Reisman, W. Michael, “International Investment Arbitration and ADR: Married but Best Living Apart,” Yale Law
Review. p. 186. http://www.law.yale.edu/documents/pdf/sela/Reisman_reading.pdf. Accessed on 10/20/2014.
10
“Fifth Amendment,” U.S. Government Printing Office, p. 1273. http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/GPO-CONAN1992/pdf/GPO-CONAN-1992-10-6.pdf. Accessed on October 22, 2014.
11
European Convention on Human Rights, p. 31. http://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Convention_ENG.pdf.
Accessed on October 22, 2014.
12
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights. http://www.un.org/en/documents/udhr/index.shtml#a10. Accessed
on October 22, 2014.
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have noted that “neither U.S. federal nor state law fully protects foreign investors from discrimination.”
Both studies added that “investment cases such as Loewen suggest that U.S. courts, and especially civil
juries, may be biased against foreigners.” 13
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>End Text Box<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

How BITs and ISDS Became the Standard for Investment Protection
The Bilateral Investment Treaty represents a major advance in the treatment of foreign investors. While
today’s system is easy to take for granted, the current levels of legal protection accorded to foreign
investors is a recent, welcome development. Prior to the emergence of BITs, foreign investors had to rely
on their own governments to recover losses from a foreign government’s expropriation or other
mistreatment of assets. Frequently, more powerful states intervened diplomatically or militarily to protect
the economic interests of their nationals. In the first 160 years of its existence, the United States military
intervened in foreign countries 88 times to protect Americans’ private commercial interests.14 The
practice was first glorified and then vilified as “Gunboat Diplomacy.” Whether or not force of arms was
used, the political dimension of state-to-state disputes was a fact of life.
The pre-BIT era presented substantive and process concerns for investors. According to the United
Nations, the fourteen years prior to the entry into force of the first BIT saw 875 government takings of
foreign investor property in 62 countries for which there was no effective remedy.15 International law
offered no consensus: in 1964, for example, the U.S. Supreme Court observed that “there are few if any
issues in international law today on which opinion seems to be so divided as the limitations on a state’s
power to expropriate the property of aliens.”16 When it came to process, foreign investors could seek the
support of their governments through their espousal of a particular claim only after “exhaust(ing) all host
nation legal remedies.”17 This meant a time-consuming, unpredictable adventure through local courts with
suspect impartiality. On rare occasions, espousal and adjudication before the International Court of
Justice produced a favorable outcome for an investor, but usually a potential case would languish as
higher diplomatic priorities pushed it aside until it faded into memory.
Two innovations changed this situation. The first was the substantive reform known as the modern BIT.
The BIT was an advance over earlier treaties of Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation in that it
explicitly bridged the gap between capital exporters and capital importers with respect to fair and
equitable treatment, protections against uncompensated expropriation, and other features. The reform to
the legal process was the establishment of the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment
Disputes (ICSID). The first modern BIT, between Germany and Pakistan, was concluded in 1959,18 and

13

“Why the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership Needs an Investment Chapter,” Federation of German
Industries Position Paper: The “I” in TTIP. BDI Document no. 9 September 2014 p. 26; and Christian Tietje and
Freya Baetens, “The Impact of Investor-State-Dispute Settlement in the Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership,” p. 8.
14
“Timeline of United States Military Operations,” Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_United_States_military_operations. Accessed on August 1, 2014.
15
Tietje, Christian and Baetens, Freya, “The Impact of Investor State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) in the Transatlantic
Trade and Investment Partnership,” Study prepared for the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Development
Cooperation, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, The Netherlands. Reference: MINBUZA-2014.78850. June 24, 2014.
p. 21.
16
Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino, 376 U.S. 398 (1964).
17
Ibid.
18
Abbot, Roderick, et.al. “Demystifying Investor-State Dispute Settlement,” European Centre for International
Political Economy (ECIPE). ECIPE Occasional Paper No. 5, 2014. p. 4.
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since then nearly 2400 BITs and similar instruments have entered into force.19 The ICSID Convention
entered into force in 1966, and today 159 economies are signatories.20
For the first time, states made binding commitments concerning the treatment of investors, the breach of
which investors could refer directly to a neutral panel before which both parties would have equal legal
status. The BIT with neutral arbitration in a rules-based facility gave foreign investors and states both
rights and a remedy in one legal instrument, the adoption of which has positively altered the global
international investment landscape.

19

International Investment Agreements Navigator. UNCTAD Investment Policy Hub.
http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/IIA. Accessed on September 16, 2014.
20
Member States, International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes.
https://icsid.worldbank.org/ICSID/FrontServlet?requestType=CasesRH&actionVal=ShowHome&pageName=Memb
erStates_Home. Accessed on August 26, 2014.
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ISDS: Analyzing Filed Claims
The number of ISDS arbitrations has risen sharply, especially during the past ten years. According to
UNCTAD, about 100 claims were initiated during the fifteen-year period 1987-2002, but from 2003 until
2013, the number of filed claims quadrupled, reaching a total of 568.21 What are the characteristics of
these claims, and what has contributed to the increased utilization of ISDS?
First, it is important to note that the vast majority of BITs and BIT-like agreements have operated
throughout their existence without a single claim being filed. Overall, over 90 percent of treaties are
functioning with no treaty breaches alleged by investors. Essentially, the host government is acting in a
way which accords treatment to foreign investors pursuant to the terms of the treaty in most
circumstances. Likewise, it is reasonable to assume in these situations that investors are also operating
responsibly within the state’s domestic legal system.
The most apparent reason for the rise in ISDS arbitrations is the concurrent rise in the stock of foreign
direct investment (FDI). Since the beginning of the BIT era in 1959, the stock of global FDI has expanded
at a rate faster than the growth of global economic output. In 1960, the global stock of FDI was just US$
60 billion,22 just 4.4 percent of total world output of US$1.35 trillion, as measured by the World Bank.23
As of 2013, the stock of global FDI exceeds US$25 trillion.24 In simplest terms, ISDS claims are directly
proportional to FDI stock, as long as most of the investment is covered by treaty protections. As shown in
the graph below, the growth in ISDS claims and the growth in outward FDI stock follow a similar trend.
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World Investment Report, 2014., p. 209.
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Further, and unsurprisingly, investors from economies which are large capital exporters are the most
frequent filers of dispute claims. Europe is the source of 46 percent (US$12 trillion) of global outward
FDI stock,25 and European investors account for just over half (300) of all arbitration claims filed, with
the Netherlands (61), the United Kingdom (42), and Germany (39) being the most frequent home states
for claimants.26 Similarly, the United States is the world’s largest single country source of outward FDI,
providing 24 percent of the capital stock (US$ 6.4 trillion);27 U.S. investors are also responsible for the
largest individual share of ISDS claims (127, or 22 percent).28 After the United States, the Netherlands,
the United Kingdom, and Germany, the balance of the top ten claimant source states are Canada (26),
France (25), Italy (23), Spain (22), Turkey (18), and Switzerland (15).29
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Next, disputes tend to occur in economic sectors with significant government involvement or those
governments view as critical for the national economy. Looking just at ICSID registered claims, over onequarter of claims have been filed related to foreign investments in the oil, gas, and mining sectors. The
electricity, power, and other energy sectors have experienced the second highest proportion of disputes,
13 percent. Construction and finance are the third highest sectors with seven percent of disputes, while
water, sanitation, and flood protection tie with the information and communication sectors with six
percent of disputes each.
Finally, disputes tend to arise in host economies with poor rule of law records. Argentina has been the
most frequent ISDS respondent state (53 ISDS claims, or 9 percent of all claims filed). Venezuela, with
36 claims filed against it, is the second on the list of states facing the largest number of claims.30 These
two countries are ranked 147th and 148th (out of 148 countries) in the World Economic Forum’s Index on
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World Investment Report, 2014., p. 209.
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World Investment Report, 2014. p. 210.
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the Efficiency of Legal Framework in Challenging Regulations.31 Rounding out the list of most frequent
ISDS respondent states are the Czech Republic (28), Egypt (23), Ecuador (22), Canada (22), Mexico (21),
Poland (17), the United States (16), and India, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine (15).32 Transparency
International’s Corruption Perceptions Index, a commonly used mechanism for rating the governance
performance of countries, shows that top claim attractors Argentina, Venezuela, Egypt, Ecuador, Mexico,
India, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine all have relatively poor governance indicators.33

Wins, Awards, and Costs: Assessing ISDS Outcomes34
Our research indicates that states win the majority of cases. In the cases when investors win, tribunal
damage awards are a fraction of the amounts investors claim. Additionally, costs for representation and
administration are high and can exceed damages awarded in the event that the claim is successful.
Moreover, total costs of arbitration are difficult to predict, because arbitration systems have not
established clear rules to allocate costs, and tribunals have addressed cost allocation differently.
Among the facilities for dispute settlement, ICSID, which is the facility of choice for three-fifths of
disputes, provides to the public the most information about their resolution. Of the 288 disputes ICSID
lists as completed; we could identify the results of 268 of those arbitrations.35 ISDS arbitration disputes
which have reached completion—through either settlement by the parties or decision by the arbitration
panel—offer a more granular view of the costs and benefits of ISDS.
ICSID records show that 33 percent of claims (87 of 268) were settled by the parties before the arbitrators
reached a decision.36 For the remaining claims (181), we found that 67 percent of disputes (121) were
resolved in favor of the respondent state, while only 33 percent (60) were decided in favor of the investor.
The pattern was similar during the early years of ICSID arbitrations (1972-2001), except for a higher rate
of settlements. Settlements were reached in 26 of the first 50 disputes, state respondents prevailed in 15,
and investors won nine.37
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An interesting finding relates to the size of the businesses involved in dispute settlement. While foreign
investors are popularly thought of as “big business,” the majority of U.S. claimants using the ICSID
facility appear to be individuals or enterprises with fewer than 500 employees, designating them as “small
and medium-sized enterprises” (SME), according to the U.S. Small Business Administration.38 In the 105
disputes filed at ICSID by American investors, two-thirds of the participants in the arbitrations were
individuals or SMEs. Disputes involving U.S. individuals or SMEs appear to reach a settlement less often
than other claims: in 29 completed arbitrations, settlements were reached in only 4, while the state
respondent prevailed in 19 disputes (65 percent) and investors won 6.

38

“Table of Small Business Size Standards,” U.S. Small Business Administration.
http://www.sba.gov/sites/default/files/Size_Standards_Table.pdf Accessed August 5, 2014.
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In terms of damages awarded, the record shows that while the amounts claimed by investors in their
arbitration filings can be large, the amounts actually awarded are substantially less. In her initial empirical
examination of 52 final ISDS awards, Professor Susan D. Franck found that the average claim was
US$343.5 million, but the average damage award was only US$ 10.4 million, just three cents on the
dollar of the amount originally claimed.39 Similarly, damage claims in the 51 ICSID-resolved NAFTA
Chapter 11 disputes averaged US$2.9 billion, but the average damage award was US$66 million—just
over two cents on the dollar. A subsequent expanded analysis of claims and awards through January 2012
showed remarkable consistency with these results: the average amount claimed was US$622 million, and
the average award was US$16.6 million, or just under three cents per dollar claimed.40 This empirical
work indicates that actual awards are proportional and that they represent no threat to “bankrupt” a
country.
By comparison, the U.S. Court of Federal Claims awarded in the 2011-2012 case year an average of less
than two cents per dollar claimed.41 Given the high amounts at stake, the high arbitration costs and
information asymmetries, ISDS is more akin to forms of adjudication where parties should expect
respondents to have a relative advantage. A better analogy for ISDS might therefore be claimant success
in whistleblower lawsuits,42 qui tam litigation,43 Bivens lawsuits against government officials for
39

Franck, Susan D. “Empirically Evaluating Claims about Investment Treaty Arbitration,” North Carolina Law
Review, Vol. 86. pp. 57-59.
40
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Guide,” Washington & Lee Public Legal Studies Research Paper Series, February 2, 2014. p. 14.
41
Table G-2B. U.S. Court of Federal Claims – Judgments and Appeals for the 12-Month Period Ending September
30, 2012. http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/Statistics/JudicialBusiness/2012/appendices/G02BSep12.pdf. Accessed
October 6, 2014.
42
Richard E. Moberly, Unfulfilled Expectations: An Empirical Analysis of Why Sarbanes-Oxley Whistleblowers
Rarely Win, 49 WM. & MARY L. REV. 65 (2007); Richard E. Moberly, Sarbanes-Oxley's Whistleblower Provisions:
Ten Years Later, 64 S.C. L. REV. 1 (2012); Nancy M. Modesitt, Why Whistleblowers Lose: An Empirical and
Qualitative Analysis of State Court Cases, 62 KAN. L. REV. 165 (2013).
43
David Freeman Engstrom, Harnessing the Private Attorney General: Evidence from Qui Tam Litigation, 112
COLUM. L. REV. 1244, 1288-90, 1296, 1299, 1306, 1319-20 (2012).
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violations of citizens’ U.S. constitutional rights,44 citizen complaints against agency action, civil or
prisoner rights cases,45 or medical malpractice litigation.46 These categories are also somewhat doctrinally
similar to ISDS as they involve claims by individuals, claims against a state, claims related to improper
regulatory activity, or claims seeking compensation.
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Professor Franck’s study showed that the range of damage awards was quite large. The smallest award
amount was nearly US$25,000, and the largest was US$270 million. Tribunals awarded more than $10
million in four out of 25 arbitration claims in which the investor prevailed. In four other disputes,
tribunals awarded between US$5 and US$ 10 million, and in the remaining 13, the awards were less than
US$5 million. Tribunals, Franck noted, rarely found in favor of the claimant on all causes of action.47
The evidence from completed arbitrations fits with what many commentators have noted about the
character of investor-state disputes serving as a “last resort” for investors. Especially in the circumstances
of individuals and small firms, investors undertake the large expense and poor odds because the
alternative (bankruptcy, or abandoning expropriated assets) is worse. An investor today deciding whether
or not to enter ISDS would certainly be aware of the high costs and distant, small benefits of arbitration.
But, as we will discuss in the next section, a number of other factors exist that, on balance, deter investors
from entering an international investment dispute in the first place.
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Text Box>>>>>>>> Can an Investor use ISDS to Overturn Laws or Regulation?<<<<<<<<<Text Box
BITs do not grant ISDS tribunals the authority to overturn national legislation or regulations. Treaties
are explicit about the available remedies for investors, and most BITs limit arbitral panels to
compensation for a treaty breach. Article 34 of the U.S. Model BIT, for instance, limits awards to a)
monetary damages, and b) restitution of property.48
On occasion, states have chosen to rescind regulations as part of settlements negotiated to resolve ISDS
disputes. For example, in the NAFTA case brought by Ethyl Corporation, Canada chose to rescind
regulations which were separately found to violate inter-Provincial laws when they settled the dispute
prior to a panel decision.49
The vast majority of investor claims do not challenge the government’s power to legislate or regulate.
Rather, they challenge the government’s administration of law and regulation, such as a government’s
treatment of an individual investor in the context of a particular license, permit, or promise extended by
government officials.
Direct challenges to the government’s legislative or regulatory powers have occasionally been made, but
have always been unsuccessful. In the NAFTA case, Chemtura v. Canada, the investor challenged
Canadian pesticide regulations. The tribunal ruled against Chemtura on all claims and the panel
expressly recognized Canada’s right to make scientific and environmental regulatory decisions.50 In
another NAFTA case, Methanex v. United States, the tribunal dismissed all of Methanex’s claims of
discriminatory treatment and expropriation, noting that “as a matter of general international law, a

nondiscriminatory regulation for a public purpose, which is enacted in accordance with due
process and affects foreign investors, ‘is not deemed expropriatory and compensable unless
specific commitment had been given by the regulating government to the then putative foreign
investor contemplating investment that the government would refrain from such regulation.’”51
Finally, there is no evidence that any government has changed a policy position or refrained
from acting in a policy area for fear of potential ISDS claims. To the contrary, many BITs
(including all U.S. agreements since 2004) stipulate that, “except in rare circumstances, nondiscriminatory regulatory actions that are designed and applied to protect legitimate public
welfare objectives…do not constitute an indirect expropriation.”52
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>End Text Box<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

How do investors pursue ISDS cases?
Filing an ISDS claim is a serious decision. Investors sink substantial amounts into buying or leasing land,
building new facilities, establishing relationships, and recruiting and training employees. These
expenditures are based on calculations that predict recovery of those costs and earning of profits over
48
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time. Once a decision to establish operations is taken, the enterprise operates as a “going concern.”
Management decision-making focuses on keeping the business operating; in the event of a problem with
the host government, the first instinct is to seek to reach a settlement or understanding which allows
continuing operations.
A key factor in any decision to litigate or seek arbitration is the scale of an expropriation or other
government mistreatment, which could range from a narrowing of business opportunities that reduce
current revenue and expected earnings to a taking of the established capital stock along with all prospect
of revenue and profits. The first scenario can still be quite serious—a narrowing of business opportunities
could make it impossible for the company to recover its initial investment.
The ISDS process begins with formally notifying the host government of the existence and nature of a
treaty breach. The next phase, required by almost every BIT, is a “cooling-off” period, from three to six
months, to give the disputants an opportunity to resolve the matter through negotiation, consultation or
other alternative. During this period, the foreign investor may enlist diplomatic support from his own
government, but once a claim proceeds to ICSID arbitration, the investor’s government is precluded from
intervening on his behalf (Other systems do not expressly forbid intervention by the investor’s
government, but the practice of non-intervention has become customary).
Since the filing of an ISDS claim could be interpreted by the host government as a public accusation of
theft, an investor must consider the probability of retaliation. Governments could further limit the scope
of the company’s activities, up to and including the possible termination of the company’s access to a
given country’s markets. Occidental Petroleum faced this exact scenario in Ecuador. In 2004, Occidental
won an ICSID arbitration award of $75 million against Ecuador as compensation for unpaid VAT
refunds. Two years later, Ecuador terminated Occidental’s participation contract, for which an ICSID
arbitration panel awarded Occidental an additional $1.77 billion in compensation in 2012.53 In another
dispute, an investor chose to file an ISDS claim only when it became clear that it faced a choice to either
arbitrate or declare bankruptcy for the entire company.
Once the investor submits a claim to arbitration, it remains the driver of the process, but it has multiple
gates which must be passed before consideration of the claims on their merits takes place. If, after
submitting the claim, the investor withdraws it, the process stops. After filing a claim, the investor must
pay a deposit to the arbitral institution to underwrite the costs of the process, and it must nominate an
arbitrator. While the state respondent must match these steps, if the investor fails to make this payment or
fails to appoint an arbitrator, the process ceases. The final hurdle is convincing the arbitrators that they
have jurisdiction to review the merits of the claim. For American companies using ICSID for ISDS
arbitration, one in eight fail to pass this last test.
The arbitration process involves not only the main proceedings, but also any challenges to the arbitral
award that may be pursued. An arbitration generally takes an average of three and a half years,54 but some
arbitrations have taken longer. Given experience to date, investors can develop a clear understanding of
the performance of the system relative to other options. The record of dispute resolution outcomes,
damage award values, award amounts, relative costs, time taken to resolve claims, and available legal
counsel and arbitrators, would presumably all be factored into an investor’s decision to file a claim.
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Costs for engaging in ISDS are substantial. The OECD has estimated that they average US$8 million and
have occasionally exceeded US$30 million.55 In addition, Professor Franck noted that in nearly 40 percent
of the awards she studied, tribunals have occasionally required that claimants cover an average of
US$900,000 of respondents’ legal fees. Fees charged to pay tribunal and administrative costs average
US$600,000.56
Despite the evidence that states tend to prevail in arbitrations, investors continue to file ISDS claims. In
many circumstances, investors view ISDS as a better option than a lawsuit in host nation courts or
ignoring the treaty violation. Two factors appear to underlie this behavior. ISDS at least provides
investors with the semblance of a level playing field, but it also provides them with a final resolution.
Host governments cannot draw out the resolution process through appeals to higher courts. In addition,
finality and the international publicity associated with the filing of a claim create leverage to negotiate a
settlement, an outcome that occurs one-third of the time.

How governments benefit from dispute arbitration
Over the past 50 years, governments have made a strong policy commitment to BITs with ISDS, one
treaty at a time, to achieve today’s network of investor protection agreements. The modern BIT has
received wide acceptance by states of all sizes and all levels of development primarily because it is a
superior instrument versus the alternatives. BITs deliver important, treaty-based assurance to investors
regarding decent treatment, and they operate in a peaceful, de-politicized manner that represents a vast
improvement over espousal and gunboat diplomacy. While capital exporting states originally endorsed
BITs to protect their investors abroad, in today’s circumstances every economy is both capital importer
and capital exporter. Evidence from arbitration indicates that even G7 members act in ways that amount
to a treaty violation, and fair adjudication will mean that states will be both winners and losers in
arbitration.
Implementing an international agreement which, once operating, delivers surprising outcomes is not a
new event. Consider the early days of the WTO’s binding dispute settlement understanding (DSU). Some
U.S. elected officials who had championed the DSU after years of frustration with the GATT’s nonbinding system were shocked to find that U.S. trade law and regulation could violate the GATT, as
happened in 1997 when Venezuela prevailed in the “reformulated gasoline” dispute. At the time, surprise
translated into calls for reform, which ultimately did not succeed because of the complexity of modifying
GATT rules. Now, 20 years after the DSU’s founding, member economies have more reasonable
expectations about winning and losing, and the WTO’s decisions are respected by members.
The BIT network would be much easier to unwind in the name of “reform” than the WTO: bilateral
treaties can be renegotiated or abrogated outright, and future negotiating objectives can be changed to
emphasize the defensive interests of the state, at the expense of fair treatment for the investor. A lost
arbitration does not necessarily mean the treaty or the arbitral panel were flawed; sometimes, states lose
arbitrations because they acted in a way that breached their obligations. Our recommendation is that
governments engage in a careful review of actual outcomes before implementing “reforms” to the BIT
which effectively limit or reverse the protections which encourage firms to invest in their economies.
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Appendix 1
Investment Policy: From “Gunboat Diplomacy” to BITs
If a country’s private outward foreign direct investment and international commercial activity enhances
its foreign policy by projecting national power, prestige, economic vitality, and values, then in the often
zero-sum world of international relations, the nationalization/expropriation of a foreign investment
detracts from the FDI source country’s power, prestige, and economic vitality. Consequently, states have
gone to great lengths, including the use of military force, to protect private outward investment and
private international commercial interests. The United States is no exception to this pattern.
In 1805, U.S. Naval Agent to the Barbary Powers Captain William Eaton, Navy Lieutenant John Dent,
eight U.S. Marines, and approximately 400 European and Arab mercenaries captured the Libyan town of
Derna, and the “Shores of Tripoli” entered the Marines Hymn.57 More importantly, the ruler of Tripoli
agreed to end his piracy of American ships and to free American prisoners.58
For the first time in its history, the United States had successfully intervened militarily in a foreign
country to defend Americans’ private international commercial interests. Over the next 160 years, the
U.S. government would order its military forces to intervene in foreign countries 88 times (48% of all
U.S. foreign military interventions during the period) to protect Americans’ private international
commercial interests. Perhaps the most significant of these deployments was the decades-long stationing
of between 3000 and 5000 American soldiers and sailors in China between 1900 and 1941.59
The practice was glorified as “Gunboat Diplomacy.” President Theodore Roosevelt talked of “…
speaking softly and carrying a big stick …,“ and he formulated the “Roosevelt Corollary” to the Monroe
Doctrine that asserted a United States right to intervene militarily in Central American and Caribbean
countries to “stabilize” their economies if they could not pay their international debts. However, frequent
application of the Roosevelt corollary in the 20th century inspired growing anger in Latin American
populations, complicating American diplomacy in the region for decades.60 By 1970, “Gunboat
Diplomacy” had been thoroughly discredited.
Parallel to the policy of military intervention in weaker countries to protect the private international
commercial (both trade and investment) interests of American citizens, the United States sought to protect
such interests in stronger countries through the negotiation of Treaties of Friendship, Commerce, and
Navigation. America’s first FCN treaty was concluded in 1778 with France, followed by treaties with the
Netherlands (1782), Sweden (1783), and Prussia (1785).61 In 1794, the Treaty of Amity, Commerce, and
Navigation with Great Britain established mixed Anglo-American arbitration commissions to resolve
boundary disputes and claims from British and American citizens for property lost during the
Revolutionary War. This was the first treaty to provide for mixed commissions to resolve disputes
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between individuals and states. Thus, the Founders of America who negotiated, provided senatorial
advice and consent, and ratified this treaty “provided an important blueprint for international investment
treaties and the investor-state arbitration system in place today.”62
As U.S. outward foreign direct investment increased in the 20th century, the United States progressively
strengthened property rights protections in FCN treaty texts. Early versions provided basic rights to
establish a business and to settle disputes before host nations’ courts. Post World War II versions of the
FCN included most of the rights found in today’s BITs, including provisions that the parties would not
take foreign investors’ property without due process and prompt and just compensation. In addition, they
provided a remedy to expropriation without compensation; state parties could “espouse” claims and
submit disputes to the International Court of Justice (ICJ) for resolution.63
Despite some successes, the state-to-state process proved both inefficient and unsatisfactory. Positively,
state versus state lawsuits before the ICJ established key precedents in international law on the protection
of foreign investment, including the concepts of a minimum standard of treatment for foreign investors
and the obligation of states to award compensation for private property seized from foreign nationals. On
the other hand, the ICJ’s requirement that claimants exhaust all local legal remedies before it would
accept a suit and States’ necessarily adopting this standard into their own procedures for “espousing” a
case frustrates claimants both in terms of cost and time. Espousal has also been an irritant to bilateral
relations, whether states seek to negotiate mutually satisfactory solutions or bring the matter before an
international tribunal.64
The Cold War era, characterized by its bipolarity and high-risk international competition, but also by
significant global foreign direct investment growth, stimulated a game-changing innovation in
international relations and international law, the bilateral investment treaty (BIT). The BIT combined the
stronger investment rights of the new FCN treaties with a new remedy for treaty violations, investor-state
dispute settlement (ISDS). More efficient and less costly for all parties, ISDS has effectively replaced the
cumbersome and consistently unsatisfactory state-to-state dispute resolution system while also virtually
eliminating the practice of “Gunboat diplomacy” to resolve investment disputes.
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CHAPTER [ ]

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
ARTICLE [X]: UNDERSTANDINGS REGARDING CERTAIN PUBLIC HEALTH MEASURES
1. The Parties affirm their commitment to the Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health
(WT/MIN(01)/DEC/2).
2. The Parties have reached the following understandings regarding this Chapter:
(a)

The obligations of this Chapter do not and should not prevent a Party from taking
measures to protect public health by promoting access to medicines for all, in particular
concerning cases such as HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria, and other epidemics as well
as circumstances of extreme urgency or national emergency. Accordingly, while
reiterating their commitment to this Chapter, the Parties affirm that this Chapter can and
should be interpreted and implemented in a manner supportive of each Party’s right to
protect public health and, in particular, to promote access to medicines for all.

(b)

In recognition of the commitment to access to medicines that are supplied in accordance
with the Decision of the General Council of 30 August 2003 on the Implementation of
Paragraph Six of the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health
(WT/L/540) and the WTO General Council Chairman’s statement accompanying the
Decision (JOB(03)/177, WT/GC/M/82) (collectively, the “TRIPS/health solution”), this
Chapter does not and should not prevent the effective utilization of the TRIPS/health
solution.

(c)

With respect to the aforementioned matters, if an amendment of the TRIPS Agreement
enters into force with respect to the Parties and a Party’s application of a measure in
conformity with that amendment violates this Chapter, the Parties shall immediately
consult in order to adapt this Chapter as appropriate in the light of the amendment.
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ARTICLE 8: PATENTS
5.
Consistent with paragraph [4] (patent exceptions and limitations), each Party shall permit third
persons to use the subject matter of a subsisting patent to generate information necessary to support an
application for marketing approval of a pharmaceutical product in that Party, and shall further provide
that any product produced under such authority shall not be made, used, or sold in its territory other than
for purposes related to generating such information to support an application for meeting marketing
approval requirements of that Party. If the Party permits exportation of such a product, the Party shall
provide that the product shall only be exported outside its territory for purposes of generating information
to support an application for meeting marketing approval requirements of that Party.
6.
(a)

Each Party shall make best efforts to process patent applications and marketing approval
applications expeditiously with a view to avoiding unreasonable or unnecessary delays.

(b)

Each Party, at the request of the patent owner, shall adjust the term of a patent to
compensate for unreasonable delays that occur in the granting of the patent. For purposes
of this subparagraph, an unreasonable delay at least shall include a delay in the issuance
of the patent of more than four years from the date of filing of the application in the
territory of the Party, or two years after a request for examination of the application has
been made, whichever is later. Periods attributable to actions of the patent applicant need
not be included in the determination of such delays.

(c)

Each Party, at the request of the patent owner, shall make available an adjustment of the
patent term of a patent which covers a new pharmaceutical product1 or a patent that
covers a method of making or using a pharmaceutical product, to compensate that patent
owner for unreasonable curtailment of the effective patent term as a result of the
marketing approval process.

(d)

In implementing subparagraph 6(c), a Party may:
(i)

limit the applicability of subparagraph 6(c) to a single patent term adjustment for
each new pharmaceutical product that is being reviewed for marketing approval;

(ii)

require the basis for the adjustment to be the first marketing approval granted to the
new pharmaceutical product in that Party; and

(iii)

limit the period of the adjustment to no more than 5 years.

1

For greater certainty, new pharmaceutical product in subparagraphs 6 (c)-(e) means a product that at least contains
a new chemical entity that has not been previously approved as a pharmaceutical product in the territory of the Party.
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(e)

In implementing subparagraph 6(c), and as a condition for providing the adjustment set
forth in subparagraph 6(c) for a new pharmaceutical product approved consistent with
Article 9.2(b) or Article 9.2(d), a Party may require an applicant that has submitted an
application for marketing approval consistent with Article 9.2(b) or Article 9.2(d) to
commence the process of obtaining marketing approval for that new pharmaceutical
product in the Party within [X] years of the date of first marketing approval of the same
pharmaceutical product in another Party.2

(f)

Any patent term adjustment under subparagraph 6(b) or subparagraph 6(c) shall confer all
of the exclusive rights of a patent subject to the same limitations and exceptions that
would otherwise apply to the patent absent any adjustment of the patent term.

ARTICLE 9: MEASURES RELATING TO CERTAIN REGULATED PRODUCTS
…
Pharmaceutical Products
Submission of Information of Evidence Concerning the Safety or Efficacy of a New
Pharmaceutical Product
2.
(a)

If a Party requires or permits, as a condition for granting marketing approval for a new
pharmaceutical product, the submission of information concerning the safety or efficacy
of the product, the origination of which involves a considerable effort, the Party shall not,
without the consent of a person previously submitting such safety or efficacy information
to obtain marketing approval in the territory of the Party, authorize a third person to
market a same or a similar product based on:
(i)
(ii)

the safety or efficacy information previously submitted in support of the
marketing approval; or
evidence of the existence of the marketing approval

for at least five years from the date of marketing approval of the new pharmaceutical
product in the territory of the Party.

2

Negotiators Note: For purposes of paragraph 6(e) of Article 8 and paragraphs 4 and 6 of Article 9, the length of
the [X]-year period should: enhance certainty regarding access to innovative and generic pharmaceutical products
for all; provide incentives for innovation; provide incentives for the diffusion of pharmaceutical products within the
TPP region; respect commercial considerations; and account for special challenges in developing and
commercializing such products throughout the region (e.g., challenges faced by smaller or less experienced
applicants, or the time that an applicant may need to assess additional safety or efficacy implications of marketing a
product, such as to assess such implications in jurisdictions where risks may differ from those faced in markets
where the product has previously been approved).
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(b)

If a Party requires or permits, in connection with granting marketing approval for a new
pharmaceutical product, the submission of evidence concerning the safety or efficacy of a
product that was previously approved in another territory, such as evidence of prior
marketing approval in the other territory, the Party shall not, without the consent of a
person previously submitting the safety or efficacy information to obtain marketing
approval in the other territory, authorize a third person to market a same or similar
product based on:
(i)
(ii)

the safety or efficacy information submitted in support of a prior marketing
approval in the other territory; or
evidence of the existence of a prior marketing approval in the other territory,

for at least five years from the date of marketing approval of the new pharmaceutical
product in the territory of the Party.
Submission of New Clinical Information or Evidence relating to a Pharmaceutical Product that
Includes a Chemical Entity that has been Previously Approved for Marketing in Another
Pharmaceutical Product
(c)

If a Party requires or permits, as a condition of granting marketing approval for a
pharmaceutical product that includes a chemical entity that has been previously approved
for marketing in another pharmaceutical product, the submission of new clinical
information that is essential to the approval of the pharmaceutical product containing the
previously approved chemical entity, other than information related to bioequivalency,
the Party shall not, without the consent of a person previously submitting such new
clinical information to obtain marketing approval in the territory of the Party, authorize a
third person to market a same or a similar product based on:
(i)
(ii)

the new clinical information previously submitted in support of the marketing
approval; or
evidence of the existence of the marketing approval that was based on the new
clinical information,

for at least three years form the date of marketing approval based on the new clinical
information in the territory of the Party.
(d)

If a Party requires or permits, in connection with granting marketing approval for a
pharmaceutical product of the type specified in subparagraph (c), the submission of
evidence concerning new clinical information for a product that was previously approved
based on that new clinical information in another territory, other than evidence of
information related to bioequivalency, such as evidence of prior marketing approval
based on new clinical information, the Party shall not, without the consent of a person
previously submitting such new clinical information to obtain marketing approval in the
other territory, authorize a third person to market a same or a similar product based on:
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(i)

the new clinical information submitted in support of a prior marketing approval
in the other territory; or

(ii)

evidence of the existence of a prior marketing approval that was based on the
new clinical information in the territory of the Party.

Additional Provisions relating to Pharmaceutical Products
3.
Notwithstanding paragraph 2 above, a Party may take measures to protect public health in
accordance with:
(a)

the Declaration of the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health
(WT/MIN(01)/DEC/2) (the “Declaration”);

(b)

any waiver of any provision of the TRIPS Agreement granted by WTO Members in
accordance with the WTO Agreement to implement the Declaration and in force between
the Parties; and

(c)

any amendment of the TRIPS Agreement to implement the Declaration that enters into
force with respect to the Parties.

4.

A Party that requires or permits an applicant to obtain approval for marketing a new
pharmaceutical product in its territory by relying, in whole or in part, on the prior approval of the
pharmaceutical product by the regulatory authority in another territory may, as a condition for
providing the period of data protection specified in subparagraph 2(b) or 2(d), require an
applicant that has submitted an application for marketing approval consistent with said
subparagraphs to commence the process of obtaining marketing approval for that pharmaceutical
product within [X] years of the date of first marketing approval of the same pharmaceutical
product in another Party.

5.

Where a Party requires or permits, as a condition of approving the marketing of a pharmaceutical
product, persons, other than the person originally submitting safety or efficacy information, to
rely on that information or on evidence concerning safety or efficacy information for a product
that was previously approved, such as evidence of prior marketing approval in another territory,
each Party shall:3
(a)

provide a transparent and effective system to:
(i)

identify a patent or patents covering an approved pharmaceutical product or its
approved method of use; and

(ii)

provide notice to a patent holder of the identity of another person who intends to
market, during the term of the identified patent or patents, a product that is the
same as, or similar to, the approved pharmaceutical product referenced in
subparagraph 5(a)(i).

3

For greater certainty, the Parties recognize that this paragraph does not imply that the marketing approval authority
should make patent validity or infringement determinations.
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(b)

unless such other person agrees to defer the marketing of the product until after the
expiration of an identified patent, ensure that a patent holder may seek, prior to granting
of marketing approval to an allegedly infringing product, available remedies by
providing:
(i)

an automatic delay of the grant of marketing approval that remains in place for a
period of time designed to ensure sufficient opportunity to adjudicate4 disputes
concerning the validity or infringement of allegedly infringed patents; and

(ii)

judicial or administrative procedures, including effective provisional measures, to
allow for the timely adjudication of disputes concerning the validity or
infringement of an allegedly infringed patent.

(c)

if such other person’s product has been found to infringe a valid patent identified
pursuant to subparagraph (a), provide measures that operate to prohibit the unauthorized
marketing of that product prior to the expiration of the patent.

(d)

when a Party delays the grant of marketing approval consistent with subparagraph 5(b)(i),
provide an effective reward, consistent with the provisions of this Agreement, for the
successful challenge of the validity or applicability of the patent.5

6.
In implementing subparagraph 5(b)(i), and as a condition for providing the automatic delay of the
grant of marketing approval specified in subparagraph 5(b)(i) for a new pharmaceutical product approved
consistent with subparagraph 2(b) or 2(d), a Party may require that an applicant that has submitted an
application for marketing approval consistent with subparagraph 2(b) or 2(d) to commence the process of
obtaining marketing approval for that new pharmaceutical in the Party within [X] years of the date of first
marketing approval of the pharmaceutical product in another Party.
7.
Where a Party provides for a period of data protection for a pharmaceutical product of more than
[5+Y] years pursuant to subparagraph 2(a) or 2(b) of this Article, that Party is not required to implement
for that pharmaceutical product subparagraphs 2(c), 2(d) (3-year data protection in connection with
submission of new clinical information), 5(b)(i) (automatic delay of marketing approval) or 5(d) of this
Article (reward for the successful challenge of the validity or applicability of a patent).
8.
Where a Party chooses to apply subparagraph 6(e) of Article 8 and paragraphs 4 and 6 of this
Article, the following provisions shall apply:
(a)

a Party shall permit an applicant to commence the process of obtaining marketing
approval by providing the regulatory authority of the Party information supporting
approval of the new pharmaceutical product in the Party that is available to the person at
the time the request is made, such as evidence of the prior approval of the product in
another Party. It is understood that, while a Party may impose reasonable additional
requirements or deadlines as a condition of authorizing the person to market the

4

Negotiator’s Note: As used in Article 9.5(b)(i), “adjudicate” does not mean final adjudication.
A Party may comply with paragraph 5(d) by providing a period of marketing exclusivity in appropriate
circumstances to the first such other person or persons to challenge a patent.
5
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pharmaceutical product in its territory, satisfaction of those additional requirements or
deadlines or the granting of approval shall be recognized by the Party as necessarily
occurring after the commencement of the marketing approval process within the meaning
of subparagraph 6(e) of Article 8 and paragraphs 4 and 6 of this Article; and
(b)

9.

a Party may not refuse to grant approval of a new pharmaceutical product on the basis of
a failure of an applicant for marketing approval to satisfy the requirements of
subparagraph 6(e) of Article 8, or paragraphs 4 and 6 of this Article.

[Placeholder for specific provision applying to biologics].
General Provisions relating to Pharmaceutical Products and Agricultural Chemical Products

10.
For purposes of this Article, a new pharmaceutical product means a product that does not contain
a chemical entity that has been previously approved in the territory of the Party for use in a
pharmaceutical product.6 For purposes of this Article, a new agricultural chemical product is one that
contains a chemical entity that has not been previously approved in the territory of the Party for use in an
agricultural chemical product.
11.
Subject to paragraph 3 (protection of public health), when a product is subject to a system of
marketing approval in the territory of a Party pursuant to paragraph 1 or 2 and is also covered by a patent
in the territory of that Party, the Party shall not alter the term of protection that it provides pursuant to
paragraph 1 or 2 in the event that the patent protection terminates on a date earlier than the end of the
term of protection specified in paragraph 1 or 2.

6

For greater certainty, the Parties understand that the term “pharmaceutical product” as used in this Chapter
includes biologic products.
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Summary
The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is a proposed regional free trade agreement (FTA) among 12
countries: Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru,
Singapore, the United States, and Vietnam. The negotiating parties describe the TPP as a
proposed “living agreement,” which seeks to cover new trade topics and to include new members
that are willing to adopt its high standards. The ongoing negotiations, which TPP country trade
ministers have repeatedly announced are in the final stages, may progress more quickly with the
recent congressional grant of Trade Promotion Authority (TPA) to the Obama Administration.
The TPP negotiations are of ongoing interest to Congress. Congressional involvement includes
consultations with U.S. negotiators on and oversight of the details of the negotiations, and
eventual consideration of legislation to implement the final trade agreement. In assessing the TPP
negotiations, Members may be interested in understanding the potential economic impact and
significance of TPP and the economic characteristics of the other TPP countries as they evaluate
the potential impact of the proposed TPP on the U.S. economy and the commercial opportunities
for expansion into TPP markets.
This report provides a comparative economic analysis of the TPP countries and their economic
relations with the United States. TPP negotiating partners encompass great diversity in
population, economic development, and trade and investment patterns with the United States.
This economic diversity and inclusion of fast-growing emerging markets present both
opportunities and challenges for the United States in achieving a comprehensive and high
standard regional FTA among TPP countries.
The proposed TPP and its potential expansion are important due to the economic significance of
the Asia-Pacific region for both the United States and the world. The region is home to 40% of
the world’s population, produces nearly 60% of global GDP, and includes some of the fastestgrowing economies in the world. Including Canada, Mexico, and Japan, TPP negotiating partners
made up 37% of total U.S trade in 2013, and the Asia-Pacific economies as a whole made up
57%. The TPP would be the largest U.S. FTA to date by trade value.
The United States is the largest TPP market in terms of both GDP and population. In 2014, nonU.S. TPP partners collectively had a GDP of $10.6 trillion, just over 60% of the U.S. level, and a
population of 486 million, about 50% larger than the U.S. population. Japan’s entry (pop. 127
million and GDP $4.6 trillion) increased the significance of the agreement on both these metrics.
Unlike most previous U.S. FTA negotiations, the TPP involves countries with which the United
States already has an FTA. The United States has FTAs in place with Australia, Canada, Chile,
Mexico, Peru, and Singapore, which together account for over 82% of U.S. goods trade with TPP
countries. Japan is by far the largest U.S. trade partner among TPP members without an existing
U.S. FTA.
Other TPP partners also have extensive existing FTA networks. The Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN), of which Brunei, Malaysia, Singapore, and Vietnam are members, and
its collective FTAs with other countries, accounts for the bulk of this interconnectedness.
Moreover, ASEAN agreements with larger regional economies (e.g., China, India, Japan, and
South Korea) present a second possible avenue for Asia-Pacific economic integration; albeit one
that currently excludes the United States.
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Introduction1
The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is a proposed regional free trade agreement (FTA) under
negotiation between the United States and 11 other countries. Current participants include
Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, the
United States, and Vietnam. Participation in the negotiations has grown over time with Canada
and Mexico joining in late 2012 and Japan, the most recent country to participate, joining in July
2013. The proposed agreement’s ability to attract and incorporate new members will likely affect
the ultimate global significance of its regional platform and the new trade rules the agreement
may come to embody.
Congress has a major role in the negotiation and implementation of FTAs. Throughout the
negotiating process, Congress may conduct oversight hearings and consultations with U.S. trade
negotiators, providing Members an opportunity to oversee and influence the development of the
final TPP. Congress may also establish U.S. trade negotiating objectives as part of its granting of
Trade Promotion Authority (TPA) to the executive branch.2 Congress would also have to consider
and approve implementing legislation before a final FTA could enter into force.
The United States has a number of objectives in the proposed TPP agreement.3 These include
•

achieving a comprehensive and high standard regional FTA that eliminates and
reduces trade barriers and increases opportunities for U.S. trade and investment;

•

allowing the United States to play a role in developing a broader platform for
trade liberalization, particularly throughout the Asia-Pacific region;4 and

•

providing the United States with an opportunity to establish new rules on
emerging trade issues, such as regulatory coherence, supply chain management,
state-owned enterprises, and increasing trade opportunities for small- and
medium-sized businesses.5

This report focuses primarily on U.S. economic interests in the TPP agreement. It provides a
comparative economic analysis of the countries currently negotiating the TPP and describes the
U.S. trade flows with these countries at the bilateral level and in relation to the countries’
economic linkages with the rest of the world. It also provides information on the existing trade
agreements of TPP countries. As such, this report aims to serve as an introduction to the economic
relationship these countries have, both individually and collectively, with the United States.

1

For more information on the negotiations and subjects of negotiation, see CRS Report R42694, The Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP) Negotiations and Issues for Congress, coordinated by Ian F. Fergusson, and CRS In Focus IF10000,
Proposed Trans-Pacific Partnership, by Brock R. Williams and Ian F. Fergusson.
2
TPA legislation, P.L. 114-26, was recently passed by Congress and signed into law. For more information, see CRS
In Focus IF10038, Trade Promotion Authority (TPA), by Ian F. Fergusson, and CRS Report RL33743, Trade
Promotion Authority (TPA) and the Role of Congress in Trade Policy, by Ian F. Fergusson.
3
This report covers economic aspects of TPP countries and does not address U.S. foreign policy interests.
4
Potential TPP membership has not been expressly defined, but some see members of the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC) forum as the most likely candidates. For a complete list of APEC members see Table 1.
5
Letter from Ambassador Ronald Kirk, USTR, to The Honorable Nancy Pelosi, Speaker of the United States House of
Representatives, December 14, 2009.
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Economic Overview
Asia-Pacific Region
The Asia-Pacific region, defined for the purposes of this report as the current members of the
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum, has substantial global economic significance.
Among its 21 member economies, APEC includes all 12 of the current TPP participants (Table
1). It is home to 40% of the world’s population and nearly 60% of global GDP.6 Moreover, the
region’s economies are growing quickly. In 2014, six of these 21 economies had GDP growth
above 5%, while GDP growth in the United States was 2.4%.7 Along with increasing economic
influence these economies account for a growing share of world trade. For example, Asia’s share
of world imports grew from 18.5% in 1983 to 31.8% in 2013.8 The region is significant not just as
a burgeoning market, but also as an integral part of global value chains. The East Asian members,
in particular, are highly connected through global value chains and involve the United States in
complex production networks spanning the Pacific. In 2009, for example, 64% of Asian non-fuel
imports were in intermediate goods and over $600 billion in intermediate goods moved between
Asia and North America.9
The Asia-Pacific region represents an important source and destination for U.S. trade and
investment. Together, these economies represent nearly 60% of overall U.S. trade and about onequarter of the stock of foreign direct investment (FDI) into and out of the United States.10 Yet,
there remains great potential for further U.S. economic engagement with the region. Some U.S.
policy observers argue that the United States has fallen behind in its focus on market access
abroad, particularly in emerging Asia and Latin America.11 The ongoing U.S. involvement in
regional trade negotiations, including the TPP and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership (T-TIP) with the European Union, plurilateral initiatives such as the potential Trade in
Services Agreement (TISA), and multilateral negotiations at the World Trade Organization
(WTO), as well as recent congressional approval of Trade Promotion Authority legislation,
suggest continued U.S. interest in opening markets and expanding U.S. economic engagement
abroad.12

6
Analysis by CRS. Data from the World Bank World Development Indicators and International Monetary Fund (IMF)
World Economic Outlook, April 2015.
7
Analysis by CRS. Data from the IMF World Economic Outlook, April 2015.
8
World Trade Organization, International Trade Statistics, 2014, p. 25. APEC does not include India, which is
included in the WTO’s definition of Asia, but does include some Latin American countries not included in this statistic.
9
World Trade Organization and Institute of Developing Economies, Trade Patterns and Global Value Chains in East
Asia: From Trade in Goods to Trade in Tasks, 2011, p. 83.
10
Analysis by CRS. Data from the U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC) and the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA).
11
Council on Foreign Relations, U.S. Trade and Investment Policy, Independent Task Force Report No. 67, 2011, p. 3.
12
For more information on other U.S. trade initiatives, see CRS In Focus IF10120, Proposed Transatlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership (T-TIP), by Shayerah Ilias Akhtar and Vivian C. Jones; CRS Report R43291, U.S. Foreign
Trade in Services: Trends and U.S. Policy Challenges, by William H. Cooper and Rebecca M. Nelson; and CRS In
Focus IF10002, The World Trade Organization at 20, by Ian F. Fergusson.
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Table 1. APEC Members and Economic Statistics, 2014

Member
TPP Countries

Australia

Population
(in millions)

GDP/Capita
(in U.S. dollars
at PPP)

Real GDP
Growth (%)

$1,444

23.6

$46,433

2.71

$15

0.4

$73,233

(0.70)

$1,789

35.5

$44,843

2.53

Chile

$258

17.8

$22,971

1.84

Japan

$4,616

127.1

$37,390

(0.06)

$327

30.3

$24,654

6.02

$1,283

119.7

$17,881

2.13

New Zealand

$198

4.5

$35,152

3.24

Peru

$203

31.4

$11,817

2.35

Singapore

$308

5.5

$82,762

2.92

Vietnam

$186

90.6

$5,635

5.98

Non-U.S. TPP Total

$10,627

486.4

United States

$17,419

319.0

$54,597

2.39

Total

$28,046

805.4

China

$10,380

1,367.8

$12,880

7.36

Hong Kong

$290

7.3

$54,722

2.32

Indonesia

$889

251.5

$10,641

5.03

$16

7.5

$2,399

5.84

$285

99.4

$6,962

6.10

Russia

$1,857

143.7

$24,805

0.62

South Korea

$1,417

50.4

$35,277

3.32

Taiwan

$530

23.4

$45,854

3.74

Thailand

$374

68.7

$14,354

0.71

$16,037

2,019.8

$44,083

2,825.2

Brunei
Canada

Malaysia
Mexico

Other APEC

GDP
(in billions of
U.S. dollars)

Papua New Guinea
Philippines

Total
APEC Total

Source: International Monetary Fund World Economic Outlook, April 2015.
Notes: GDP/Capita figures are in terms of purchasing power parity (PPP). GDP data at purchasing power parity
(PPP) attempts to reflect differences in the cost of living among countries. This requires comparison of the prices
of goods and services in each of the countries concerned. For example, consider Vietnam and the United States.
In less developed countries, goods and services typically cost less than they do in more highly developed
countries (i.e.¸ one U.S. dollar converted to local Vietnamese currency would buy more goods and services
there than it would in the United States). Nominal GDP figures converted into U.S. dollars do not take account
of these price differences across countries. Hence, Vietnam’s GDP/capita at purchasing power parity ($5,635) is
more than twice its nominal GDP/capita in U.S. dollars ($2,053), according to the April 2015 edition of the IMF’s
World Economic Outlook.
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TPP Countries
The 12 countries that constitute the current group of TPP participants are economically and
demographically diverse. As shown in Figure 1, the United States is more than twice as large as
any other TPP country in terms of its economy and population. Japan, the newest and next largest
TPP country, has a GDP and population that are 27% and 40% of the U.S. level, respectively.
GDP per capita at purchasing power parity (PPP), a rough measure of a country’s level of
economic development, ranges from just over $5,500 in Vietnam to over $80,000 in Singapore,
more than $20,000 higher than that of the United States.13 These countries vary greatly in their
geography as well. They range from Australia, a large and resource-rich continent, to Singapore, a
small, trade-dependent city-state. As discussed in the final section of this report, some of this
economic and demographic diversity is reflected in both the type and intensity of trade and
investment flows between the United States and TPP countries.
A potential TPP FTA may present an opportunity for the United States to expand its trade and
investment with a large and fast-growing regional market. Non-U.S. TPP partners collectively
represent a potential market with a population about 50% larger than the United States and
several TPP economies have grown rapidly over the past decade (e.g., average GDP growth for
2005-2014 was 6.2% in Vietnam and Peru, 5.9% in Singapore, and 4.9% in Malaysia). U.S. trade
and FDI flows with these countries have increased significantly. U.S. exports to TPP countries
increased by just over 90% during this period, exceeding $178 billion in services in 2013 and
$727 billion in goods in 2014.14 U.S. imports from TPP countries increased by nearly 60% since
2004, with services imports of $95 billion in 2013 and goods imports of $882 billion in 2014. The
annual flow of both inbound and outward foreign direct investment (FDI) between the United
States and TPP countries was much higher in 2013 than 2004, although it has fluctuated
throughout the decade. The flow of U.S. FDI abroad to TPP countries was $86 billion in 2013
with inward FDI at $69 billion. The stock of both U.S. FDI in TPP countries and inward FDI
from TPP countries nearly doubled from 2004 to 2013 ($440 billion to $983 billion and $350
billion to $664 billion).
The United States has consistently run a goods trade deficit with TPP countries and a services
trade surplus (Figure 2). The U.S. services trade surplus with TPP countries increased over most
of the past decade while the U.S. goods trade deficit fell (became less negative) sharply during
the recession and has yet to reach its pre-recession levels. In services, the U.S. trade surplus has
increased from $38 billion in 2004 to $83 billion in 2013. In goods, the U.S. trade deficit in 2014
of $155 billion was less than the deficit in 2004 of $203 billion, and significantly less than the
peak deficit in 2006 of $247 billion. Crude oil, a major U.S. import from both Canada and
Mexico, is a large and growing contributor to the overall trade deficit with TPP countries.
Excluding trade in crude oil, the United States actually had an overall trade surplus (goods and
services) with TPP countries in 2013.

13

This adjusts international GDP figures to reflect differences in cost of living among countries. Hence, GDP figures
for developing countries are typically higher in PPP terms.
14
Services trade data not available for Brunei, Peru, or Vietnam.
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Figure 1.Trans-Pacific Partnership Countries, 2014

Source: Analysis by CRS. FTA data from the United States Trade Representative (USTR). Population and GDP
data from IMF, World Economic Outlook, April 2015. Trade data from the U.S. International Trade Commission
(ITC).
Note: Does not include trade in services.
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Figure 2. U.S. Goods and Services Trade Balance with TPP Countries

Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from the ITC and the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA).
Notes: Services trade data is only available through 2013 and is not available for Brunei, Peru, or Vietnam.

New and Potential TPP Participants
One of the United States’ expressed interests in the proposed TPP FTA is its potential expansion
to include other Asia-Pacific economies. To date the expansion of the negotiations has included
only APEC members. In May 2011, the TPP trade ministers agreed “to consider the membership
of any APEC members if and when they are ready to meet the high standards of the agreement.”15
In November 2011, Canada, Japan, and Mexico announced their intent to seek consultations with
existing participants on the possibility of joining the negotiations. Canada and Mexico became
official participants in late 2012, and Japan joined the negotiations in July 2013.
South Korea and other APEC economies have also expressed interest in potentially joining the
negotiations, as have non-APEC members such as Costa Rica and Colombia among other
countries.16 Ambassador Froman welcomed South Korea’s expression of interest in the TPP
negotiations, noting the existing trade and investment commitments South Korea had made with
the United States through the U.S.-South Korea (KORUS) FTA, but suggested that the current
negotiating members would prioritize concluding the existing negotiations before considering the
entry of new members.17 According to press reports, South Korea has been consulting bilaterally
with the existing TPP negotiating parties about what steps would be required to join the TPP
negotiations and what a potential timeframe for participation may be.18
15

USTR, "Joint Statement from Trans-Pacific Partnership Ministers Meeting on Margins of APEC in Big Sky,
Montana," press release, May 2011, https://ustr.gov/about-us/policy-offices/press-office/press-releases/2011/may/jointstatement-trans-pacific-partnership-ministers-me.
16
O. Chauvin, “Canada Makes Strong Pitch to Join TPP; Colombia, Costa Rica Also Express Interest,” International
Trade Daily, April 7, 2012.
17
USTR, "Statement by USTR Michael Froman on Korea's Announcement Regarding the Trans-Pacific Partnership,"
press release, November 2013, https://ustr.gov/about-us/policy-offices/press-office/pressreleases/2013/November/Froman-statement-TPP-Korea.
18
"South Korea Kicks Off New Round of Consultations on TPP Entry," Inside U.S. Trade, April 3, 2015.
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The recent participation of Canada, Japan, and Mexico greatly expanded the size of the TPP in
terms of U.S. trade. Using trade figures from 2013, the share of U.S. goods and services trade
encompassed by TPP partners increased from 5% to 31% with the addition of Canada and
Mexico, increased further to 37% with the addition of Japan, and though unlikely in the near
future, expansion of the potential agreement to all of APEC would increase its share of U.S. trade
to 57% (Figure 3).
Japan’s entry into the agreement is particularly significant. Japan is the third-largest economy in
the world, the fourth-largest U.S. trading partner, and not party to an existing U.S. FTA, as
opposed to Canada and Mexico, which are part of the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA). Japan is now the second-largest country participating in TPP, both in terms of
population (127 million) and GDP ($4.6 trillion). Some analysts argue that Japan’s participation
in the TPP negotiations has attracted other Asia-Pacific countries and will help achieve the goal of
membership expansion. For example, South Korea first expressed potential interest in joining in
2013, a few months after Japan became an official member of the negotiations. Others contend
that Japan’s entry may have complicated the negotiation process, adding a significant economic
counterweight to the United States and perhaps slowing the overall speed of the negotiations.
U.S. bilateral negotiations with Japan on sensitive issues including autos and agriculture remain
major sticking points in the overall TPP negotiations.
Figure 3. 2013 U.S. Goods and Services Trade, Shares of Total

Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from U.S. ITC and BEA.
Notes: TPP-9 refers to Australia, Brunei, Chile, Malaysia, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, Vietnam, and the
United States. TPP-11 refers to the TPP-9 plus Canada and Mexico. TPP-12 refers to the TPP-11 plus Japan.
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Existing Trade and Economic Agreements
TPP participants belong to various multilateral, regional, and bilateral trade and economic
agreements. For example, all TPP countries are members of the World Trade Organization
(WTO), with Vietnam joining most recently in 2007. In addition, TPP countries have a number of
bilateral and regional FTAs in effect, of varying degrees, some of which include other TPP
negotiating partners. The United States, for example, has FTAs with 20 countries including 6 TPP
participants (Australia, Canada, Chile, Mexico, Peru, and Singapore). In total, there are more than
180 preferential trade agreements among Asia-Pacific countries, most of which do not include the
United States.19 The United States Trade Representative (USTR), as well as certain stakeholder
groups, view the proposed TPP FTA as an opportunity for the United States to address this rapid
rise in preferential trade agreements, with a goal of ensuring that U.S. goods and services remain
competitive in the region and that the United States plays a central role in developing a
framework for future regional free trade negotiations.20 Given the potential for future expansion
in TPP membership, supporters contend that the ability to influence the strength and coverage of
the agreement at the beginning stage may be particularly advantageous.

Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)
TPP participants are part of a broader network of international partnerships within the AsiaPacific.21 The Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum is a primary vehicle for broader
regional cooperation on trade and economic issues in the Asia-Pacific region. The annual APEC
Leaders (heads-of-state) meeting provides an opportunity for stakeholders throughout the region,
including political and business leaders, to address regional impediments to trade and economic
integration through non-binding commitments.22 Although the organization itself does not
negotiate trade agreements, its stated goals, known as the “Bogor Goals,” include freer trade and
investment throughout the region. Specifically, APEC views itself as an “incubator” of an
eventual Free Trade Area of the Asia-Pacific (FTAAP) and supports the TPP as one step towards
that goal.23 APEC’s 21 members include the three largest economies in the world and the four
largest U.S. trading partners.24

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)
ASEAN is another major regional economic partnership that includes TPP countries. ASEAN
members include Brunei, Burma (Myanmar), Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, the
19

Ambassador Ronald Kirk, 2011 Trade Policy Agenda, Office of the United States Trade Representative, March 2011,
p. 4, http://www.ustr.gov/webfm_send/2597.
20
Ibid. See also Emergency Committee for American Trade, ECAT 2011 Agenda, June 14, 2011.
21
For more information on Asian regional partnerships see CRS Report RL33653, East Asian Regional Architecture:
New Economic and Security Arrangements and U.S. Policy, by Dick K. Nanto.
22
For more information on the most recent APEC meetings, see CRS Report R42842, The Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC) Meetings in Vladivostok, Russia: Postscript, by Michael F. Martin.
23
Carlos Kuriyama, The Mutual Usefulness between APEC and TPP, APEC Policy Support Unit, October 2011, p. 9.
24
The three largest economies in the world as measured by nominal GDP are the United States, China, and Japan. The
four largest trading partners of the United States are Canada, China, Mexico, and Japan. Table 1 includes a complete
list of APEC economies.
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Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam. Unlike APEC, ASEAN has already created a free
trade area among its members. However, import tariffs on intra-ASEAN trade are being removed
at different rates in different ASEAN countries depending on levels of economic development.25
According to the group’s economic community blueprint, ASEAN members intend to promote
further economic integration and freer flow of goods, services, investment, capital, and labor
throughout their membership in the future.26
The association has also established FTAs collectively with non-ASEAN countries, including
Australia, China, India, Japan, New Zealand, and South Korea. Talks have also begun on a
potential single trade agreement that would encompass ASEAN and its six FTA partners, known
as the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP).27 This agreement may present an
alternative to the TPP in achieving freer trade throughout the Asia-Pacific region, though it may
be less comprehensive in its trade liberalization ambitions. Some see these ASEAN economic
partnerships that exclude the United States but include the other major economies of the AsiaPacific as presenting a challenge to the United States’ ability to retain its economic clout
engagement in the region.28 However, at least one study has shown that while there may be
benefits to whichever country or country-group has more influence in setting the trade rules for
the region, there would remain significant economic benefits for the two largest economies in
RCEP and TPP, China and the United States, to eventually merge the two separate efforts into one
region-wide FTA.29

Free Trade Agreements
Table A-1 in the appendix shows free trade agreements of TPP countries that have either been
concluded or are under negotiation. While such a list provides a general overview of a country’s
proclivity toward economic openness, these FTAs differ in the extent of their tariff reduction,
product inclusion, and trade rules. Due to this variation, a country may enter into a trade
agreement as a member of a larger body (e.g., ASEAN-Australia) and also negotiate separate
bilateral FTAs (e.g., Malaysia-Australia). The table includes both bilateral FTAs and larger
regional agreements.
TPP participants have multiple FTAs in place throughout the Asia-Pacific and the world. As
shown in Table A-1, nine of the twelve TPP countries have agreements in place or are in
negotiations with China, the largest economy in the region not currently participating in the TPP
negotiations. Ten TPP countries, including the United States, also have agreements or are
negotiating with the European Union. TPP countries are also well connected to one another
through their existing trade agreements. Figure 4 shows that the number of agreements in force
among TPP countries range from Canada with only four existing FTAs among the TPP countries,
to Chile with 11 FTAs in place covering the entire TPP membership. The FTA among Brunei,
Chile, New Zealand, and Singapore that served as the starting point for the current TPP, known as
25

ASEAN Secretariat, ASEAN Economic Community Factbook, February 2011, p. 3.
Association of Southeast Asian Nations, Roadmap for an ASEAN Community 2009-2015, April 2009, p. 22.
27
“RCEP Partners Complete First Session of Talks; Set Next Session for September,” World Trade Online, May 16,
2013.
28
“U.S. seeks to lead huge new Asia-Pacific trade bloc,” Oxford Analytica, October 17, 2011.
29
Peter A. Petri, Michael G. Plummer, and Fan Zhai, The Trans-Pacific Partnership and Asia-Pacific Integration: A
Quantitative Assessment, East-West Center, Working Paper No. 119, October 24, 2011, p. 42,
http://www.eastwestcenter.org/sites/default/files/private/econwp119_2.pdf.
26
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the Trans-Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership agreement (P-4), and ASEAN, play a large part
in this interconnectedness, each joining four of the TPP economies into a free trade area. The
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) joins three TPP partners, Canada, Mexico, and
the United States, and encompasses over 50% of all TPP goods trade. This preexisting network of
trade agreements among TPP members suggests that the negotiating countries may envision
benefits from a concluded TPP agreement that extend beyond those achieved in their existing
agreements.
Figure 4. Existing Trade Agreements Among TPP Members

Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from individual TPP government websites.

U.S. FTAs and TPP
The United States currently has FTAs in force with 20 countries. Figure 5 places the potential
TPP agreement in context with these existing U.S. FTAs and the potential T-TIP FTA the United
States is negotiating with the European Union. Now that the members of NAFTA are part of the
TPP negotiations, this potential FTA would be the largest U.S. FTA in terms total goods trade.
U.S. trade with TPP partners was larger than the level of U.S. trade with South Korea, the largest
of the recent U.S. FTA partners, by a factor of fourteen in goods trade in 2014 and a factor of nine
in services trade in 2013. However, as noted above, much of this U.S.-TPP trade is already
covered by existing trade agreements. U.S. trade with FTA partners accounted for 82% of U.S.TPP goods trade in 2014 and 69% of U.S.-TPP services trade in 2013. Japan is the largest U.S.
trading partner in the negotiations without an existing FTA. In terms of foreign direct investment
(FDI) the TPP would be larger than any existing U.S. FTA, although the proposed T-TIP would be
larger still, highlighting that existing U.S. investment linkages are greater with the European
Union than with the Asia-Pacific TPP countries.
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Figure 5. U.S. Trade and Investment with Selected FTA Partners

Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from ITC.
Notes: Bilateral U.S. services trade data is not available for Brunei, Peru, and Vietnam.

Bilateral Investment Treaties
International trade and economic relations include investment flows between nations, in addition
to trade in goods and services. These investment flows can be the subject of negotiated disciplines
in bilateral investment treaties (BITs) or FTAs.30 The United States typically includes investment

30

For more information, see CRS Report R43052, U.S. International Investment Agreements: Issues for Congress, by
Shayerah Ilias Akhtar and Martin A. Weiss; CRS In Focus IF10052, U.S. International Investment Agreements (IIAs) ,
by Martin A. Weiss and Shayerah Ilias Akhtar; and CRS Report R44015, International Investment Agreements (IIAs):
Frequently Asked Questions, coordinated by Martin A. Weiss.
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provisions in its FTAs, as with each of the six existing FTAs between the United States and TPP
participants. Currently, no U.S. BITs are in place with the other five TPP countries.
Among TPP participants, Malaysia has been the most proactive in negotiating BITS, according to
the latest United Nations data on international investment treaties. As of June 2015, Malaysia had
50 BITs in force, while New Zealand had the lowest number of investment treaties with only 2 in
force. The United States had 40 BITs in force as of June 2015 (Table 2).
Table 2. Bilateral Investment Treaties in Force in TPP Countries
Aust.

Brunei

Canada

Chile

Japan

Malaysia

Mexico

N.Z.

Peru

Sing.

U.S.

Viet.

21

5

31

38

19

50

28

2

29

38

40

46

Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD).
Note: Includes agreements that were in force as of June 2015.

Trade, Investment, and Tariff Patterns
This section examines trade and investment flows into and out of TPP countries as well as their
tariff rates. Given the variation in geography, population, and economic development among TPP
countries, the type and quantity of trade and investment varies greatly from country to country.
Additionally, existing tariff structures among the TPP countries highlight the variation in their
openness to trade and may identify some potential difficulties as well as opportunities in
liberalizing trade between such diverse countries. The analysis and description that follows
depends on the quality and scope of the relevant data. Hence, the most comprehensive
examination is on merchandise trade.

U.S.-TPP Trade
Merchandise Trade31
Trade between the United States and other TPP countries represents about 40% of overall U.S.
goods trade. The United States had a deficit in merchandise trade with TPP countries in 2014
(Table 3). Energy imports, particularly crude oil from Canada and Mexico, and imports of
vehicles and parts from Japan accounted for most of this deficit. Canada, Mexico, and Japan are
the first, third, and fourth-largest U.S. trade partners overall. The majority of U.S.-TPP trade is
concentrated with these three TPP negotiating partners. Figure 6 below shows that U.S. imports
each from Canada, Japan, and Mexico were larger than U.S. imports from the other eight TPP
countries combined. The same held for U.S. exports to Canada and Mexico, but U.S exports to
Japan were about only about 60% of the value of U.S. exports to the other eight TPP countries. In

31
Exports reflect “total exports” and imports reflect “general imports.” Data are also available based on “domestic
exports” and “imports for consumption.” The differences between these data has to do with the treatment of goods that
enter U.S. territory from abroad and are re-exported with minimal modification while in the United States. These reexports can be high in particular countries. For instance, they were above 15% of total U.S. exports to Singapore in
2014. For more information, see http://www.usitc.gov/publications/research/tradestatsnote.pdf.
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2014, U.S. merchandise trade with these three countries accounted for nearly 87% of U.S. trade
with TPP negotiating partners.
Figure 6. U.S. Merchandise Trade with TPP Countries

Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from the ITC.
Note: “Other TPP Countries” includes Australia, Brunei, Chile, Malaysia, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, and
Vietnam.

Table 3. U.S. Merchandise Exports to, Imports from, and Balance with TPP Countries
(in millions of U.S. dollars, 2014)
Exports
Australia

Imports

Balance

26,668

10,670

15,998

550

32

518

312,125

346,063

-33,937

Chile

16,630

9,491

7,139

Japan

66,964

133,939

-66,975

Malaysia

13,136

30,448

-17,311

Mexico

240,326

294,157

-53,831

4,261

3,980

281

Peru

10,070

6,079

3,991

Singapore

30,532

16,463

14,068

5,725

30,584

-24,859

726,988

881,906

-154,918

Brunei
Canada

New Zealand

Vietnam
Total

Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from the ITC.

Among the other eight TPP countries, Australia and Singapore are the major export markets for
the United States, while Malaysia and Vietnam are the major import markets. In 2014, of the $108
billion in U.S. goods exports to these other 8 TPP countries, over half went to Australia and
Singapore, while over 70% of the $108 billion in U.S. imports came from Malaysia, Singapore,
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and Vietnam. Over the past decade, substantial increases in trade between the United States and
some of the smaller economies have occurred (Figure 7 and Figure 8). For example, U.S. trade
with Peru and Chile has tripled, and U.S. trade with Vietnam has increased more than 5-fold.
Figure 8 below highlights Vietnam’s rapid rise in supplying goods to the United States, moving
from the fourth-biggest to the largest supplier of U.S. imports among these eight TPP countries,
gaining more ground in the U.S. market than even recent FTA partners such as Peru and Chile.
Much of this increase likely reflects the improved trade relations between Vietnam and the United
States over the past decade. The United States granted Vietnam conditional normal trade relations
(NTR) status in 2001 and then permanent NTR (PNTR) status in 2006 when Vietnam acceded to
the WTO.
Over the past decade the U.S. trade balance with these eight TPP countries has fluctuated. The
trade deficit grew (became more negative) from 2004, peaked in 2006, and then fell to a surplus
in 2008. The surplus grew until 2012 and then fell becoming a small deficit again in 2014.
Driving this shifting trade balance were falling imports from Malaysia from 2004 to 2009 which
then recovered by 2014 and a rapid rise in imports from Vietnam from 2009 to 2014. Exports
have grown more consistently throughout the period but the largest increases have been in exports
to Singapore, Australia, Chile, and Peru, who like Canada and Mexico are current U.S. FTA
partners.
Figure 7. U.S. Goods Exports to TPP Countries, excluding Canada, Japan, and Mexico

Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from the ITC.
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Figure 8. U.S. Goods Imports from TPP Countries excluding
Canada, Japan, and Mexico

Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from the ITC.

At the aggregate level, the top U.S. import categories are motor vehicles, oil and gas (primarily
crude oil), motor vehicle parts, semiconductors and other electronic components, computer
equipment, nonferrous metal, and communications equipment. The top export categories are
motor vehicle parts, petroleum and coal products, motor vehicles, aircraft, computer equipment,
semiconductors and electronic components, and basic chemicals. Similarities in these product
categories among the top U.S. imports and exports may reflect the supply chains and production
linkages that exist between the United States and Asia-Pacific countries. Even in petroleum
products, for example, raw crude is the primary U.S. import, while refined petroleum products are
the primary U.S. export. Other major supply chains include motor vehicle and electronic
equipment production.
Considering bilateral flows, U.S. exports are largely in the same top product categories across
countries and include those listed above. However, U.S. imports from TPP countries vary greatly.
Table 4 shows the top three imports/exports for each of the TPP countries, their value, and the
percent of each country’s total U.S. imports/exports that category represents. Top U.S. exports
including motor vehicles and aircraft highlight the U.S. advantage in high-tech products.
U.S. imports from TPP countries reflect the dominant industries and relative strengths in each
country. Agriculture and natural resource products are the top U.S. imports from Australia, Chile,
New Zealand, and Peru. Malaysia and Singapore’s exports to the United States consist primarily
of manufactured products such as computers, semiconductors and electronic components, and
chemicals. From Canada and Mexico, the United States imports both raw materials, such as crude
oil, and manufactured goods such as motor vehicles and parts. Vietnam, the TPP country with the
lowest per capita GDP, specializes in lower skilled, labor-intensive apparel and footwear
industries, which represent over 40% of its exports to the United States. Over 40% of U.S.
imports from Japan are advanced manufacturing products such as motor vehicles and parts and
aircraft and parts.
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Table 4. Top U.S.-TPP Trade Categories
(in millions of U.S. dollars and percentage of total, 2014)
Country
Australia

Top U.S. Imports

Chile

Japan

Aircraft & Parts

2,364

9%

Nonferrous Metal (excl. Alum.)

1,033

10%

Motor Vehicles

2,294

9%

510

5%

Ag. & Constr. Machinery

1,986

7%

16

50%

Aircraft & Parts

424

77%

Apparel

4

13%

Communications Equip.

18

3%

Non-farmed Fish

2

5%

Ag. & Constr. Machinery

17

3%

Oil & Gas

96,128

28%

Motor Vehicles

26,932

9%

Motor Vehicles

44,249

13%

Motor Vehicle Parts

25,958

8%

Petroleum And Coal Products

15,756

5%

Oil & Gas

16,796

5%

Nonferrous Metal (excl. Alum.)

2,393

25%

Petroleum & Coal Products

5,107

31%

Fruits And Tree Nuts

1,527

16%

Aircraft & Parts

1,635

10%

Farmed Fish

1,000

11%

Ag. & Constr. Machinery

925

6%

Motor Vehicles

34,427

26%

Aircraft & Parts

7,387

11%

Motor Vehicle Parts

13,065

10%

Oilseeds And Grains

4,745

7%

6,751

5%

Navigation & Electro-Medical

4,008

6%

10,556

35%

Semicon. & Elec. Components

5,173

39%

Communications Equip.

5,624

18%

Aircraft & Parts

1,164

9%

Computer Equipment

2,672

9%

595

5%

Motor Vehicles

46,353

16%

Motor Vehicle Parts

21,494

9%

Motor Vehicle Parts

40,099

14%

Petroleum & Coal Products

19,050

8%

Oil & Gas

27,770

9%

Computer Equipment

16,001

7%

1,336

34%

Aircraft & Parts

1,406

33%

Dairy Products

680

17%

Motor Vehicles

270

6%

Beverages

344

9%

Ag. & Constr. Machinery

205

5%

1,543

25%

Petroleum & Coal Products

2,738

27%

Petroleum And Coal Products

914

15%

Ag. & Constr. Machinery

677

7%

Fruits And Tree Nuts

628

10%

Oilseeds And Grains

659

7%

Chemicals

2,718

17%

Aircraft & Parts

4,311

14%

Pharmaceuticals And Medicines

2,649

16%

Petroleum & Coal Products

4,091

13%

Semicon. & Elec. Components

1,566

10%

Semicon. & Elec. Components

2,409

8%

Apparel

9,078

30%

Oilseeds And Grains

516

9%

Footwear

3,597

12%

Semicon. & Elec. Components

464

8%

Furniture and Cabinets

2,628

9%

Other Agricultural Products

406

7%

Semicon. & Elec. Components

Mexico

New Zealand

Peru

Singapore

Vietnam

Percent
of Total

26%

Aircraft & Parts
Malaysia

Value

2,750

Chemicals

Canada

Top U.S. Exports

Meat Products and Packaging
Aircraft & Parts

Brunei

Percent
of Total

Value

Meat Products and Packaging

Nonferrous Metal (excl. Alum.)

Navigation & Electro-Medical

Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from the ITC.
Notes: 4-digit North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) categories. Excludes “special
classification” categories 9900 and 9800.
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Agriculture Trade
Trade is particularly important to U.S. agriculture, with exports accounting for approximately
20% of U.S. agriculture production.32 In the context of the TPP negotiations, the United States has
both potential import sensitivities and major export interests, which vary by product and country,
given the range of TPP participants, making for a complex negotiating dynamic. Other TPP
participants include major agriculture exporters such as Australia and New Zealand as well large
consumer markets with relatively high agricultural tariffs such as Japan, Malaysia, and Vietnam.
Table 4 below provides data on U.S. agricultural trade with TPP countries. Canada, Japan, and
Mexico are the largest U.S. trade partners in agriculture products. The United States has an
overall surplus in trade in agriculture products with TPP countries, due primarily to the large U.S.
surplus with Japan.
Table 5. U.S. Agriculture Exports, Imports, and Trade Balance with TPP Countries
(in millions of U.S. dollars, 2014)
Country

U.S. Exports

U.S. Imports

Trade Balance

1,558

3,654

-2,096

5

0

5

24,218

22,932

1,286

Chile

844

2,739

-1,895

Japan

13,157

565

12,592

989

1,488

-499

19,450

18,952

498

454

2,401

-1,947

1,199

1,623

-424

766

105

661

2,304

1,835

469

64,944

56,294

8,650

Australia
Brunei
Canada

Malaysia
Mexico
New Zealand
Peru
Singapore
Vietnam
Total
Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from ITC.

Notes: Agriculture categorization as defined in ITC dataweb.

32

CRS In Focus IF10233, The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and U.S. Agriculture, by Mark A. McMinimy
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Services Trade33
A main focus of the proposed TPP FTA, billed as a “21st century” agreement, is emerging issues
in international trade. Although covered in previous U.S. FTAs, trade in services, particularly as it
relates to digital trade, is one such emerging issue. The United States, in which services provide
80% of U.S. civilian employment and account for 70% of GDP, is considered to be particularly
competitive in this sector.34 Services, unlike goods, are typically intangible (e.g., financial, legal,
accounting), making their trade more complex to measure than tracking a shipping container from
location A to location B. As a result, trade in services data lack the detail provided for trade in
goods. The analysis below only covers the TPP countries individually included in U.S. services
trade statistics: Australia, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, and Singapore.
The most recent bilateral services trade statistics are available through 2013. Elsewhere in this
document, if not specified, trade simply refers to merchandise (goods) trade.
U.S. services trade with the eight TPP countries for which data are available presents the same
pattern of competitiveness seen in U.S. services trade with the rest of the world. In 2013, the
United States had a collective services trade surplus of more than $83 billion with these eight TPP
countries. 35 As with goods trade, Canada, Japan, and Mexico are the largest U.S. services trade
partners among TPP members (Figure 9). However, during the past decade U.S. services trade
with other TPP countries, particularly Australia, have increased at a faster rate than those from
Mexico, such that U.S. services trade with the other TPP countries, collectively, now exceeds
U.S. trade with Mexico. Services exports from the United States to these eight TPP countries
collectively have more than doubled over the past decade, and services exports to Australia, in
particular, have nearly tripled. In 2013, the United States had a significant services trade surplus
with all TPP countries for which individual data are available (Table 6).

33

The Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), which collects and disseminates U.S. services trade statistics, breaks down
the data into two categories: trade in services and services supplied through affiliates. The trade in services data
includes trade delivered through three modes of supply: cross-border supply (e.g. architect mails blueprint to client in a
foreign country), consumption abroad (e.g. tourism spending), and the presence of natural persons (e.g. engineer travels
to foreign country to provide computer training). Services supplied through affiliates refers to a company located in one
country setting up a subsidiary or a branch in a foreign country and supplying a service to a foreign client through that
affiliate. For more information on the definitions of international services, see
http://www.bea.gov/international/international_services_definition.htm#1.
34
CRS Report R43291, U.S. Foreign Trade in Services: Trends and U.S. Policy Challenges, by William H. Cooper and
Rebecca M. Nelson.
35
Analysis by CRS. Data from BEA.
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Figure 9. U.S.-TPP Services Trade (Exports plus Imports)

Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from BEA.
Notes: “Other TPP Countries” includes Australia, Chile, Malaysia, New Zealand, and Singapore.

Table 6. U.S. Service Exports to, Imports from, and Balance with TPP Countries
(in millions of U.S. dollars, 2013)
Country

Exports

Imports

Balance

Australia

19,136

6,948

12,188

Canada

63,281

30,452

32,829

Chile

3,608

1,207

2,401

Japan

46,270

30,006

16,264

Malaysia

2,687

1,481

1,206

Mexico

29,855

17,766

12,089

2,110

1,516

594

11,404

5,559

5,845

178,351

94,935

83,416

New Zealand
Singapore
Total

Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from BEA.

The composition of U.S. services exports to the eight TPP countries differs somewhat from the
composition of U.S. services imports. Figure 10 below shows that while the United States has a
trade surplus in each of the six categories listed, some categories have relatively more balanced
trade than others. For example, U.S.-TPP trade in financial services shows a large U.S. surplus—
U.S. exports are more than three times as great as U.S. imports. In the categories of royalties or
charges for the use of intellectual property, U.S. exports are also more than double U.S. imports.
U.S. exports of travel and transport services, the largest category of U.S.-TPP trade, are slightly
less than twice as large as U.S. imports from TPP countries. For business services trade and
insurance, telecommunications and other private services, U.S. exports and imports with TPP
countries are relatively balanced.
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Figure 10. U.S.-TPP Services Trade, by Category

Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from BEA.
Notes: Services trade data not available for Brunei, Peru, and Vietnam.

Services Supplied through Foreign Affiliates
Countries also provide services to foreign residents by establishing a commercial presence in
local markets. The BEA collects data on services supplied to foreign residents by majorityowned36 foreign affiliates (MOFAs) of U.S. multi-national corporations (MNCs) (i.e., U.S.
companies with operations in foreign countries). Typically, the value of U.S. services supplied
through MOFAs is considerably larger than trade in services discussed above. For instance, in
2012, more than $1.2 trillion in services were provided to foreign residents through foreign
affiliates of U.S. companies, compared to just over $600 billion supplied through trade in
services. At a smaller scale, the same pattern holds true for U.S. services provided to the eight
TPP countries for which services data are available. During 2004-2012, the latest period for
which consistent data are available, services supplied through U.S. MOFAs grew rapidly in most
TPP countries, doubling in TPP countries as a whole. In 2012, slightly over half of services
supplied to TPP countries through U.S. MOFAs went to Canada (34%) and Japan (20%),
although the other TPP countries share of this trade has grown considerably (Figure 11).
In 2012, the value of services supplied to U.S. residents through majority-owned U.S. affiliates
(MOUSAs) of foreign MNCs (i.e., foreign companies that have established a commercial
presence in the United States) was only about 60% of the value of services supplied abroad
through MOFAs of U.S. MNCs. This same pattern is evident among all TPP countries except
Japan: the value of services supplied to the United States through TPP MOUSAs, excluding
Japan, are about half of those supplied to TPP countries from U.S. MOFAs. Conversely Japan’s
services supplied to the United States through its MOUSAs are one-third larger than the U.S.
services supplied through MOFAs in Japan. This likely reflects the fact that Japan’s investment in
36

A majority-owned U.S./foreign affiliate is one in which the combined direct and indirect ownership interests of all
foreign/U.S. parents of the U.S./foreign affiliate exceed 50%.
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the United States has exceeded U.S. investment in Japan (see investment discussion below).
Among TPP countries, Japan (48%) and Canada (36%) account for the vast majority of services
supplied through MOUSAs (Figure 12).
Figure 11. U.S. Services Supplied to TPP Countries through MOFAs

Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from BEA.
Notes: “Other TPP” includes Australia, Chile, Malaysia, New Zealand, and Singapore.

Figure 12. TPP Country Services Supplied to the United States through MOUSAs

Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from BEA.
Notes: “Other TPP” includes Australia, Chile, Malaysia, New Zealand, and Singapore.
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Aggregate TPP Trade
Who trades with TPP countries? Figure 13 shows TPP countries’ aggregate goods trade with each
other and the rest of the world.
Goods trade among TPP partners was more than $2 trillion in 2014. As the largest country in the
TPP, both in terms of population and GDP, U.S. trade with TPP partners accounts for much of the
trade among TPP countries. Specifically, trade among the NAFTA countries, Canada, Mexico,
and the United States, was over $1.2 trillion in 2012—over half of all intra-TPP trade. U.S. trade
with Japan, the third largest bilateral trade partnership in the TPP, accounted for nearly $200
billion of total intra-TPP trade. See Table A-2 in the Appendix for intra-TPP trade data for each
TPP country.
Even larger than intra-TPP trade, however, is TPP country trade with the other APEC members
not currently party to the TPP negotiations. This goods trade amounted to over $2.7 trillion in
2014. Trade between China and the TPP countries, nearly $1.5 trillion, made up over half of all
TPP country trade with the other APEC members. In terms of goods trade, expansion of the TPP
to include China and the other APEC members would encompass more TPP country trade than
expanding the agreement in any other region including the European Union ($1.3 trillion) and
Latin America ($459 billion).
Figure 13. Trade Among TPP Partners and with Other Regions
(in billions of U.S. dollars, 2014)

Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from IMF DOTS.
Notes: Regional groupings based on categories from the DOTS. These regional groupings are not an exhaustive
list of all TPP trade partners. Data only include goods trade data.
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Investment Flows
The proposed TPP FTA, like previous U.S. FTAs, is expected to include provisions on
investment. As mentioned above, the FTAs the United States already has in place with six of the
TPP countries (Australia, Canada, Chile, Mexico, Peru, and Singapore) include investment
provisions. However, no other bilateral investment treaties (BITs) exist between the United States
and the remaining TPP countries. The most recent available investment data is through 2013.
Nearly all of the top U.S. investment partners in the TPP are covered by an existing FTA and the
stock (accumulated value) of U.S. investment in these countries exceeds their investments in the
United States (Figure 14). Japan, however, does not have an existing U.S. FTA, and uniquely
among TPP countries, the stock of Japanese investment in the United States is more than double
the stock of U.S. investment in Japan. As discussed above, this pattern can also be seen in U.S.Japanese services trade through affiliates.
TPP-U.S. FDI flows in 2013 show that Japan and Canada were the largest U.S. investment
partners accounting for 34% and 30% of total inward and outward U.S. FDI with TPP countries.
Australia (13%), Singapore (12%), and Mexico (7%) were the other top U.S. investment partners
among TPP countries (Table 7). Flows of FDI can vary significantly from year to year. From
2012 to 2013 outward U.S. direct investment in TPP countries declined slightly from $90 billion
to $86 billion, while inward U.S. FDI from TPP countries nearly doubled from $37 billion to $69
billion.
Figure 14. U.S. FDI with TPP Countries (Stock)

Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from BEA.
Notes: “Other TPP” includes Brunei, Malaysia, New Zealand, and Vietnam.
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Table 7. U.S. FDI with TPP Countries
(in millions of U.S. dollars, 2013)
U.S. Direct
Investment
Abroad (Flow)

FDI into the U.S.
(Flow)

U.S. Direct
Investment
Abroad (Stock)

FDI into the U.S.
(Stock)

$22,951

-$3,079

$158,996

$44,742

$16

(D)

$132

(D)

$23,155

$23,336

$368,297

$237,921

Chile

$3,624

$62

$41,110

$487

Japan

$7,368

$44,861

$123,174

$342,327

Malaysia

$2,724

-$41

$16,409

$635

Mexico

$7,626

$3,130

$101,454

$17,610

-$846

-$39

$7,919

$972

$1,425

-$20

$10,061

$100

$17,452

$1,148

$154,438

$19,760

$234

-$287

$1,398

-$276

$85,729

$69,071

$983,388

$664,278

Country
Australia
Brunei
Canada

New Zealand
Peru
Singapore
Vietnam
Total

Source: Analysis by CRS. U.S. FDI data from BEA. World FDI data from the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development (UNCTAD).
Notes: Flows represent the annual value of investment, while stocks represent the accumulated value of
investment. (D) indicates that the data in the cell have been suppressed to avoid disclosure of individual
companies. For detailed definitions of investment variables see http://www.bea.gov/about/
overview_international.htm.

Tariff Levels
TPP negotiating partners are striving for a high standard and comprehensive FTA that addresses
trade barriers beyond tariffs. Traditional tariff barriers, however, still exist among TPP members
and can be an impediment to expanded trade. While tariffs are only one form of potential trade
barriers, they are relatively easy to compare and can provide a general picture of a country’s
openness to trade.
As all TPP members are members of the WTO, one relevant tariff to consider is the applied mostfavored nation (MFN) tariff.37 The MFN concept is a WTO principle that requires member
countries to non-discriminately apply their tariff rates to other members.38 The average applied
MFN tariff then is simply the average, among all products, of the tariff rates actually applied to
other countries, as opposed to bound rates, which are essentially caps, or the maximum level that

37

Tariff rate data are also available by trade-weighted averages. In their construction, these averages weight tariffs by
the percentage of a country’s overall trade in that particular tariff line. Tariffs, by their nature, can discourage trade in
the particular products to which they apply. Hence, trade-weighted tariff averages tend to be lower than simple tariff
averages, which weight all tariff lines equally.
38
An exception to this rule is allowed in the case of FTAs, like the proposed TPP. The WTO allows FTA partners to
provide preferential tariff treatment to one another below the MFN rates.
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may be imposed under WTO commitments.39 Often, applied rates are well below bound rates. For
example, Chile’s average MFN applied rate is 6% compared to an average bound rate of 25%.
Both levels are important and the proposed TPP FTA aims to eventually reduce and eliminate
tariffs at both the applied and bound level.
The average applied MFN tariffs vary greatly among TPP countries.40 Vietnam has an average
rate of almost 10%, while Singapore charges tariffs on so few items that it has an average rate of
0%. Figure 15 below shows the average MFN tariffs for TPP participants as reported in the most
recent WTO tariff profiles. Per capita GDP, a rough measure of economic development, is
graphed on the right axis, revealing that, in general, the more highly developed TPP countries
tend to be those with the lower tariff levels. Hence, movement towards zero tariff rates will
require a greater reduction in applied tariffs among the less developed members.
Although average tariff rates among all products are below 10% for TPP countries, some
industrial and agricultural sectors have relatively high tariffs. For example, the average applied
MFN tariff rate on Canadian dairy products is 249%, even though the overall Canadian average
applied MFN tariff rate is only 4.2%. Table 8 below provides the product category with the
highest tariff rate for each TPP country. These include dairy, clothing, beverages/tobacco, sugar,
and electrical machinery.
Uniquely among the TPP members, Chile and Singapore have little variation in tariffs at the
industry level. Singapore has an average tariff of 0% in every category except beverages and
tobacco. Chile has a higher but still uniform tariff structure, with an average tariff of 6% in all but
one product group.
Nontariff Barriers and Other Market Access Restrictions
In addition to attempting to reduce and eliminate tariffs and quotas, the TPP negotiations will also seek to address
nontariff barriers and other market access restrictions to trade in goods and services among TPP partners. These
restrictions can take many different forms, making them difficult to quantify and compare across countries. For
example, the U.S. automotive industry has long argued that nontariff barriers, such as standards, certifications,
transparency in regulations, and access to distribution networks, are primary impediments to greater U.S. auto sales
in Japan.41 Nontariff barriers and other market access restrictions can be particularly important in services trade given
the many ways in which services are delivered, often leaving them outside the scope of traditional tariff measures. The
OECD has created indices that can provide some measure of services trade restrictiveness.42 These indices, available
for OECD countries across 18 different services sectors, suggest that there is considerable variation in services trade
restrictiveness among TPP OECD countries (Australia, Canada, Chile, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, and the United
States) and hence opportunity for liberalization through TPP negotiation efforts. For example, in telecommunications,
the index, which takes a value from 0 to 1 with a higher number indicating greater restrictiveness, ranges from 0.12
for the United States to 0.30 for Japan and 0.34 for Mexico. Such restrictions are likely even greater among the least
developed TPP countries not included in the OECD database. Similar work by researchers at the World Bank, which
covers more countries at less detail, supports this hypothesis. Their index for overall services trade restrictiveness,
which takes a value from 0 to 100, ranges from 11 for New Zealand to 41.5 for Vietnam and 46.1 for Malaysia,
although Peru (16.4) scores even lower than the United States (17.7).43

39

http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/glossary_e/glossary_e.htm.
Variation also exists for TPP country bound rates, ranging from 36% in Mexico to 3.5% in the United States.
41
USTR, 2014 National Trade Estimate Report on Foreign Trade Barriers, March 31, 2014.
42
OECD Services Trade Restrictiveness Index available at http://www.oecd.org/tad/services-trade/services-traderestrictiveness-index.htm.
43
Ingo Borchert, Batshur Gootiiz, and Aaditya Mattoo, Policy Barriers to International Trade in Services: New
Empirical Evidence, World Bank Policy Research Working Paper (WPS6109), 2012.
40
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Figure 15. Average Applied Tariffs and GDP/Capita

Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, April 2015 and WTO Tariff Profiles 2014.
Notes: (*) Indicates tariff data is from 2011. GDP per capita based on purchasing power parity (PPP).

Table 8. Highest Tariffs by Product Category
(tariffs in percent, 2013)
Country

Product

Avg. Applied MFN Tariff (%)

Australia

Clothing

8.9

Brunei*

Electrical machinery

Canada

Dairy Products

248.9

Chile

Most Products

6.0

Japan

Dairy Products

135.3

Malaysia

Beverages and tobacco

105.5

Mexico

Sugars and confectionery

New Zealand

Clothing

9.7

Peru

Clothing

11.0

Singapore

Beverages and tobacco

21.3

United States

Dairy

20.5

Vietnam

Beverages and tobacco

42.8

13.9

57.9

Source: WTO Tariff Profiles 2014.
Notes: Product category average tariffs based on both ad-valorem tariffs (percentage of overall value) and nonad valorem tariff equivalents (other types of tariffs converted to percentage). These category-specific averages
are at the 4-digit HTS level, and do not necessarily represent the highest tariffs on a specific product (e.g.,
although the overall average U.S. clothing tariff is lower than the 20.5% average U.S. dairy tariff, tariffs on some
specific clothing articles are higher). (*) Indicates tariff data is from 2011.
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When considering tariff rates, it is useful to
Figure 16. Trade-to-GDP Ratios
consider the overall importance of trade in a
nation’s economy. Trade-to-GDP ratios,
(in percent, 2011-2013)
shown in Figure 16 provide one such
measure. The figure shows a great range in
trade-to-GDP ratios among TPP countries.
Singapore’s trade-to-GDP ratio of over 366%
implies that the country’s imports and exports
are nearly four times larger than its total
domestic production of goods and services.
Such a high figure likely reflects Singapore’s
importance as a regional shipping hub, reexporting products that merely pass through
its borders, as well as its importance in
international supply chains, perhaps
domestically producing only a portion of the
components in the manufactured goods it
exports. Given this significant reliance on
international trade, it is less surprising that
Source: WTO Trade Profiles 2014.
Singapore would have such a low average
applied tariff level. The United States, the TPP country with the largest population and economy,
and, hence, the largest domestic market, has a trade-to-GDP ratio of 30%, indicating that trade
accounts for a smaller share of economic activity in the United States than in any other the TPP
countries. The United States, however, has one of the lowest average applied tariff rates among
the TPP countries, suggesting that the importance of trade in a country’s economy is not the only
determinant of its openness to trade. The variation in trade-to-GDP ratios is another indicator of
the diversity among the TPP countries, which may ultimately be reflected in their trade policy
priorities.

Conclusion
The proposed Trans-Pacific Partnership FTA would be a significant FTA for the United States and
could eventually become the platform for a broader Asia-Pacific free trade area, an area that
encompasses 40% of the world’s people and over half of global production. TPP would be the
largest U.S. FTA based on trade flows, and with the entry of Japan, a significant share of U.S.TPP trade is not currently covered by an FTA. Due to the great diversity among the TPP
participants, there may be challenges in achieving a comprehensive and high standard agreement.
TPP countries vary in terms of population, economic development, and geography.
In goods and services trade, Canada is the top U.S. partner among TPP countries, with Mexico
and Japan as the next largest partners in most categories. In terms of FDI flows, Japan was the
largest U.S. partner among TPP countries in 2013. Australia, Malaysia, and Singapore are the
other top U.S. partners in merchandise trade among TPP countries, and Australia and Singapore
are also major U.S. partners in services trade and investment flows among TPP countries.
Vietnam, given its significant population and quickly growing economy, may hold the greatest
potential for increased economic relations with the United States moving forward. Malaysia,
Mexico, Chile, and Peru also represent growing economies that have populations above 20
million. Chile, Peru, and Mexico’s potential for increased U.S. economic exchange due to the
TPP, however, may be somewhat lessened given their existing FTAs with the United States.
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Appendix.
Table A-1. Trade Agreements in TPP Countries
Country or Group
Australia

Existing Trade Agreements

Agreements in Negotiation or
Awaiting Implementation

ASEAN-Australia-New Zealand

China

Chile

Gulf Cooperation Councila

Japan

India

Malaysia

Indonesia

New Zealand

PACERb

Singapore

RCEPc

South Korea

TPPd

Thailand
United States
Brunei*

AFTAe

RCEPc

Japan

TPPd

P-4f
Canada

Chile

Caribbean Communityg

Colombia

Dominican Republic

Costa Rica

El Salvador, Guatemala, Nicaragua

EFTAh

European Unioni

Honduras

India

Israel

Japan

Jordan

Morocco

NAFTAj

Singapore

Panama

TPPd

Peru

Ukraine

South Korea
Chile

Australia

India

Canada

Indonesia

Chile-Central Americak

Pacific Alliancel

China

Thailand

Colombia

TPPd

Ecuador
EFTAm
European Unioni
Hong Kong
Japan
Malaysia
Mexico
P-4f
Panama
Peru
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Country or Group

Existing Trade Agreements

Agreements in Negotiation or
Awaiting Implementation

South Korea
Turkey
United States
Vietnam
Japan

ASEAN - Japan

Canada

Australia

China-Japan-South Korea

Brunei

Columbia

Chile

European Unioni

India

Gulf Cooperation Councila

Indonesia

Mongolia

Malaysia

RCEPc

Mexico

South Korea

Peru

TPPd

Philippines

Turkey

Singapore
Switzerland
Thailand
Vietnam
Malaysia*

Mexico

AFTAe

D-8n

Australia

EFTAm

Chile

European Unioni

India

RCEPc

Japan

TPS-OICo

New Zealand

Turkey

Pakistan

TPPd

Central

Americap

Chile

Pacific Alliancel
Singapore

Colombia

South Korea

EFTAm

TPPd

European Unioni
Israel
Japan
NAFTAj
Peru
Uruguay
New Zealand

ASEAN-Australia-New Zealand

Gulf Cooperation Councila

Australia

India

China

RCEPc

Hong Kong

Russia-Belarus-Kazakhstan

Malaysia

South Korea

P-4f

TPPd

Singapore
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Country or Group

Existing Trade Agreements

Agreements in Negotiation or
Awaiting Implementation

Thailand
Peru

Andean Communityh

El Salvador

Canada

Guatemala

Chile

Honduras

China

Pacific Alliancel

Costa Rica

TPPd

EFTAm

Turkey

European

Unioni

Japan
Mexico
Panama
Singapore
South Korea
Thailand
United States
Singapore*

AFTAe

Canada

Australia

European Unioni

China

Mexico

Costa Rica

Pakistan

EFTAm
Gulf Cooperation

RCEPc
Councila

Taiwan

India

TPPd

Japan

Ukraine

Jordan
New Zealand
P-4f
Panama
Peru
South Korea
United States
United States

Australia

European Unioni

Bahrain

TPPd

CAFTA-DRq
Chile
Colombia
Israel
Jordan
Morocco
NAFTAj
Oman
Panama
Peru
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Country or Group

Existing Trade Agreements

Agreements in Negotiation or
Awaiting Implementation

Singapore
South Korea
Vietnam*

AFTAe

EFTAm

Chile

European Unioni

Japan

RCEPc
Russia-Belarus-Kazakhstan
South Korea
TPPd

ASEAN (Association of Southeast
Asian Nations)

Australia and New Zealand

European Unioni

China

Hong Kong

India

RCEPc

Japan
South Korea
Source: Websites of TPP member countries; WTO online trade agreements database; and Organization of
American States, Foreign Trade Information System.
Notes: Agreements with other TPP countries are in italics. TPP countries that are also members of ASEAN are
marked with an asterisk(*). Collective agreements, to which the individual ASEAN members are party, are listed
above. There are additional partial scope economic agreements with TPP countries not included here.
a.

Gulf Cooperation Council: Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates.

b.

Pacific Agreement on Closer Relations (PACER): Australia, Cook Islands, Federated States of Micronesia,
Kiribati, Nauru, New Zealand, Niue, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Republic of Marshall Islands, Samoa,
Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu.

c.

Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP): ASEAN members, Australia, China, India, Japan,
New Zealand, South Korea.

d.

Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP): Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru,
Singapore, United States, Vietnam.

e.

ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA): Brunei, Burma (Myanmar), Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam.

f.

Trans-Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership (P-4): Brunei, Chile, New Zealand, Singapore.

g.

Caribbean Community (CARICOM): Antigua & Barbuda, The Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Dominica,
Grenada, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, Montserrat, St. Kitts & Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent & the Grenadines,
Suriname, Trinidad & Tobago. Anguilla, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Turks and Caicos
Islands are Associate Members.

h.

Andean Community: Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru.

i.

European Union (EU): Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom.

j.

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA): Canada, Mexico, United States.

k.

Chile-Central America: Chile, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua.

l.

Pacific Alliance: Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru.

m.

European Free Trade Association (EFTA): Iceland, Lichtenstein, Norway, Switzerland.

n.

Developing Eight (D-8): Bangladesh, Indonesia, Iran, Malaysia, Egypt, Nigeria, Pakistan, Turkey.

o.

Trade Preferential System-Organization of Islamic Conference (TPS-OIC): 57 Islamic Countries.
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p.

Central America: Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua.

q.

Dominican Republic-Central America-United States Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA-DR).

Table A-2. Intra-TPP Merchandise Trade
(in millions of U.S. dollars, 2014)
Country
Australia

Brunei

Exports to

Value

78,181.77

All TPP partners

86,139.10

Japan

43,225.71

United States

26,608.87

United States

10,154.73

Japan

17,070.16

New Zealand

7,184.61

Singapore

12,556.50

Singapore

7,616.92

Malaysia

11,136.11

Malaysia

5,385.43

New Zealand

7,793.70

Vietnam

2,744.78

Vietnam

4,918.78

Canada

1,102.04

Mexico

1,954.27

Mexico

446.19

Canada

2,019.34

Chile

231.66

Chile

946.43

Peru

51.55

Brunei

996.58

Brunei

38.13

Peru

138.36

All TPP partners

5,427.39

All TPP partners

3,868.47

Japan

3,652.96

Singapore

2,086.35

Australia

905.98

Malaysia

946.33

Vietnam

107.35

United States

605.22

New Zealand

285.33

Japan

117.51

Malaysia

229.81

Australia

41.95

Singapore

210.45

Canada

10.67

29.10

Vietnam

54.54

Canada

6.40

New Zealand

5.90

Chile

.00

Peru

.00

Peru

.00

Chile

.00

Mexico

.00

Mexico

.00

All TPP partners

385,216.21

All TPP partners

331,114.15

United States

364,480.18

United States

276,158.27

Japan

9,714.31

Mexico

28,591.33

Mexico

4,961.13

Japan

13,210.31

Australia

1,590.30

Peru

3,013.11

Singapore

1,185.48

Malaysia

2,404.45

Chile

1,029.50

Vietnam

2,814.78

Malaysia

718.15

Australia

1,435.69

Peru

721.64

Chile

1,717.06
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Country

Exports to

431.66

Singapore

New Zealand

374.16

New Zealand

All TPP partners

610.90
7.04

All TPP partners

23,046.63
14,302.47

United States

Japan

7,673.71

Mexico

2,446.97

Peru

1,852.76

Japan

2,361.20

Canada

1,227.74

Peru

1,541.32

Mexico

1,308.99

Canada

1,270.10

Australia

894.19

Australia

293.82

Vietnam

385.26

Vietnam

380.67

Malaysia

174.88

Malaysia

260.01

New Zealand

130.14

Brunei

70.52
100.03
.00

Singapore
Brunei

59.93
.00

All TPP partners

215,273.08

All TPP partners

United States

130,571.10

United States

73,056.84

205,912.75

Singapore

20,998.58

Australia

48,127.34

Australia

14,212.64

Malaysia

29,179.54

Malaysia

14,159.68

Vietnam

15,399.86

Vietnam

11,776.56

Canada

11,263.07

Mexico

10,618.54

Chile

8,164.29

Canada

7,979.48

Singapore

7,888.96

New Zealand

2,377.15

Brunei

4,018.26

Chile

1,721.24

Mexico

4,288.49

Peru

751.27

New Zealand

2,758.32

Brunei

106.82

Peru

1,767.77

All TPP partners

97,882.11

All TPP partners

72,548.21

Singapore

33,291.62

Singapore

26,223.91

Japan

25,269.56

Japan

16,739.38

United States

19,707.58

United States

16,015.57

Australia

10,093.98

Vietnam

4,662.17

Vietnam

4,378.74

Australia

6,188.77

New Zealand

1,604.65

Canada

920.34

Mexico

1,596.37

New Zealand

893.01

Brunei

860.30

Chile

189.42

Canada

808.10

Mexico

425.54
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23,018.51

Brunei

1,151.21

9,330.42

New Zealand

Malaysia

9.70

Value

United States

Singapore

Japan

Imports from

Vietnam
Brunei
Chile

Value
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Country

Mexico

Exports to
Chile

172.53

Peru

98.71

Peru

252.80
37.31

All TPP partners

257,437.73

United States

318,889.91

United States

214,806.20

10,670.11

Japan

19,299.03

Japan

2,609.25

Canada

11,049.41

Chile

2,148.00

Malaysia

7,216.65

Peru

1,730.18

Singapore

1,319.90

Australia

1,009.30

Chile

1,537.36

Singapore

529.07

Peru

1,216.90

Malaysia

195.40

Australia

608.89

New Zealand

383.39

99.09

Brunei

.00

Brunei

.00

Vietnam

.00

Vietnam

.00

All TPP partners

16,750.84

All TPP partners

17,818.95

Australia

7,316.01

Australia

5,188.11

United States

3,889.34

United States

4,932.88

Japan

2,458.50

Japan

2,830.47

Singapore

838.23

Malaysia

1,831.63

Malaysia

810.75

Singapore

1,543.03

Canada

478.11

Brunei

313.86

Vietnam

454.50

Canada

432.95

Mexico

236.39

Vietnam

408.97

Chile

121.48

Mexico

204.87

Peru

142.17

Chile

92.30

5.36

Peru

39.88

Brunei
All TPP partners

12,803.08

All TPP partners

16,297.60

United States

6,147.41

United States

9,759.92

Canada

2,496.65

Mexico

2,143.02

Japan

1,579.46

Japan

1,222.09

Chile

1,521.73

Chile

1,409.94

Mexico

733.88

Canada

939.56

Australia

127.17

Malaysia

185.93

Malaysia

21.84

Vietnam

291.56

Vietnam

104.33

Australia

145.46
141.88

New Zealand

30.30

New Zealand

Singapore

40.30

Singapore
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Brunei

Value

337,880.30

New Zealand

Peru

Imports from

All TPP partners
Canada

New Zealand

Value

58.22
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Country

Exports to
Brunei

Singapore

United States

All TPP partners

Value
.00
124,740.07

Imports from
Brunei
All TPP partners

Value
.00
110,162.97

Malaysia

49,040.58

Malaysia

39,041.22

United States

24,247.30

United States

37,876.24

Japan

16,753.18

Japan

20,105.67

Australia

15,502.47

Australia

4,681.27

Vietnam

12,991.30

Vietnam

3,196.96

Brunei

1,896.68

Mexico

2,824.83

New Zealand

2,232.52

Canada

1,178.28

Canada

976.49

Mexico

1,001.41

New Zealand

888.22

Chile

94.76
231.50

Chile

55.55

Brunei

Peru

42.59

Peru

44.03

All TPP partners

726,989.04

All TPP partners

881,905.62

Canada

312,125.21

Canada

346,062.58

Mexico

240,326.18

Mexico

294,157.48
133,938.72

Japan

66,964.12

Japan

Singapore

30,531.58

Malaysia

30,447.88

Australia

26,668.92

Vietnam

30,583.56

Chile

16,630.49

Singapore

16,463.49

Malaysia

13,136.48

Chile

Peru

10,070.20

Australia

9,491.03
10,669.97

Vietnam

5,724.89

Peru

6,079.33

New Zealand

4,260.76

New Zealand

3,979.59

Brunei

550.20

Brunei

32.01

Source: Analysis by CRS. Data from IMF’s Direction of Trade Statistics.
Notes: Direction of Trade Statistics data considers trade flows from each individual country’s perspective,
whenever possible. Countries can differ in their classification methods, particularly classification of trade flows
that pass through a third-party before reaching their final destination. Hence, Country A’s reported imports
from Country B may not equal Country B’s reported exports to Country A.
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TRANS-PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP
Trade Ministers’ Report to Leaders
October 8, 2013
Based on your instruction to seek to conclude the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) agreement this
year, Ministers and negotiators for the 12 TPP countries have been working intensively in recent
months and are moving closer to finalizing this landmark agreement. Ministers have actively
engaged both plurilaterally and bilaterally to address specific issues and provide guidance to our
negotiators. Negotiating teams have now met for 19 formal rounds of talks, as well as in
numerous intersessional meetings, to exchange proposals, identify creative and pragmatic
solutions to outstanding issues, and close gaps.
The common vision and joint commitment of the TPP Leaders to a state-of-the-art agreement
that establishes high standards and new disciplines has guided our work. Ministers continue to
explore mutually-acceptable solutions on the remaining issues. Additional discussions here in
Bali on these issues -- including related to market access for goods, services/investment,
financial services, government procurement, investment, temporary entry, and labor – have been
productive, and will inform the work of negotiators in the weeks ahead. Ministers have also
discussed how best to achieve an ambitious, balanced, 21st-century agreement that will enhance
trade and investment among us, promote innovation, economic growth and development, and
support the creation and retention of jobs in our countries.
Since the last meeting of the TPP Leaders in 2011, Mexico, Canada, and most recently, Japan
have joined the TPP negotiations. The successful integration of these partners into the
negotiations reflects the vigorous work of the original TPP countries to actively facilitate their
entry, as well as the serious efforts of new members to contribute constructively toward a
ambitious and timely conclusion. With its current membership, the TPP now includes some of
the world’s most robust economies, representing nearly 40 percent of global GDP and about onethird of all world trade. The growth of the initiative from five countries just a few years ago to 12
today validates the TPP’s high-standard approach as a promising pathway to a Free Trade Area
of the Asia Pacific.
Ministers, negotiators and officials will continue to actively engage stakeholders in our
respective countries, ensuring the transparent process to which Leaders are committed. Ministers
and negotiators alike genuinely value the detailed input of stakeholders on many issues. While
frequently reflecting different perspectives, such wide-ranging input provides a deeper
understanding of the important issues Asia-Pacific businesses, workers, consumers, and families
face. Ministers will continue to seek to craft an agreement that appropriately and fairly balances
this range of interests to achieve a comprehensive and transformative agreement with broadly
shared benefits.
Negotiators have made significant strides toward realizing each of the five defining features of
this historic agreement, which can set the standard for future trade agreements.

(1)

Comprehensive Market Access

The 12 TPP negotiating teams continue to focus on achieving our goal of a comprehensive,
high-standard market access package that provides comprehensive, duty-free access to each
other’s goods markets and simultaneously lifts restrictions on services, investment, financial
services, temporary entry, and government procurement. On goods market access, Ministers
have agreed on a timeline for progress in order to accelerate the pace of their work and finalize
the overall package on the timeframe Leaders envision. Much progress has been achieved, but
agreement remains outstanding on treatment of the most sensitive products. Chief negotiators
and team leaders are coordinating the work of each of the goods market access teams in order to
move the process forward successfully.
At the same time, negotiators are continuing to make progress toward packages that will provide
TPP countries access to one another’s services, investment, temporary entry, and government
procurement markets. Access to services and investment markets is being negotiated on a
“negative list” basis, which assumes access unless countries take an exception. Ministers
recognize the substantial benefits that liberalizing services sectors can have on enhancing
regional and global competitiveness, and each TPP country has successively improved its market
access offers over the past year. Still, additional work remains to achieve an outcome on
services and investment consistent with Leaders’ objectives for a high-standard outcome. On
government procurement, recognizing the significant opportunities for our businesses and
workers in this area, TPP countries continue to refine and enhance market access offers in order
to reach agreement.
(2)

Regional Agreement

To help promote production and supply chains and trade among the TPP countries, and to
support jobs across the region, Ministers have agreed that negotiators will construct a single
tariff schedule and have common rules of origin. In a difficult and time-consuming exercise, the
12 negotiating teams have agreed on a significant share of these rules and are intensifying their
engagement to ensure they complete the remaining work. The goal of Ministers and negotiators
is to develop trade-facilitating rules of origin that encourage cumulation across the region, which
will promote production and supply chains between the TPP countries and make it much easier
for businesses, both large and small, to take advantage of the agreement. In addition, to support
the development of value chains among TPP members, negotiators are far along toward
agreement on such issues as customs, express delivery, e-commerce, and standards. In all of
these areas, the goal is high-standard outcomes that will facilitate trade and create new
opportunities for businesses and workers in all TPP countries.
(3)

Cross-Cutting Trade Issues

Negotiators are in the final stages of our work on four cross-cutting issues that advance APEC
work undertaken in these areas, and which seek to address issues not generally included in other
free trade agreements. These include:

(1)
Regulatory and other non-tariff barriers. These have increasingly replaced tariff barriers
as the key obstacle businesses face in accessing foreign markets. The TPP countries have agreed
on ways to improve our regulatory practices, promote transparency, and conduct regulatory
processes in a more trade-facilitative manner, as well as to coordinate approaches in specific
sectors.
(2)
Competitiveness and business facilitation. This work includes a plan for holistic review
of TPP countries’ progress toward developing the production and supply chains that will enhance
competitiveness and maintain jobs in our markets, as well as mechanisms to update
commitments in the future as appropriate.
(3)
Small and medium-sized enterprises. Expanding the participation of SMEs in regional
trade will be helped by the enhancement of access to specific, relevant, and user-friendly
information and resources about the TPP and its benefits.
(4)
Capacity building, cooperation and development. This work seeks to address the needs
of current and future TPP countries to implement the ambitious provisions of the agreement and
thus fully realize its benefits, and includes additional commitments to enable TPP to contribute
to each of our economic development priorities, including through public-private partnerships.
(4)

New Trade Issues

A hallmark of the TPP agreement will be its treatment of new issues that have emerged in global
trade. Ministers and negotiators continue to work toward agreement on these issues, including
promoting the new digital economy, capturing the benefits of green growth and new
technologies, ensuring a transparent and pro-competitive business environment, and coordinating
to advance common policy goals, such as ensuring our trade agreements are supportive of key
public health and environmental priorities. Ministers recognize that the groundbreaking work
being done in these areas may serve as a template for other agreements. As such, engagement is
serious and constructive, and focused on bridging differences and reaching high-standard
disciplines in these complex and sensitive areas.
(5)

Living Agreement

The integration of Mexico, Canada, and Japan into the TPP has served to further strengthen the
TPP. Ministers have been pleased by the interest of additional Asia-Pacific countries in joining
TPP in the future and stand ready to engage with them to facilitate their participation following
the completion of the initial agreement. Reflecting the Leaders’ commitment to make possible
the expansion of the TPP to countries across the region, the teams are nearing accord on a
structure, institutions, and processes that will make the TPP a living agreement and which can
evolve as appropriate in response to future developments in trade, investment, technology, or
other emerging issues and challenges, as well as future joint work in areas of common interest.
Next Steps
Ministers will remain actively engaged in advancing the negotiations to a successful conclusion.
We will commit the resources necessary to do so. We also will continue to remain actively
engaged with our respective stakeholders as we move forward. The final stage of the TPP talks
will require an intensification of effort at all levels to find creative, pragmatic, and flexible

approaches to resolve outstanding issues, as well as an unwavering commitment to the highstandard, ambitious outcome that the TPP Leaders – and indeed, your Ministers and negotiators –
seek.

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
Sander M. Levin (D-MI), Ranking Member

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
May 21, 2015

CONTACT
Caroline Behringer, (202) 226-1007

Levin Trade Speech: Withhold Fast Track Until TPP is on Course
On House floor, urges a no vote on TPA
WASHINGTON – Ways and Means Committee Ranking Member Sander Levin (D-MI) today gave
the following speech on the House floor urging opposition to the Hatch-Wyden-Ryan trade
promotion authority legislation:
I.

Congressional role in trade policy

It has been over 12 years since the last debate over Trade Promotion Authority, the last time
we considered the role of Congress in trade negotiations. Much has changed since then. The
world has changed, trade negotiations have changed, and the role of Congress in trade
negotiations has changed.
a) The world economy – and economic thinking – has changed
We all recognize that trade can be beneficial. The issue is not whether Congress could pass an
Econ 101 class, as President George W. Bush’s Chair of the Council of Economic Advisers,
Gregory Mankiw, recently put it.
The issue is whether we are going to face up to the fact that our trading system today is much
more complex than the simplistic trade model presented in an Econ 101 class. A growing
number of prominent economists today recognize those complexities, from Nobel laureate
economists like Joseph Stiglitz and Paul Krugman, to Columbia professor Jeffrey Sachs, former
IMF chief economist Simon Johnson, and former White House advisor Jared Bernstein. But, too
many want to pretend the question of a trade agreement is a “no brainer,” as Professor
Mankiw suggests.
Or that the benefits of trade “flows from the classic theory of trade gains first expounded by
David Ricardo in 1817” because as Charles Krauthammer recently wrote, the “law of
comparative advantage has held up nicely for 198 years.”
What do David Ricardo and Adam Smith have to say about the inclusion of investor-state
1

dispute settlement in our trade agreements? Nothing, to my knowledge. What do they have to
say about providing a 12 year monopoly for the sale of biologic medicines? About the need to
ensure that our trading partners meet basic labor and environmental standards? How about
the issue of currency manipulation? What does the theory of comparative advantage have to
say about those issues? Absolutely nothing – and yet those are the issues at the crux of the TPP
negotiations today.
So, how do the old ideas on trade fall short? Let me mention a few examples.
First, as Joseph Stiglitz pointed out recently, 19th century economics and the theory of
comparative advantage assumed a fixed level of technology (no technological changes) and full
employment. Those assumptions don’t fit very well in today’s world.
Second, one of the most critical economic issues facing our country today is growing economic
inequality and a stagnant middle class. Many trade economists believe that trade contributes to
that inequality. But some try to downplay that fact by pointing out that other factors may
contribute more to the problem, as if that means we should not worry about the impact trade
is having. Consider this from Dani Rodrik, a Harvard University economist:
[T]he gains from trade look rather paltry compared to the redistribution of income. …
[I]n an economy like the United States, where average tariffs are below 5 percent, a
move to complete free trade would reshuffle more than $50 of income among different
groups for each dollar of efficiency or ‘net’ gain created! … [W]e are talking about $50 of
redistribution for every $1 of aggregate gain. It’s as if we give $51 to Adam, only to leave
David $50 poorer.
David Rosnick of the Center for Economic and Policy Research expects TPP will have a very
small but positive impact on U.S. economic growth (0.13% of GDP by 2025). However, he notes
that economists today generally agree that trade contributes to growing economic inequality in
the United States, with estimates ranging from 10% to 50% of the total inequality growth.
When he combines these two concepts (GDP growth but rising inequality from trade), he
concludes that, “under any reasonable assumptions about the effect of trade on inequality, the
median wage-earner, and therefore the majority of workers, suffers a net loss as the result of
these trade agreements.” In other words, the economic pie may grow slightly as a result of our
trade agreements, but the average American worker gets a smaller slice of that pie.
Similarly, in September, the Brookings Institution published an economic research paper by
three economists (two affiliated with the Federal Reserve System) that found that trade and
globalization accounts for the vast majority of labor’s declining share of income in the United
States over the past 25 years. Specifically, they found that “increases in import exposure of U.S.
businesses can explain about 3.3 percentage points of the 3.9 percentage point decline in the
U.S. payroll share over the past quarter century.”
This underscores that the substance of the trade agreements – the international rules – matter.
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Our trade agreements must be designed to shape trade, to spread its benefits more broadly.
Third, we need to stop pretending that trade only has benefits and few costs. We need to stop
talking exclusively about exports and downplaying the negative impact that some imports have,
as the Council of Economic Advisers did in a recent paper. Of course, imports can help to lower
prices for manufacturers and consumers. But lower prices don’t do you much good if you have
lost your job or seen your wage decline or stagnate. Again, as Jeff Sachs has said, “It’s true that
the benefits often outweigh the costs, leading to the argument that winners can compensate
losers. But in America, winners rarely compensate losers; more often than not, the winners
attempt to trounce the losers.”
b) Trade negotiations have changed
The old economics models are based in part on trade between countries with similar economic
structures. This is no longer the case.
The 12 parties involved in the TPP negotiations – accounting for 40% of the world GDP – include
economies ranging from some of the world’s largest, market-oriented economies to some of
the smallest, least developed command economies.
We have never been able to establish a level playing field with Japan after decades of trying and
multiple “agreements” to solve various problems. The Japanese market stands virtually closed
today in key areas like agriculture and autos.
And we have never negotiated a free trade agreement with a communist country like Vietnam
where state owned enterprises are a major concern and the communist party and the one socalled labor union are one in the same.
The issues involved in trade negotiations have also changed dramatically. We are no longer
simply negotiating tariff levels. As Professor Jeff Sachs of Colombia University said recently,
“Both TPP and TTIP would be better described as Multinational Business Agreements, involving
three distinct areas: international trade, cross-border investment, and international business
regulation.”
The TPP negotiations cover a range of subjects far beyond those negotiated in any previous
multilateral negotiation, concerning everything from intellectual property and access to
medicines, to financial regulations, food safety measures, basic labor and environmental
standards, cross-border data flows, and state-owned enterprises.
So, the economics of trade has changed, and the trade negotiations themselves have changed.
So, too, has the Congressional role.

c) The congressional role has changed
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In recent years, we have had to take it upon ourselves to re-write the rules of trade
negotiations.
In 2006, when Democrats took the Majority in the U.S. House, we made it clear to the Bush
Administration that we were not going to consider the Peru, Panama, Colombia and Korea Free
Trade Agreements as negotiated. Each of them would need to be fixed.
Charlie Rangel and I worked with our House Democratic colleagues to co-author what became
known as the “May 10th Agreement” on labor and environmental standards in trade
agreements. For the first time, fully enforceable labor and environmental standards would be
placed into our trade agreements on equal footing with every other commercial provision. The
May 10th Agreement also included important provisions on medicines, investment, and
government procurement.
After decades of leading the fight to include worker rights provisions in trade agreements, I
considered at the time, and still do today, the May 10th Agreement to be a major
breakthrough. In the case of our trade agreements with Peru, Panama and Colombia, their
labor laws were changed to come into compliance with ILO standards before the Congress
voted.
And then, in 2010, with the Korea FTA, working on a bi-partisan basis with then Chairman Dave
Camp – and with Ford Motor Company and the UAW – we urged the Obama Administration go
back and re-negotiate the specific automotive market opening measures with Korea. And they
did so, helping to garner broad, bipartisan support in Congress.
We established the foundation for progressive trade policy. We saw the value of intense
congressional involvement to improve trade agreements. We want to make sure it is built on,
not eroded.
II.

TPP negotiations not on the right track

Now we are facing the largest multi-lateral trade negotiations since the WTO Uruguay Round.
The TPP has the potential to raise standards and open new markets for U.S. businesses, workers
and farmers – or to lock in weak standards, uncompetitive practices and a system that does not
spread the benefits of trade, affecting the paychecks of American families. Once the U.S. lowers
its own tariffs as broadly as contemplated in TPP, we will no longer have the leverage to bring
about lasting change in other countries.
In January, I described what I believed to be an effective way to resolve the outstanding issues
in the TPP negotiations. I believed that achieving these outcomes could lead to a landmark TPP
agreement worthy of major bipartisan support and my support.
Unfortunately, in four months, none of these suggestions have been taken on by our
negotiators.
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III.

TPA doesn’t impact TPP’s shortcomings

And, unfortunately, the Hatch-Wyden-Ryan Trade Promotion Authority bill fails to put TPP on
the right track or to help Congress do so. Chairman Ryan and Senator Cruz wrote an op-ed
entitled, “Putting Congress in Charge on Trade.” Senator Hatch declared TPA to include “strict
negotiating objectives” that gives the American people a voice on trade priorities. Saying it is so
does not make it so.
On all of the major issues in the negotiations, the negotiating objectives are obsolete or
woefully inadequate. They are basically a wish list. And even worse, at the end of the
negotiation, TPA allows the President to certify whether his own negotiators achieved the wish
list.
And the provisions relating to congressional withdrawal of TPA are meaningless. They will never
be used, because they are unusable.
The Hatch-Wyden-Ryan TPA gives up congressional leverage at the exact wrong time. Instead of
pressing USTR to get a better agreement, or signaling to our negotiating partners that Congress
will only accept an agreement that ensures reciprocity and helps to spread the benefits of
trade, the Hatch-Wyden-Ryan TPA puts Congress in the back seat and greases the skids for an
up-or-down vote after the fact. Real congressional power is not at the end of the process, it is
right now, when the critical outstanding issues are being negotiated.
Currency
We must meaningfully address currency manipulation — the protracted, large-scale, official,
one-way intervention in the currency markets to weaken a currency for the purpose of boosting
exports and limiting imports. Currency manipulation has cost the United States millions of jobs
over the past decade and a half. Many people had trouble finding new jobs, or had to accept
new jobs at lower wages.
China manipulated its currency most dramatically in this time period — accumulating the
largest stock of foreign exchange reserves the world has ever known. In earlier episodes, Japan,
South Korea and others manipulated their currencies on a protracted, grand scale.
Japan’s currency manipulation and other trade-distorting practices kept its auto and other
markets closed, while Japan had access to a very open U.S. market. This one-way trade
decimated the U.S. tool-and-die industry and seriously injured other segments of the
automotive industry, including U.S. automakers themselves.
The International Monetary Fund has up-to-date guidelines that define currency manipulation
and are intended to prevent it. There is nothing wrong with the spirit or even the letter of those
guidelines. Unfortunately, the IMF cannot enforce those guidelines because currency
manipulators are able to essentially stall action in that forum.
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Arguments that prohibiting currency manipulation in TPP is impossible, for political or technical
reasons, remind us of previous claims about trade agreements not being able to help defend
forests or discourage child labor.
For example, some prominent people have asserted that U.S. monetary policy would be put at
risk if currency disciplines are included in TPP. I responded to that argument in a highly detailed
blog post months ago. I have seen no serious rebuttal of the points I made in that post – or to
similar and related points made by Simon Johnson, Fred Bergsten, and many other notable
economists, ranging from Art Laffer to Paul Krugman. Nevertheless, those who oppose currency
disciplines continue to raise this false argument.
TPP should address instances in which countries buy large amounts of foreign assets over long
periods of time to prevent an appreciation of their exchange rate despite running a large
current account surplus. The Federal Reserve does not engage in such practices. That is why the
U.S. already agreed to and even insisted upon what is in the current IMF guidelines.
And now there is the claim that including currency disciplines in TPP would be a “poison pill”
and that our trading partners would walk away from the table. There is no way to accurately
judge this issue until it is properly brought to the negotiating table. To the contrary, the fact
that the Administration says this only creates the risk of a self-fulfilling prophecy. It is
irresponsible to make this claim. Indeed, our trading partners in TPP would greatly benefit from
these disciplines. Many of them are the victims of manipulation every bit as much as we are.
A progressive trade agreement for workers and the middle class must address currency
manipulation, which has caused millions of job losses and contributed to wage stagnation over
the past decade. President Obama is right that we should write the rules and not accept the
status quo. But if we fail to address currency manipulation in TPP, we are essentially letting
China write the rules and are accepting an unacceptable status quo.
Access to Medicines
It is vital that our trade agreements balance strong intellectual property rights and access to
affordable, life-saving medicines.
Absent a change in course, the final text is likely to provide less access to affordable medicines
than provided under the May 10th Agreement. My staff has just reviewed a new version of the
text that raises some serious new questions. But even the last version of the text raised serious
concerns.
For example, developing countries would likely be required to ‘graduate’ to more restrictive
intellectual property rights standards before they become developed – a clear inconsistency
with the May 10th Agreement. There are also a number of concerns that the TPP agreement
will restrict access to medicines in the United States and other developed countries (e.g., by
encouraging second patents on similar products, by having long periods of data exclusivity for
biologic medicines, by allowing drug companies to challenge government pricing and
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reimbursement decisions).
Oxfam, a coalition of 17 international development organizations, recently said, “TPP would do
more to undermine access to affordable medicines than any previous U.S. trade agreement,
and the intellectual property provisions in TPP reverse the positive step taken under the May
10th Agreement in 2007…and thus are a step backward for public health.” And amfAR, the
Foundation for Aids Research said, “Our gains in reducing global HIV infections would never
have been realized if the proposed provisions under the TPP were the intellectual property
standard in 2001.”
Automotive Market Access
For most of the past 15 years, our trade deficit with Japan has been second only to our deficit
with China, and over two-thirds of the current deficit is in automotive products. Japan has long
had the most closed automotive market of any industrialized country, despite repeated efforts
by U.S. negotiators over decades to open it. At a minimum, the United States should not open
its market further to Japanese imports, through the phase-out of tariffs, until we have time to
see whether Japan has truly opened its market.
The Administration has not stated a specific period of time for when the phase-out in U.S.
tariffs for autos, trucks, and auto parts would begin or when they would end. The parties are
also still working to address certain non-tariff barriers that Japan utilizes to close their market.
The Hatch-Wyden-Ryan TPA bill broadly states that the United States should “expand
competitive market opportunities for exports of goods.” Such a broad negotiating objective
provides no guidance regarding how to truly open the Japanese automotive market.
On the related issue of Rules of Origin, there are a number of rules of origin being negotiated in
the TPP for different products, including in the sensitive textile and apparel, agricultural, and
automotive sectors. Some of the rules are largely settled while others – including the rules for
automotive products – remain open and controversial.
“Rules of Origin” define the extent to which inputs from outside the TPP region (e.g., China) can
be incorporated into an end product for that product to still be entitled to preferential/dutyfree treatment under the agreement.
The rule should be restrictive enough to ensure that the benefits of the agreement accrue to
the parties to the agreement. The automotive rule of origin in TPP should be at least as
stringent as the rule in NAFTA, given that TPP involves all three of the NAFTA countries plus
nine others.
The Hatch-Wyden-Ryan TPA bill provides no guidance whatsoever on any Rule of Origin on any
product in the TPP negotiations.
Agricultural Market Access
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It appears that the United States and Japan will agree that Japan will reduce tariffs – but never
eliminate them – on hundreds of agricultural products, far more carve-outs than under any U.S.
trade agreement in the past. Canada, on the other hand, has not put any offer on the table for
dairy products, which is causing some concern in the dairy industry. This concern is even
stronger given that the dairy industry is not entirely pleased with the status of the Japan
negotiations, plus the fact that the industry is concerned about an increase in dairy imports
from New Zealand. Finally, the dairy industry is also closely watching the negotiations over
‘geographical indications’ as it relates to cheeses and other dairy products.
The Hatch-Wyden-Ryan TPA bill has as its objective “reducing or eliminating” tariffs on
agricultural products. Thus, even Japan’s opening offer – to reduce but never eliminate tariffs
on nearly 600 products – satisfied this objective, demonstrating this objective is meaningless.
And, while former Chairman Camp said that Japanese “exclusions from tariff elimination
translate to Congressional opposition,” the bill does not mention comprehensive tariff
elimination even as a negotiating objective, much less as a requirement.
Environment
The TPP negotiations are taking a different approach on environment than we did in the May
10th Agreement and in our FTAs with Peru, Panama, Colombia and Korea, where we stated
simply that each country was obligated to implement seven multilateral environmental
agreements. TPP negotiators are trying to build the same obligations from scratch, and we still
do not know if they have succeeded. Words like “endeavor” and “take steps to” are not going
to lead to the revolutionary changes we have been told to expect. The President said at Nike
recently that the TPP environmental chapter would “help us do things that haven’t been done
before.” Actually, we have done these things before. In addition to the May 10th Agreement,
Peru included a special annex on deforestation. It needs more vigorous enforcement.
The Hatch-Wyden-Ryan TPA bill is obsolete in providing objectives since the TPP is already
taking a different approach. The TPA bill also does not address whether or how climate change
issues should be handled in TPP, an issue raised by other countries in the TPP negotiations.

Investment and Investor-State Dispute Settlement
There are now more cases of private investors challenging environmental, health, and other
regulations in nations – even nations with strong and independent judicial systems and rules of
law. Just last month, an investor won a NAFTA ISDS case in which the government of Nova
Scotia denied a permit to develop a quarry in an environmentally sensitive area.
Other investment disputes involve ‘plain packaging’ of tobacco products in Australia aimed at
protecting public health and pharmaceutical patent requirements in Canada. This issue is
receiving heightened scrutiny among negotiators and from a broad range of interested parties.
Some of our TPP partners do not support ISDS or are seeking safeguards to ensure that nations
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preserve their right to regulate. The Economist magazine, the Cato Institute, and the
Government of Germany (the birthplace of ISDS) have also recently expressed concerns with
ISDS.
As far back as 2007, when the May 10th Agreement was reached, we recognized growing
concerns over investment and ISDS. We insisted that our trade agreements with Peru, Panama,
Colombia, and Korea include new preambular language clarifying that the investment
obligations in those agreements were not intended to provide foreign investors with greater
substantive rights than U.S. investors have under U.S. law.
Over the past few years, our concerns over the investment text and ISDS have become even
greater. Nevertheless, our negotiators have refused to include the May 10th Agreement
preambular language in TPP, and the text of the investment chapter in TPP is basically the same
as the model adopted 10 years ago, even though conditions have changed dramatically in the
past 10 years, and calls for changes to or elimination of the chapter have intensified. Despite
proposals to include new safeguards in the ISDS mechanism, the Administration has not made
any attempts to incorporate them.
The Hatch-Wyden-Ryan TPA investment negotiating objective is the same as it was 12 years
ago, and again is obsolete.
Worker Rights
TPP does not yet ensure compliance by TPP parties that have labor laws and practices that fall
far short of international standards contained in the May 10th Agreement even though TPP is
expected to include the May 10th Agreement language.
Vietnam presents the greatest challenge we have ever had in ensuring compliance. Workers
there are prohibited from joining any union independent of the communist party. While the
Administration is discussing these issues with Vietnam, Members of Congress and stakeholder
advisors have not yet seen any proposal to address these critical issues.
On a recent trip to Vietnam, I met a woman who had been thrown in jail for four years for
trying to organize workers in an independent union. We cannot simply have the right written
obligation in the agreement and expect that some future dispute settlement panel is going to
ensure meaningful change on the ground for workers. The Administration has not committed to
ensuring that all changes to laws and regulations are made before Congress votes – as was the
case with Peru, Panama and Colombia.
The Administration also does not make available to Members of Congress any “consistency
plan” they are discussing with Vietnam so that we can evaluate the changes to Vietnamese laws
and practices they are seeking. But, from what I understand, any plan will fall far short of
bringing Vietnam into compliance with basic ILO standards, as required under the May 10th
Agreement. For example, I am concerned Vietnam may refuse to agree to allow industry-wide
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unions to form – a clear inconsistency with ILO standards.
Our negotiators also have refused to accept our suggestion that an independent panel be
established from the beginning to ensure compliance with the labor obligations and expedite a
dispute. Without such a structure, future cases will need to be built from scratch by outside
groups and submitted to the U.S. government, a process which has taken several years for the
Department of Labor to act on in Honduras and Guatemala.
The President said recently that Vietnam “would even have to protect workers’ freedom to
form unions – for the first time.” But the TPP that USTR is negotiating seems far from ensuring
that those words are real.
Mexico also has a long way to go. And Americans know that Mexico competes in
manufacturing. According to Professor Harley Shaiken at UC Berkley:
Under NAFTA, the auto industry in Mexico has grown rapidly, and it is in the midst of an
unprecedented expansion. Mexico assembled over three million vehicles in 2013 – more
than Canada – and exported over 80 percent of them, most to the United States. Global
automakers plan to invest $6.8 billion in Mexico between 2013 and 2015. As a result,
Mexico is on track to become the leading source of imported vehicles for the U.S.
market by 2015, surpassing both Canada and Japan. Moreover, Mexico exported $44.8
billion in auto parts to the United States last year, more than Japan, Germany, and
Korea combined.
The wage rate in Mexico is about 20% of a comparable rate in the United States.
The Administration likes to say that TPP will re-negotiate NAFTA. I’m all for that. But, again,
words in the Agreement are not enough. Mexico has to change their laws and practices. For
example, they have to get rid of the “protection contracts” that serve to block real
representation in the workplace, and they need to fundamentally reform or replace the
Conciliation and Arbitration Boards that are responsible for resolving disputes over workplace
representation and other labor issues. This is vitally important because U.S. workers compete
directly with Mexican workers in critical manufacturing and other sectors. While I understand
the Administration has started conversations with Mexico, I am not informed of any
“consistency plan” that would detail the changes Mexico needs to make to their laws.
State-Owned Enterprises
TPP negotiators are also working on disciplines for state-owned enterprises, or SOEs. Countries
that rely heavily on state-controlled and state-funded enterprises are able to give those
champions an enormous – and unfair – advantage over private companies that compete against
them in the marketplace.
The TPP will include disciplines on SOEs that are expected in language to go beyond anything
ever included in past trade agreements. But, the extent to which an SOE provision will help to
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level the playing field will be determined by the degree to which parties seek very broad,
country-specific carve-outs for particular SOEs. As concerning, the definition of SOEs is too
narrow, allowing enterprises that are effectively controlled by foreign governments (but where
the government owns less than 50% of the shares) to circumvent the obligations.
The TPA bill says absolutely nothing about the definition of SOEs or the carve-outs. Again, it is
irrelevant to what is currently going on in the TPP negotiations.
Other Substantive Issues
There are several other important TPP issues that need to be addressed. Food safety is one of
them. There is a very broad consensus that not enough resources are being devoted to
ensuring the safety of our imports. What are we going to do about this issue?
It is a real issue in the TPP and TPA debate, but the Administration has not proposed any
resolution. And it is unclear how tobacco control measures will be treated in the TPP
agreement – and, again, TPA is silent on the issue.
Transparency
Unfortunately, specific portions of the negotiations and the shortcomings in TPP are often
difficult to discuss because the documents have been classified. I have not argued that the
entire negotiations should be open to the public. I understand that in a wide range of contexts,
from peace negotiations to labor negotiations, it is widely assumed that negotiations at times
need to be held behind closed doors. And, at this point, I am not convinced that trade
negotiations are any different.
But negotiators need to communicate frequently and effectively with stakeholders to ensure
that they are seeking the right provisions in negotiations. In a number of respects, our
negotiators were not doing that when the TPP negotiations were in their early – or even not so
early – stages.
Thanks to constant pressure from Members of Congress over the past several years, we have
made some progress in this regard. For example, just a couple of years ago, USTR refused to
share the “bracketed” text (laying out the positions of the various parties) with any Member of
Congress. We got them to change that. Much more recently, they refused to let staff from
personal offices assist their Members with the text – even where the staff member had top
secret security clearance. We got them to change that.
Still, there remain unreasonable and burdensome restrictions on access to the text. For
example, Congress created a system of stakeholder advisors many years ago to provide advice
to our negotiators and to Congress on the negotiations. But those advisors still can only see U.S.
negotiating proposals. They cannot see the proposals of our trading partners. It is awfully hard,
if not impossible, for them to provide negotiating advice if they can’t know what the other side
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is seeking.
Moreover, personal office staff with top secret security clearance still cannot view the
negotiating text unless their Member is present in the room. I know Administration staff with
those clearances are trusted. Why not congressional staff? This is an unreasonable burden
when Members of Congress are in Washington. When Members are away in their districts, it
effectively shuts off all access to text between Member offices and the Administration. We
have urged the Administration to change this policy, and they have flatly refused.
And I am not at all confident that our negotiators are sharing with Members of Congress, or the
stakeholder advisors, all of the texts that are exchanged with the other TPP countries. For
example, we now know our negotiators have been discussing a labor “consistency plan” with
Vietnam for many months, at least. But there still is no text for Members of Congress to review.
This is one of the major outstanding issues in TPP, and yet there is no text to review, despite
the fact that USTR has told us for at least a year now that the negotiations are nearly complete?
At a recent meeting to discuss Vietnam, it was classified so that the status of the negotiations
on this issue cannot be discussed publicly. Many of us left less confident that there has been
any progress in the negotiations.
Or take currency manipulation. For literally years, we have pressed what the Administration’s
position is on the issue, given that majorities in both the House and Senate have urged that
strong and enforceable currency disciplines be included in TPP. For years, the Administration
said it was still deliberating on the issue and had no answer. Now, when pushed through the
TPA debate in Congress, the Administration claims that they could never possibly include
enforceable disciplines in TPP because they would be a “poison pill.”
Finally, I don’t understand why the Administration is selectively able to reveal to the public
certain aspects of the agreement that it thinks the public will like – but those of us who have
concerns cannot reveal those concerns. We have examples of officials revealing to the press
very specific things from the negotiating text like when tariffs will be eliminated on a particular
product. Take the Environment Chapter. In my view, the problem with that chapter is that
many of the “verbs” used in those obligations (the essence of the commitments) are very weak
– but I presumably cannot tell you what those verbs are.
So, one has a hard time understanding the rationale for this process. The way it has been
handled by the Administration does not make Members and other key parties real participants
with a meaningful role, understanding and impacting decisions undertaken in this important
negotiation.
Six-Year Term and TTIP
In addition to falling short in getting TPP on the right track, the TPA bill also presents dangers
with other agreements. This TPA bill essentially will be in place for six years. It gives the
President a great deal of latitude in deciding which agreements to negotiate, with whatever
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trading partners the President wants, and covering whatever subject the President wants.
Recently, Senator Elizabeth Warren drew heavy criticism for expressing the concern that Trade
Promotion Authority could be used by a Republican President to undermine Dodd-Frank. The
concern was dismissed as “speculative” and “desperate.” But, as explained further below, the
concern is genuine and legitimate.
In ongoing trade agreement negotiations to establish a “Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership Agreement” (TTIP), European officials, U.S. and European banks, and some
Congressional Republicans have expressed an interest in harmonizing U.S. and EU financial
services in a way that would water down U.S. laws and regulations. Similarly, some Republican
presidential candidates have expressed an interest in weakening or repealing Dodd-Frank,
although not through the TTIP negotiations.
According to a Politico article, “White House and pro-trade officials on the Hill say [that] the
fast-track bill currently before Congress includes language that expressly forbids changing U.S.
law without congressional action.” But this language is nothing new. Legislation to implement
trade agreements typically includes similar language. The purpose of the language is simply to
make clear that, under U.S. law, our trade agreements do not have “direct effect” and are not
“self-executing,” meaning that domestic laws and regulations need to be amended to give
effect to any obligation in an international agreement.
Implementing bills typically make changes to U.S. tariff laws to comply with the tariff
obligations of trade agreements. But some implementing bills have included much more
substantial “behind-the-border” changes to U.S. laws to comply with the obligations in our
trade agreements. Consider the following examples:
Changes to U.S. Patent Laws. The legislation to implement the Agreement establishing the
World Trade Organization in 1994 amended U.S. patent law to provide for 20 years of
protection. That implementing bill was subject to “fast-track.”
Changes to the Immigration and Nationality Act. The legislation to implement the U.S.Singapore Free Trade Agreement amended the Immigration and Nationality Act to provide for
the temporary entry of business persons. The Singapore Trade Agreement was subject to “fasttrack.”
A former senior Treasury official involved in drafting Dodd-Frank, Michael Barr, recently
expressed that he shares Senator Warren’s concerns.
Substitute Amendment
With all of these concerns in mind – and, above all, my determination to do everything I can to
get TPP in shape to garner broad, bipartisan support in Congress – the Ways and Means
Democrats offered a substitute amendment during the markup of the TPA bill.
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That amendment – the Right Track for TPP Act – includes negotiating instructions – not merely
“negotiating objectives” like the TPA bill – on each of the 12 major outstanding issues, some of
which I have described earlier. It provides that the President will not get an up-or-down vote
unless and until Congress determines that the instructions have been followed. It also includes
real mechanisms to ensure that a poorly negotiated TPP agreement will not be placed on a “fast
track.”
Regrettably, our substitute amendment was blocked in Committee based on a highly
questionable procedural determination from the Chair. In essence, while the Republican
majority was free to mark up a bill that was in both the jurisdiction of our Committee and the
Rules Committee, we were denied the right to do the very same thing. Our Chair was
concerned about stepping on the jurisdiction of the Rules Committee – and yet the Rules
Committee has waived jurisdiction over the TPA bill. We were placed in a catch-22.
IV.

What the debate is and isn’t about

As is often the case with trade debates, they become about something they are not.
The debate is not about being for TPP, or against TPP. I am for the right TPP and that is why I
want Congress to be in a position to press U.S. negotiators to secure a better outcome.
This debate is not about “letting China write the rules.” I wrote the amendments to the bill
granting China Permanent Normal Trade Relations to try and ensure that China didn’t write the
rules when they entered the WTO. I want to make sure the rules are written effectively to
impact the economic behavior of China. That’s why I am so determined to get the TPP provision
on state-owned enterprises and worker rights and the environment done effectively. And,
that’s why we are determined to address currency manipulation.
This debate is not about isolationism. Neither I, nor any colleague of mine is arguing that we
should “pull up the drawbridge and isolate ourselves.” Indeed, most of us who currently oppose
TPA right now have demonstrated on a broad range of issues that we are internationalists,
perhaps more so than many of those who support TPA.
This debate is not mainly about national security or the pivot to Asia. Let me make three
points here.
First, trade agreements need to stand on their own merits. Congress created USTR over 50
years ago because it didn’t like how the State Department was allowing foreign policy to
influence our trade negotiations:
According to one State Department trade specialist from the 1950s, “We did make some
big tariff cuts and didn’t get any reciprocity. It was quite deliberate.” The generosity of
the State Department in these trade negotiations upset Congress enough that, under
the leadership of Ways and Means Chairman Wilbur Mills, Congress removed trade
negotiations from the responsibilities of the State Department and created the Office of
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the Special Trade Representative in 1962. “I was sick about how the State Department
had been trading away our economic advantages for political advantages,” Mills later
said.
Second, in the world today, I don’t see how a trade agreement can be in our national security
interest if it isn’t in our economic interest. Fifty years ago, when the United States was an
economic superpower unlike any other nation in the world, maybe we could grant our trading
partners disproportionate and non-reciprocal concessions, in exchange for the “political
advantages” Wilbur Mills mentioned. That is not the case today. Our economic security today is
critical to our national security.
Finally, the kind of TPP I envision very much is in our national security and foreign policy
interests – much more than the agreement we are pursuing
today.
V.

How the defeat of this “fast-track” will bring about a better TPP

Proponents of TPA are trying to sell TPA by selling TPP itself. Unfortunately, that is the problem.
TPP is not yet on the right track. It has not earned the “most progressive trade agreement in
history” moniker that the President has given it. The best course for Congress is to withhold
“fast-track” until we know that TPP is on a better course. To press the Administration to work
with us and really respond to our concerns by changing the course of negotiations. To send a
signal to our negotiating partners that the Congress has set a high bar for the negotiations. That
we are demanding the best deal. And, in a number of areas (ISDS, medicines) they will welcome
the improvements that I have suggested.
At the end of the day, the goal is to achieve a Trans-Pacific Partnership worthy of support. A
TPP that spreads the benefits of trade to the broadest swath of the American public, and
addresses trade’s negative impacts.
###
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Comparing Protections
Across Free Trade
Agreements

Environment provisions in the core
of the agreement

Parties must effectively enforce
their own environmental laws

Parties can't bend or waive
environmental laws to encourage
trade/investment
Parties must abide by the
Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species

Standards for control of marine
pollution

Standards for control of ozone
depleting substances

Standards for fisheries management

Standards for natural protected
areas

Standards for illegal, unregulated,
and unreported fishing

Commitments on harmful fish
subsidies

Standards for combatting illegal
take/trade in wildlife, plants, and
fish
Trade sanctions can be
implemented in the event any
provision is violated

Stand-alone cooperation provisions
in the core of the agreement

Trans-Pacific
Partnership

Peru, Colombia,
Korea, Panama

Singapore, Chile,
Aus, Morocco,
CAFTA, Bahrain,
Oman

NAFTA

Executive Summary
• International trade means better jobs, better wages, and better goods and
services at better prices to American families and businesses
• Free trade agreements allow American businesses to bring the benefits of
trading goods and services back to our communities
• The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is an opportunity to create the largest
free trade area in the world, formalizing a relationship with some of the
fastest, most diverse economies in the world for generations to come
• Trade Promotion Authority (TPA) gives Congress a voice and final say in trade
negotiations and ensures that agreements reached are considered in a
timely manner on the best possible terms for America
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International Trade Benefits American Families And
American Businesses
Through trade,
American businesses
bring the benefits of a
global economy right to
our doorstep. That’s
better jobs, wages, and
prices for the goods and
services we use every
day. With one in five
jobs relying on trade,
Americans can’t afford
to be left behind in the
global marketplace.

Who

Why Trade

American
Families

• Trade will create new job opportunities for the
next generation: trade-related employment grew
6.5 times faster than total employment between
2004 and 2011
• Trade means higher wages: companies that
trade pay 15-20% more than companies who
don’t trade
• One in five American jobs already rely on
international trade

American
Businesses

• Businesses that trade are more productive and
more skill-intensive
• Trade opens American businesses to the 95
percent of the world's consumers that live
outside the U.S.
• Open international markets ensure access to the
best goods and services at the best prices

Source: Business Roundtable
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U.S. International Trade Activity Has Grown Significantly
Since 1950, Supporting 38.1 Million Jobs In 2012
Real U.S Trade Activity As A Percentage Of GDP (2009 $)
30

• Through exports to foreign
markets and customers,
American businesses are
able to expand and grow.

Total Trade Activity
Imports
Exports

25

Percent (%)

Importance Of Trade

• 98% of exporting
businesses are small or
medium sized.

20
15

• Trade allows businesses to
find cheaper inputs from
competitive international
companies, leading to
lower prices.

10
5

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Business Roundtable
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• 62% of U.S. imports were
inputs for Made-InAmerica goods.
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Existing Trade Agreements Demonstrate The Benefit
Of Opening Markets Abroad To Americans
Purchase Of U.S. Goods As A Share Of GDP (2011)

18%
15%

FTA Partners
Non-FTA Partners

FTA partners spend more
of their income on
American-made goods
than other countries

12%
9%
6%
3%
0%
Japan

India

China

EU

Brazil Australia Chile Singapore DR- Canada Mexico
CAFTA
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Spotlight: The U.S.-Singapore Agreement Enabled U.S. Exports
To Singapore To Nearly Double In The First Ten Years
U.S. Exports To Singapore (Nominal)

U.S.- Singapore FTA
• The first U.S. FTA in East
Asia

$40
$35

Singapore
FTA Active

• A model for market
access: doing business in
Singapore is now easier,
faster, and cheaper

Billions of Dollars

$30
$25

+85%

$20
$15

• Exports to Singapore have
increased 85% since
passage, compared to
27% in the decade before
• Laid important
groundwork for broader
cooperation on future
agreements like TPP

$10
$5
$0
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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TPP Solidifies A Relationship With Existing Trading Partners
And Rapidly Growing Economies
TPP GDP As A Share Of The World Economy

World

TPP Countries

37%

$27.8 Trillion

An Opportunity For The U.S.
• The TPP agreement partners
include Australia, Brunei,
Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia,
Mexico, New Zealand, Peru,
Singapore, and Vietnam.
• TPP partner countries
represent 485 million potential
customers for U.S. businesses.
• Trade with TPP partner
countries already supports
14.9 million jobs in the U.S.

63%

Source: World Bank
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Participating In TPP Is Critical To Staying Competitive
And Boosting Economic Growth
TPP will ensure the U.S can participate in the
rapid growth of Southeast Asia. As a result…
U.S. businesses will have access to
new and growing markets.

The U.S. will lead, not be led, in the
21st century global economy

• Businesses will be able to sell their
products and services to quickly
growing markets abroad.

• TPP ensures the U.S. crafts the
framework for international trade
in the 21st century

• Individuals and businesses alike
will have greater choice and access
for purchases.

• The U.S. is the gold standard in
market access and fairness – TPP
is an opportunity to bring these
high standards to partner countries

• Increased competition will lead to
accelerated innovation, lower
prices, and ultimately greater
economic prosperity.

• The U.S. "pivot to Asia" relies
heavily on economic cooperation
with Asian nations.
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Trade Promotion Authority (TPA) Facilitates Collaboration
On Trade Agreements
Without TPA…

…With TPA

Congress can’t set or determine the
U.S. trade agenda.

Congress sets U.S. trade negotiating
objectives.

There’s no guaranteed collaboration
between Congress and the
Administration during negotiations.

The Administration is required to
consult Congress before, during, and
after trade negotiations.

Partner countries are incentivized to
hold back their best offer.

Partner countries are incentivized to
make their best offer.

Implementation is drawn out,
creating a competitive disadvantage for
the U.S.

Congress has final say with an up or
down vote on trade agreements.

Every President since Franklin D. Roosevelt has received Trade Promotion Authority
8
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Standing Up for Workers:
Promoting Labor Rights through Trade

USTR O VE R V I E W
The Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR) is responsible for developing,
negotiating and coordinating U.S. international trade and investment policy.
Established in 1962, the Office of the United States Trade Representative provides trade
policy leadership and negotiating expertise in areas including bilateral, regional and
multilateral trade and investment issues, expansion of market access for American goods and
services, negotiations affecting U.S. import policies, oversight of U.S. preference programs,
trade-related intellectual property protection issues and World Trade Organization (WTO)
issues.
USTR is part of the Executive Office of the President and the head of USTR, the U.S. Trade
Representative, is a Cabinet member who serves as the principal trade advisor, negotiator
and spokesperson on trade issues.

DOL O V ER V I E W
The Bureau of International Labor Affairs (ILAB) leads the U.S. Department of Labor's efforts
to ensure that workers around the world are treated fairly and are able to share in the
benefits of the global economy. ILAB's mission is to improve global working conditions, raise
living standards, protect workers' ability to exercise their rights and address the workplace
exploitation of children and other vulnerable populations. ILAB's efforts help to ensure a fair
global playing field for American workers and contribute to stronger export markets for
goods made in the United States.
ILAB's Office of Trade and Labor Affairs (OTLA) engages in the drafting, negotiation,
monitoring and enforcement of the labor provisions of U.S. free trade agreements; the
administration of the labor eligibility criteria of U.S. trade preference programs; the
development and implementation of trade- and investment-related international labor
policy; and the coordination, funding and oversight of international technical assistance
projects and cooperation to improve respect for workers' rights, livelihoods and labor law
enforcement and compliance in U.S. trading partners.
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E XECUTIVE S UMMARY

P

rotecting workers’ rights is a top priority for the Obama Administration, and the Office
of the United States Trade Representative (USTR) and the Department of Labor (DOL)
are leading the Administration’s efforts to improve labor laws and working conditions
with trading partners in virtually every region of the globe. These efforts are made in close
coordination with other U.S. agencies and in collaboration with Congressional and other
stakeholders, as well as international partners such as the International Labour Organization
(ILO).
From bringing the first-ever labor dispute under a free trade agreement (FTA), to working
with Burma on a new labor rights initiative, to developing roadmaps to address serious
workers’ rights concerns in Bangladesh and Swaziland, to seeking the highest-ever labor
commitments with the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and Transatlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership (T-TIP) countries, which collectively represent nearly two-thirds of
the global economy, the Obama Administration is taking unprecedented actions to promote
and protect fundamental labor rights and ensure acceptable conditions of work.
The stakes are high and the challenges are great. Overcoming these challenges will require
sustained progress across many initiatives and the joining of efforts not only across the U.S.
Government but also with other like-minded countries and stakeholders, including the
international labor community. With both American values and interests at stake, the
Administration is committed to maintaining the effort to ensure that the benefits of trade are
broadly shared and to supporting a growing and vibrant middle class around the world.
The trade policy tools that are available to this end have evolved over time. Twenty years
ago, when the United States entered into the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
with Mexico and Canada, labor provisions were not included in the core of the agreement.
Rather, they were in a side agreement, virtually all of the provisions of which were not
subject to any enforcement mechanism. Today, the Obama Administration is negotiating
provisions that are fundamentally different from NAFTA. The Administration is seeking in TPP
provisions that require parties to provide workers their fundamental rights, as stated in the
ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. The Administration is also
seeking first-ever protections relating to importing goods made with forced labor, adopting
laws on acceptable conditions of work and upholding labor standards in export processing
zones. The Obama Administration has insisted that labor provisions be at the core of the
agreement, subject to full dispute settlement and the full range of trade sanctions. Stronger
tools make a difference and the new tools being negotiated by the Obama Administration in
TPP will empower this Administration—and future administrations—to undertake broader
and more effective action than ever before.
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This report discusses the Obama Administration’s efforts in a number of key countries—
Guatemala, Colombia, Jordan, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Swaziland, Haiti and Burma—in which
USTR and DOL have had intensive engagement on labor issues in recent years. Presenting
unique opportunities and challenges, each country has required a tailored approach—from
the invocation of formal dispute settlement procedures, to action under U.S. preference
programs, to negotiation of specific commitments for change, to consultations and
collaborative efforts to develop a path forward. Our objective, however, has been the same
in each case—to make trade work better for workers.
In Guatemala, we are engaged in a formal dispute settlement process under the Dominican
Republic-Central America-United States Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA-DR), having exhausted
consultative efforts aimed at ensuring that workers are afforded the protections they are due
under Guatemalan labor law. As the first Administration to make use of such a mechanism,
the Obama Administration has made clear that the objective is not punitive, but rather to
ensure that Guatemala upholds the commitments it has made under the CAFTA-DR with
respect to workers’ rights.
In Bahrain, we have pursued formal consultations under the United States-Bahrain trade
agreement to address concerns regarding targeting of union leaders in the events
surrounding the 2011 Arab Spring civil unrest. The Government of Bahrain has made
important progress—such as reinstating the vast majority of workers who had been
dismissed in that process—but significant challenges remain and USTR and DOL are
continuing to engage to try to resolve them.
In Colombia, a long and constructive engagement with the Government led to the negotiation
of the extensive Colombian Action Plan Related to Labor Rights (Action Plan). This plan was
designed to address longstanding concerns relating to violence against labor leaders,
impunity for such acts and protection of labor rights. The two countries have worked closely
on implementation of the plan, drawing on strong engagement by stakeholders in both
countries. Important progress has been made but much more work remains and the United
States will continue to work closely with Colombia in this process.
In Jordan, our engagement produced an Implementation Plan Related to Working and Living
Conditions of Workers that is helping to address concerns about workers’ rights and working
conditions in Jordan’s garment sector, particularly with respect to foreign workers. Jordan
has issued new standards for dormitory inspections, submitted new labor legislation to its
parliament and hired new labor inspectors. The ILO has also been an important partner and
has ramped up its engagement in Jordan to support labor protections for foreign workers.
Bangladesh, Swaziland, & Haiti illustrate how the Administration has been using the tools in
U.S. preference programs to protect labor rights. Each of these countries is eligible for
benefits under different programs—Bangladesh from the Generalized System of Preferences
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(GSP), Swaziland from the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) and Haiti from the
Hemispheric Opportunity through Partnership Encouragement (HOPE) program. These
programs, which encourage economic growth in developing countries through trade, all
condition preferential market access on meeting certain “eligibility criteria,” which include
criteria relating to labor rights. While the specific labor criteria in each program are unique,
the Obama Administration has made use of all of them to address a range of serious
problems: from lack of worker voice, to building and fire safety concerns, to acts of violence
and intimidation towards union organizers, to employment-related sexual harassment.
Addressing these issues is not only critical to protecting workers’ rights, it is necessary for
strengthening developing countries’ growth strategies.
In Burma, we are developing new tools suited to the particular economic conditions in that
country. We have announced a joint Initiative to Promote Fundamental Labor Rights and
Practices in Myanmar, which aims to establish a partnership to advance labor rights and
protections for workers in Burma. With recent changes in its posture towards the outside
world, Burma is at an early and pivotal stage in its economic growth. The Initiative helps
Burma lay the right foundation for ensuring that economic growth and development proceed
on a basis that is inclusive and sustainable.
Finally, this report discusses the labor rights commitments that the United States is
negotiating as part of the landmark Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) agreement with 11 AsiaPacific countries and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (T-TIP) agreement
with the 28 European Union member states. These agreements present an opportunity to
lock in and build on the progress that we have made in ensuring that protection of labor
rights is a core component of U.S. trade policy and helping to create new global norms for
protecting workers’ rights in the context of trade.
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T IMELINE
KEY OBAMA ADMINISTRATION ENGAGEMENT
2009

DOL certifies that Haiti has established a garment sector labor monitoring/compliance program as

October required under the Haitian Opportunity through Partnership Encouragement Act
November

President Obama announces U.S. intention to participate in the TPP negotiations
to conclude an ambitious, next generation agreement, including on labor standards

2010

July U.S. requests formal consultations with Guatemala under the CAFTA-DR labor chapter

2011

April U.S. and Colombia sign the Labor Action Plan
June DOL accept a labor submission under the U.S-Bahrain free trade agreement
August U.S. requests first-ever establishment of an arbitral panel against Guatemala under the CAFTA-DR labor chapter
2012
DOL issues the Bahrain labor report, responding to concerns regarding targeting of

December union leaders in the events surrounding the 2011 Arab Spring civil unrest
2013

January U.S. and Jordan sign an Implementation Plan Related to Working & Living Conditions of Workers
to address concerns about worker rights and conditions in Jordan’s garment sector
U.S. and Guatemala sign an 18-point Enforcement Plan to address concerns in the labor

April submission and panel process is suspended to afford Guatemala time to implement

May U.S. requests formal consultations with Bahrain under the labor chapter of the Bahrain FTA
June - U.S. suspends Bangladesh’s eligibility under the Generalized System of Preferences program
because of failure to meet the labor eligibility criteria
- U.S. and EU announce the launch of negotiations on the Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership, including high-standard labor provisions

July U.S. joins the EU, the ILO, and the Government of Bangladesh under the “Sustainability
Compact” on worker rights and factory safety in the garment sector in Bangladesh
DOL and the Jordanian Ministry of Labour sign a MOU establishing a labor cooperation mechanism that

December includes funding a garment-sector monitoring and enforcement program run by the ILO (Better Work Jordan)
2014

June

President Obama announces withdrawal of Swaziland’s eligibility under the African Growth
and Opportunity Act, effective January 2015, for failure to meet labor eligibility criteria

September

U.S. resumes panel arbitration process against Guatemala under labor
chapter of CAFTA-DR because of failure to fully implement Enforcement Plan

November

U.S., Burma, Japan, Denmark and the ILO formally launch the Initiative
to Promote Fundamental Labor Rights and Practices in Myanmar.
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G UATEMALA
OVERVIEW
Guatemala and the United States are both parties to the Dominican Republic-Central
America-United States Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA-DR). That agreement—which was
signed in 2004 and also includes the Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Costa Rica, Honduras,
and Nicaragua—requires that parties effectively enforce their labor laws. If a country does
not comply with that obligation, it can be taken before a dispute settlement panel. And if the
panel finds against the country, it can be subjected to an annual “monetary assessment” (i.e.,
a fine) until that country comes into compliance.
On August 9, 2011, the United States requested the establishment of a dispute settlement
panel, asserting that Guatemala was not effectively enforcing labor laws relating to the right
of association, the right to organize and bargain collectively, and acceptable conditions of
work. In so doing, the Obama Administration became the first in history to bring a labor case
under a free trade agreement—not just under a U.S. trade agreement, but any trade
agreement ever negotiated.
The Guatemala case was initiated pursuant to a submission by the AFL-CIO and six
Guatemalan labor organizations to the U.S. Government under the CAFTA-DR labor chapter.
The submission outlined concerns, including regarding Guatemala’s enforcement of its labor
laws in key sectors—apparel, bananas, processed fruits and vegetables and ports—and
argued that these cases illustrated a broader failure to enforce labor laws.
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USTR and DOL worked closely with the submitters and with the Government of Guatemala to
evaluate the allegations, both the specific cases identified as well as the broader
enforcement concerns raised. As a result, USTR and DOL identified a number of apparent
failures to enforce Guatemalan labor law including:

(1) Failure by the Guatemalan Ministry of Labor to investigate alleged labor law
violations;

(2) Failure by the Guatemalan Ministry of Labor to take enforcement action once it
identifies a labor law violation; and

(3) Failure to enforce labor court orders in cases involving labor law violations.
At the same time that they investigated the allegations, USTR and DOL engaged the
Government of Guatemala with the aim of resolving the concerns as quickly and effectively as
possible.
Bilateral engagement is often the quickest path to resolution of concerns under trade
agreements and is the first resort in all cases, whether they involve labor or other trade
agreement obligations. In Guatemala’s case, however, bilateral engagement failed to resolve
the issues and in July 2010, USTR and DOL requested consultations under the CAFTA-DR labor
chapter. When labor consultations did not result in a resolution, USTR initiated formal
dispute settlement steps —first, with a meeting of the Free Trade Commission and, when
that did not resolve the issues, with a request that a CAFTA-DR dispute settlement panel be
established to review the case.
In an attempt to resolve the dispute, the U.S. Government agreed to suspend the panel
process while it worked with the Guatemalan Government to establish a plan identifying
significant, concrete steps that the Guatemalan Government could take, within specific
timeframes, to improve enforcement of labor laws. Signed by the two governments on April
25, 2013, the 18-point Enforcement Plan included actions to address key concerns in the
labor submission and in the subsequent analyses by USTR and DOL. To facilitate Guatemala’s
implementation of the plan, USTR agreed to continue the panel suspension.
USTR and DOL engaged extensively with Guatemalan officials to support implementation of
the Enforcement Plan, including through several trips to Guatemala to meet directly with the
Government and Guatemalan workers. Engagement occurred at the highest levels, with U.S.
Trade Representative Froman meeting with President Perez Molina of Guatemala on July 25,
2014, in Washington, DC, to urge Guatemala to complete the steps laid out in the
Enforcement Plan.
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On July 31, 2014, at the request
of the Guatemalan President,
Ambassador Froman travelled
to Guatemala to deliver the
same message to a wide range
of stakeholders, which included
Guatemalan congressional
leaders from across the political
spectrum, the Ministers of
Labor, Economy, and Foreign
Affairs and Guatemalan labor
and business groups.
Ambassador Froman also met
with the International Labor
Organization and the United
Nations to discuss coordination
of efforts in pushing Guatemala
to implement needed changes.

PROGRESS
Since the signing of the Enforcement Plan in April 2013, Guatemala has taken important steps
to implement the Enforcement Plan. To enhance the Ministry of Labor’s enforcement of
labor laws, Guatemala:



Hired 100 new inspectors.



Issued a number of legal instruments to ensure police assistance to facilitate labor
inspector access to worksites.

To strengthen the enforcement of labor court orders, Guatemala:



Created a new “Verification Unit” within the judiciary with standardized procedures
and criteria for verifying employer compliance with labor court orders.



Conducted a review of labor courts in an effort to hold accountable judges who fail to
take the measures required by law to enforce court orders.
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To better incentivize export companies to comply with labor laws, Guatemala published
Ministerial Accords that:



Establish a public comment process as part of the review of applications by export
companies for certain tax benefits and require rejection of applications from
companies that are found to have violated labor laws.



Establish a streamlined process to revoke the tax benefits for existing beneficiaries
that violate labor laws and publish the names of companies whose benefits are
withdrawn.



Require the Ministry of Labor to conduct annual inspections of all enterprises
receiving the special tax benefits.

To address the closure of enterprises without payment to workers of salaries and other
benefits due under Guatemalan labor laws, Guatemala:



Issued Ministerial Accords requiring the intervention of the Labor Ministry when it
receives information of a potential enterprise closure and directing the Ministry to
take the steps necessary to secure payment to workers if the enterprise closes,
including by petitioning relevant labor courts to embargo or seize assets.

REMAINING CHALLENGES
Critical Enforcement Plan commitments by the Guatemalan Government remain outstanding.
These include, for example:



Enacting legislation to expedite the sanctioning of employers that violate labor laws.



Issuing and publicizing standardized timeframes for labor inspections and criteria for
determining when “employer substitution” has occurred (e.g., where a company
purports to go out of business but re-establishes under a different name).



Demonstrating that the reforms that Guatemala has adopted have been implemented
and that they are leading to sufficient concrete improvements with respect to
workers’ rights and working conditions on the ground.

As a result, on September 18, 2014, the Obama Administration decided to lift the suspension
of the panel process and proceed with the case against Guatemala. An outcome in the
Guatemala case is expected in 2015.
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LOOKING AHEAD
Even as the dispute process moves ahead, the United States will continue to press Guatemala
to undertake the efforts needed to come into compliance with its obligations under the
CAFTA-DR. Our hope remains that there can be continued progress and the outstanding
concerns in the case can be resolved collaboratively and expeditiously.

© DOL
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B AHRAIN
OVERVIEW
The United States and Bahrain entered into a free trade agreement on September 14, 2004.
On labor, the agreement committed the two parties to enforce their own labor laws and to
strive to ensure that internationally recognized labor rights are recognized and protected by
their laws. These provisions could be the subject of formal consultations under the
agreement, but only the provision regarding enforcement of labor laws could be the subject
of dispute settlement.
In April 2011, DOL received a submission from the AFL-CIO on behalf of the General
Federation of Bahrain Trade Unions. The submission alleged that Bahrain’s actions against
trade unionists in response to civil unrest and national strikes in early 2011 violated the
unionists’ rights to freedom of association and nondiscrimination in employment. According
to the submission, these actions violated Bahrain’s commitments under the labor chapter of
the free trade agreement.
On June 10, 2011, DOL accepted the AFL-CIO submission for review. As part of its review, DOL
considered detailed and voluminous information received from the Government of Bahrain
and Bahraini workers, amendments to the Bahraini Trade Union Law, and labor-related
developments in international fora regarding Bahrain, in particular at the ILO. In addition, two
DOL delegations visited Bahrain in October 2011 and February 2012 for fact-finding, as well
as consultations with the Government of Bahrain.
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In December 2012, after completing its review, DOL issued a public report finding that trade
unionists were targeted for dismissal, and in some cases prosecuted, for their role in
organizing and participating in the March 2011 general strike. The report also found that Shia
workers and political critics of the Bahraini administration faced discimination. In addition,
the report raised concerns about violations of freedom of association and political and
religious (sectarian) discrimination against Shia workers in the reinstatement process. The
report made specific recommendations for the Government of Bahrain to address the issues
identified and to facilitate compliance with commitments under the labor chapter.
On May 6, 2013, the United States
formally requested labor consultations
with Bahrain under the labor chapter
of the trade agreement. Beginning in
July 2013, the United States held two
rounds of consultations with Bahrain in
an effort to develop initiatives to
address identified concerns about
employment discrimination and
freedom of association.

PROGRESS
Over the course of USTR and DOL’s engagement, the Government of Bahrain made progress
in the following areas:



Reinstatement of dismissed workers. The Government of Bahrain worked with private
businesses, state-owned companies and workers’ organizations to re-instate more than
95 percent of workers who were dismissed during the period of civil unrest in early 2011.



Tripartite agreement to address issues of concern. The Government of Bahrain signed an
agreement in 2014 with workers’ and employers’ organizations to address many of the
issues, including employment discrimination, stemming from the 2011 dismissals. This
agreement led to the successful closing of a complaint filed by Bahrain’s unions with the
ILO.



Labor reforms. In 2014, the Government of Bahrain submitted labor reforms to Bahrain’s
parliament to remove restrictions on multiple-sector labor federations and to clarify the
process for selecting worker representatives in international bodies and national-level
collective bargaining.
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REMAINING CHALLENGES
USTR and DOL are continuing with the process of consultations to encourage and assist the
Government of Bahrain to make progress on the remaining challenges, including:



Compliance with labor laws related to anti-union harassment and intimidation, union
dues deduction and collective bargaining, particularly in the context of recent reforms
that allow for multiple unions in the workplace.



Review and amendment of Bahraini labor law in furtherance of the commitment to strive
to ensure that international labor standards with respect to freedom of association and
employment discrimination are recognized and protected, including by:
o

Repealing bans on public sector unions, multi-sector labor federations, political
activity by unions, and a wide range of strikes, significant restrictions on union
leadership and criminal sanctions for strikes in public services;

o

Banning employment discrimination, including based on political opinion and
religion.



Development of new procedures and guidelines for the receipt and adjudication of
allegations of discrimination in the workplace and for redress and sanctions for violations
identified.



Strengthening of tripartite social dialogue through regular meetings and discussion of
impediments to observance of international labor standards in the context of industrial
relations and employment discrimination.

LOOKING AHEAD
USTR and DOL, together with the State Department, are continuing to support the
Government of Bahrain’s efforts to address remaining concerns regarding freedom of
association and employment discrimination related to the civil protests in 2011. The aim is to
help Bahrain return to its previous status among the leaders in the Gulf on labor matters.
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C OLOMBIA
OVERVIEW
Through the United States-Colombia Trade Promotion Agreement (TPA), the Obama
Administration has sought to address some of the longest-standing and most intractable
concerns about labor rights and working conditions of any trading partners. In 2006, when
the Bush Administration concluded the Colombia TPA , the State Department’s Human Rights
Report identified a range of labor concerns in Colombia, including violence and discrimination
against trade union members to discourage workers from joining unions and engaging in
union activity; impunity for acts of labor-related violence; a proliferation of fake worker
“cooperatives” that were used to undermine workers’ rights; and use of “collective pacts”
with favorable terms negotiated directly with individual workers to weaken existing unions
and avoid collective bargaining.
At that time, many in Congress were also demanding that all pending free trade agreements,
including the Colombia TPA, be renegotiated to include strong labor protections, including an
enforceable commitment to adopt and maintain fundamental rights as stated in the ILO
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. A bipartisan agreement between
the Congress and the Administration, known as the “May 10, 2007, agreement,” reflected
these concerns.
In June 2007, the Colombia TPA was renegotiated to include elements of this bipartisan “May
10” agreement. However, it was not until after the Obama Administration came into office in
2009 that efforts were made to address the specific concerns raised in the Colombian
context and to develop a roadmap for moving forward.
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Labor Action Plan
Working closely with Congressional and other stakeholders, the U.S. Government negotiated
with the Colombian Government a detailed “Colombian Action Plan Related to Labor Rights”
(Action Plan). The Action Plan specified concrete steps that Colombia would take to address
the major areas of concern, including with respect to violence against unionists, impunity for
the perpetrators of the violence and protection of labor rights. The two governments initialed
the Action Plan on April 7, 2011.
The United States has worked with Colombia on implementation of the Action Plan, including
supporting the establishment of a separate Ministry of Labor to elevate the importance of
labor issues within the Colombian Government. Regular meetings and ongoing engagement
between the U.S. and Colombian Governments have also focused on achieving the underlying
goals of the Action Plan, including through technical assistance and cooperation activities to
help build the institutional capacity of Colombia’s Ministry of Labor.
Today, Colombia presents a record of both meaningful progress in areas of key importance
under the Action Plan, as well as areas of concern that will require additional effort to
address.

Working to End Violence & Impunity
The Action Plan took a two-pronged approach to addressing the long-standing concerns
about violence against unionists and labor activists and impunity for the perpetrators:

(1) It called upon Colombia to strengthen and make more accessible protections offered
by Colombia’s National Protection Unit (UNP), a unit housed within Colombia’s
Ministry of Interior that protects individuals, groups and communities facing an
extraordinary or extreme risk of targeted violence.

(2) It committed Colombia to more effectively prosecute perpetrators of violence
against trade unionists and labor activists.

PROGRESS
Colombia has made progress in a number of areas:



An increase in resources. The Santos Administration increased the UNP’s budget by over
30 percent and hired additional personnel from 2010 to 2014. $47 million was allocated
to the UNP in 2014 specifically for protection of union members and labor activists. The
Santos Administration also increased the budget of the independent Prosecutor
General’s Office, in part to expand law enforcement resources and personnel to
investigate and prosecute cases of violence against union members and labor activists.
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Improving confidence in the protection program. 677 union members are currently in the
protection program. 248 vehicles and 609 bodyguards are assigned to union leaders and
labor activists for full-time protection. To date, no unionist under the protection
program has been killed.



Additional prosecutors and police investigators. In 2011, Colombia’s Prosecutor General
assigned over 20 prosecutors exclusively to crimes against union members and labor
activists and Colombia’s National Police assigned an additional 100 full-time judicial
police investigators to support the prosecutors. Currently, 23 prosecutors across the
country comprise the specialized sub-unit of the Prosecutor General’s Office that
focuses on violence against unionists and labor activists. Approximately 80 judicial police
investigators support the work of the prosecutors.



Conviction of Intellectual authors. In
two landmark cases in 2013,
Colombian courts convicted the
“intellectual authors” of the 2001
murders of two union leaders in
the coal sector and one in the
agriculture sector and sentenced
the perpetrators to 38 years and 17
years in prison, respectively.
Stakeholders have long pressed the
Colombian authorities to
investigate and bring to justice
such “intellectual authors” and not
just the trigger men who directly
commit the crimes.



A steady decline in Colombian homicide rates, including for union members and labor
activists. This trend continued in the period since the Action Plan was announced. From
2001 to 2010, Colombian experts reported an average of close to 100 murders per year
of union members. From 2011 to 2014, the number dropped to an average of 28. The
United States is committed to working with Colombia to ensure that this trend
continues until there are no more labor-motivated murders and union members no
longer fear for their lives.

REMAINING CHALLENGES


The slow pace of prosecutions and convictions in recent labor homicides. According to
the Prosecutor General’s Office, in the 110 labor homicides that have occurred since
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2011, there have been only four convictions. The Prosecutor General reports having
arrested 28 suspects in an additional 16 cases.



An increase in threats against labor leaders and activists, particularly through text
messages, phone calls, letters, emails and other forms of communication that are often
difficult to trace. The Prosecutor General has assigned prosecutors and investigators to
cases of threats against labor leaders and activists. However, to date, no threat case, of
the over 1,100 reported by the Government since 2011, has been successfully resolved.



Concerns that bodyguards hired through private contractors may not undergo adequate
background checks and may be more susceptible to corruption. The Colombian
Government is transitioning to direct hiring of all bodyguards who provide protection.

More progress is needed to lower the incidence of threats and violence, and the U.S.
Government is engaged with the Government of Colombia and international partners, like
the ILO, to provide critical assistance. For example, the U.S. Agency for International
Development (USAID) is providing roughly $125,000 per year to the UNP. In addition, DOL has
been funding a five-year, $7.8 million ILO project the includes a focus on building the
institutional capacity of the Colombian Government to combat impunity for perpetrators of
violence against trade union leaders, members and activists, including through training of
Colombian prosecutors, investigators and judges on labor rights and on investigating such
crimes.

Strengthening Labor Laws & Enforcement
PROGRESS
Colombia has also taken important steps to strengthen labor laws and their enforcement.



Ban on abuse of cooperatives and other similar employment relationships. The Colombian
Government enacted new legal provisions and regulations in 2011 and 2013 to prohibit
and sanction with significant fines, the misuse of cooperatives and other employment
relationships that undermine workers’ rights. A recent ruling by the Colombian
Constitutional Court strengthens inspectors’ ability to investigate these relationships.



Increase in labor inspectors. Starting in June 2011, the Ministry of Labor has increased
the size of the labor inspectorate from 424 inspectors to 718 inspectors, with an
additional 188 slated to be hired.
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Inspections conducted in priority
sectors. Since January 2014, labor
inspectors have undertaken 54
investigations in the five priority
sectors of palm oil, sugar, mines,
ports and flowers for illegal
subcontracting.



Fines imposed for unlawful
subcontracting. The Ministry of
Labor has levied $31 million in
fines for unlawful subcontracting
that undermines workers’ rights
(e.g., unlawful cooperatives), from
2011 to date. In 2013, the agency
charged with collecting fines for
labor violations announced new
rules to improve its fine collection
ability, in particular authorizing
the agency to require and hold
collateral payment from an
enterprise pending the outcome
of a judicial appeal of a fine.



Decline of cooperatives in sugar sector. As of April 2014, more than 70 percent of sugar
cane cutters (totaling roughly 7,000 workers) who were previously in unlawful
cooperatives have formed unions and negotiated collective bargaining agreements with
subsidiaries of the main sugar processing companies. Although the workers are
employees of the subsidiaries and not the main companies themselves, labor unions in
the sugar sector report that the subsidiaries are properly funded and that the unions are
able to negotiate over wages and working conditions with them.



Reform of criminal code. In 2011, as specified in the Action Plan, the Colombian
Congress reformed the criminal code, establishing criminal penalties and possible
imprisonment for employers that undermine the right to organize and bargain
collectively, including by extending better conditions to non-union workers through
collective pacts. It will be important to see whether any investigations under these
reforms lead to convictions and, where warranted, successful “conciliations”
(Government-led efforts to resolve alleged violations through voluntary negotiations
between workers and employers).
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REMAINING CHALLENGES
There are also areas where further work is needed to strengthen Colombia’s labor law regime
and practices, including the following:



Limited fine collection. The Colombian authorities have only collected roughly five
percent of the $31 million in fines levied for illegal subcontracting since 2011, according
to the most recent information from the Colombian Government.



Increased abuse of other forms of indirect employment. The number of unlawful
cooperatives has dropped significantly, largely in response to Colombia’s focus on
strengthening and applying labor laws intended to combat such arrangements.
However, many employers have shifted to other forms of unlawful subcontracting that
similarly avoid direct employment relationships and undermine workers’ rights, such as
simplified stock companies (known as SASs). The Colombian Government is developing
tools to address this problem, including a new legal instrument explicitly targeting such
alternative forms of unlawful subcontracting.



Implementation of certain “formalization agreements” that undermine workers’ rights.
Colombia has established a mechanism—known as “formalization agreements”—to hire
workers previously in unlawful subcontracting relationships, in part to bolster the Action
Plan goals of shifting those workers into long-term direct employment relationships.
While the development of the “formalization agreement” mechanism is positive, there
have been concerns about implementation in some cases. That includes, for example,
negotiation of agreements that do not require direct employment relationships or
permanent contracts with the main enterprise benefiting from the labor and
agreements that do not cover all workers affected by illegal subcontracting.

To help Colombia meet the labor law and enforcement challenges that still exist, DOL is
funding a five-year, $7.8 million ILO project that is focused on strengthening the overall
capacity of the Colombian Ministry of Labor. DOL is also funding a three-year, $1.5 million
project started in 2012 with Colombia’s National Union School (Escuela Nacional Sindical), a
labor rights NGO, to create “Workers’ Rights Centers” in four Colombian cities. The centers
provide free legal advice to workers to raise awareness of labor laws and improve workers’
ability to protect and claim their labor rights, for example, by filing well-documented
complaints with the Ministry of Labor.
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LOOKING AHEAD
Most of the issues that are the subject of the Action Plan have a long history in Colombia and
addressing them will require continued engagement. Towards that end, U.S. Trade
Representative Froman met with Colombian Minister of Commerce Industry and Tourism,
Santiago Rojas Arroyo, on April 4, 2014, to urge additional actions in areas where concerns
remain. On October 21, 2014, Secretary of Labor Perez met with Colombian Minister of Labor
Luis Eduardo "Lucho" Garzón to discuss remaining challenges such as collecting fines in cases
of unlawful subcontracting, effectively targeting shifting forms of unlawful subcontracting
and investigating and prosecuting the most recent cases of violence against trade unionists.
Further engagement is also being discussed for 2015 and beyond.
USTR and DOL are committed to continuing to work in close collaboration with stakeholders
in both countries and with the Colombian Government to achieve the underlying goals of the
Action Plan and to support the efforts of workers to exercise their fundamental rights.
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KEY EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES:
Knit and woven apparel, jewelry, miscellaneous
textile articles, pharmaceutical products

LABOR FORCE:
1,898,000 workers

RELEVANT TRADE POLICY TOOLS:
U.S.-Jordan Free Trade Agreement, Implementation
Plan Related to Working and Living Conditions of
Workers, and Memorandum of Understanding
Establishing a Labor Cooperation Mechanism

J ORDAN
OVERVIEW
The United States and Jordan entered into a free trade agreement on October 24, 2000. The
agreement commits both parties to enforce their labor laws and to strive to ensure that
internationally recognized labor rights are recognized and protected by domestic law. The
agreement was viewed by many as a significant step forward in U.S. trade and labor policy
because, for the first time, the labor obligations were included in the core text, not a side
agreement as in the earlier NAFTA. They were also made subject to the same dispute
settlement processes available for the other parts of the agreement.
USTR and DOL have cited these provisions of the U.S.-Jordan FTA in their efforts to address
significant concerns that have been raised with respect to worker rights and working
conditions in Jordan’s garment sector, especially with respect to foreign workers.
The 2012 State Department Human Rights Report on Jordan noted, for example, that “NGOs
reported that foreign migrant workers, including garment workers and domestic workers,
were especially vulnerable to sexual harassment, including sexual assault, in the workplace.”
The report also noted that, although foreign workers were allowed to join unions,
“[o]bservers reported it was common practice for management to refuse to renew foreign
workers’ contracts on the basis of ‘troublemaking’ or attempting to organize in the
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workplace.” Further, the report noted that “[i]n the garment sector foreign workers were
more susceptible than their Jordanian counterparts to dangerous or unfair conditions,
including mandatory overtime, delayed payment of wages, deductions for room and board,
and unacceptable dormitory conditions.”
Beginning in 2011 the U.S. Government
engaged in consultations with stakeholders
and the Government of Jordan to
understand these concerns and to
negotiate a resolution. As a result of this
engagement, in January 2013, the United
States and Jordan agreed to an
Implementation Plan Related to Working
and Living Conditions of Workers to
address anti-union and gender
discrimination against foreign workers,
including sexual harassment and improve
foreign workers’ dormitory
accommodations.
In addition, DOL signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Jordanian Ministry of
Labor in December 2013 to develop a labor cooperation mechanism. As part of this
cooperation, DOL is funding the ILO Better Work Jordan program that monitors and reports
publicly on workers’ rights and working conditions in more than 90 percent of Jordan’s
garment factories.

PROGRESS
Through these and other efforts there has been important progress in a number of areas.



New dormitory inspection processes and “accommodation criteria.” Jordan has issued new
protocols and procedures for inspecting dormitories at garment factories, as well as new
“accommodation criteria,” which include requirements for sleeping quarters, bathrooms
and general health and safety measures. The United States is working with Jordan to help
ensure the Jordanian Ministries of Health and Labor closely cooperate on inspections to
enforce the new standards and address violations.
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Formation of an independent worker federation. In April 2013, the first independent
worker federation in Jordan, the Federation of Independent Trade Unions of Jordan, was
established. The Federation represents nine Jordanian trade unions, which in turn
represent more than 7,000 workers. The Solidarity Center, which has supported the
efforts of Jordanian workers to organize, hailed the development saying it
“demonstrate[d] a concrete commitment to independent trade unionism as workers in
Jordan seek to mobilize for greater political freedom, improved economic conditions and
strong social justice.”

Under the Better Work Jordan program, the ILO has constructed and opened a
state-of-the-art workers’ center in Jordan’s largest export processing zone, the AlHassan Industrial Zone. The workers’ center is a 1,300 square meter facility with
indoor recreational and learning space that provides workers with access to
exercise facilities; legal advice, including on issues of as sexual harassment and
union representation; and mental health and counseling services. Facilities include
a computer lab with 30 computers and a canteen, and services offered include job
skills training and cultural orientation for newly-arrived migrant workers. The
workers’ center is also supported by USAID, the Al-Hassan Industrial Zone
Authority, apparel factories at the Al-Hassan Industrial Zone, the garment workers’
union, and international clothing brands. The Center also provides an ILO training
program on promoting gender equality in the workplace, which has already trained
close to one hundred women workers.



Signing of a landmark collective bargaining agreement. In May 2013, the Jordanian
Garment Workers’ Union and Jordan’s garment industry signed a landmark collective
bargaining agreement which is one of the most comprehensive in the garment sector
globally. The agreement contains provisions on dormitory standards, annual seniority
bonuses, dispute settlement, trade union recognition and employer rights.



New labor legislation developed. In 2014, Jordan submitted new labor legislation to its
parliament in the areas of collective bargaining, trade union rights, and employment.

USTR and DOL have continued intensive work to follow up on implementation of the
commitments under the Implementation Plan. In June 2014, the agencies conducted a
monitoring trip to Jordan which included site visits to several garment factories and worker
dormitories.
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During the same month, USTR and DOL convened a meeting of the FTA Labor Subcommittee
in Amman, Jordan, to engage directly with Jordanian senior officials from the Ministry of
Labor on the Implementation Plan. The Labor Subcommittee held in-depth discussions on
several topics related to FTA labor commitments including strengthening the Ministry of
Labor’s labor law enforcement capacity; combatting gender discrimination, including sexual
harassment; improving occupational safety and health; and strengthening social dialogue
between the government, employers and workers.

REMAINING CHALLENGES
Challenges remain with respect to Jordan’s implementation of commitments to address labor
concerns, including:



Issuing and applying directives clarifying garment sector workers’ rights in connection to
anti-union and gender discrimination, including related sexual harassment, and to union
representatives’ access to workers.



Developing and implementing procedures for joint Ministries of Health and Labor
inspections of dormitories in the garment sector to ensure compliance with new
dormitory standards.



Ensuring that union representatives have access to workers, without fear of reprisals and
that the landmark garment sector collective bargaining agreement is applied equally to
all workers, including migrants.



Ensuring effective outreach to migrant workers on gender and anti-union discrimination,
including by increasing the availability and foreign language capacity of Ministry of Labor
inspectors and hotlines.



Training and equipping police to effectively protect the safety of female workers, in
particular in police stations near and in industrial zones.

LOOKING AHEAD
USTR and DOL, together with the U.S. Embassy in Amman, are continuing to work closely with
the Government of Jordan on labor matters, in particular to ensure ongoing progress under
the Implementation Plan, and to cooperate under the Memorandum of Understanding.
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The U.S. Government will continue to systemically monitor and work to address the
remaining challenges to fulfillment of the Implementation Plan commitments and application
of the garment sector collective bargaining agreement, including in the course of the
cooperative labor dialogue under the FTA. DOL has also committed an additional $1 million to
support Better Work Jordan’s efforts to help ensure that garment factories comply with
internationally-recognized labor standards.
The U.S. and Jordanian Governments will also continue to cooperate to improve labor law
enforcement nationally. For example, at the request of the Jordanian Government, DOL has
provided a $2 million extension for an ILO project to facilitate implementation of Jordan’s
National Framework on Child Labor, including by improving enforcement of child labor laws,
raising awareness of child labor, and referring at-risk children and families to social services
and educational and vocational opportunities.
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KEY EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES:
Apparel, textiles, headgear, shrimp and prawns,
agricultural products (primarily tobacco)

LABOR FORCE:
78,820,000 workers

RELEVANT TRADE POLICY TOOLS:
Generalized System of Preferences and EU-USILO-Bangladesh Sustainability Compact

B ANGLADESH
OVERVIEW
Bangladesh does not have a trade agreement with the United States; rather it is a beneficiary
of a U.S. trade “preference program” known as the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP).
That program, designed to promote economic growth and sustainable development in the
developing world, provides duty-free access to the U.S. market for approximately 5,000
products from 122 beneficiary countries, provided that the countries meet certain eligibility
criteria. On labor, the GSP program requires that beneficiary countries be “taking steps to
afford internationally recognized worker rights.” Under the GSP statute, failure to meet the
eligibility criteria is grounds for suspending benefits under the program. For the Obama
Administration, the GSP labor eligibility review process has provided an important avenue to
address serious labor concerns in developing countries, including Bangladesh.
The expansion of the garment industry has revolutionized the economy of Bangladesh. It has
grown GDP and provided opportunities for millions of workers and their families. But the
industry’s rapid growth has also presented enormous challenges for the Government of
Bangladesh and for the industry itself, including for ensuring compliance with basic workplace
safety laws and fundamental labor rights.
The combination of extraordinary business growth and inadequate worker protections has
had tragic consequences. By 2012, there were frequent reports of fatal factory fires, unpaid
wages, assaults on labor leaders and large-scale worker demonstrations. In November 2012,
a fire at the Tazreen Fashions garment factory killed 117 workers, many of whom worked
behind gated windows and locked exits.
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Several months later, in April 2013, the multi-story Rana Plaza building, which housed several
garment factories, collapsed, killing 1,129 men and women. Although serious structural
cracks had been discovered in the building before the collapse, factory managers insisted
that workers continue working in the building under threat of termination.
For a number of years before these two
tragedies, the U.S. Government had been
pressing the Bangladeshi Government, as
part of an ongoing “eligibility review”
under the GSP program, to make
significant improvements in its workers’
rights and worker safety laws and
practices. Despite some early encouraging
signs that the Government of Bangladesh
was addressing the underlying issues, by
late 2012 the situation had deteriorated
and reports of workers’ rights violations
and safety concerns had escalated.
In January 2013, USTR announced that, in view of the lack of progress by the Government of
Bangladesh in addressing workers’ rights and worker safety issues, it was considering a
recommendation to the President to withdraw or suspend Bangladesh’s trade benefits under
GSP. The Rana Plaza tragedy, three months later, underscored the seriousness of the
concerns. On June 27, 2013, following an extensive interagency review, President Obama
announced his decision to suspend Bangladesh’s trade benefits under GSP.
Although the suspension of Bangladesh’s GSP trade benefits affected only a small portion of
Bangladesh’s exports to the United States (less than 1 percent), the action helped to focus
the attention of the Bangladeshi Government on the measures it would need to take to
improve worker rights and worker safety.
At the same time as the withdrawal, the Administration provided the Government of
Bangladesh with an action plan that, if implemented, could provide a basis for the President
to reinstate GSP benefits. The plan included specific commitments with respect to
government inspections for labor, fire and building safety. The plan also included provisions
regarding reforming labor law and practice to protect the rights to organize and collectively
bargain in the apparel sector, export processing zones and the shrimp processing sector.
Since July 2013, the United States has also been working in partnership with the European
Union, the ILO and the Government of Bangladesh under the “Sustainability Compact” on
workers’ rights and factory safety in the garment sector in Bangladesh to ensure a
coordinated approach to improving labor conditions and respect for workers’ rights in the
sector. These efforts have also been matched with significant related technical assistance.
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The Compact for Continuous Improvements in Labour Rights and Factory Safety in the
Ready-Made Garment and Knitwear Industry in Bangladesh (Sustainability Compact) is a
joint effort by the United States, European Union, International Labor Organization and
Bangladesh, developed in the wake of the Rana Plaza tragedy, to address workers’ rights
and worker safety concerns in the Bangladeshi garment sector. The goals of the
Sustainability Compact are broadly consistent with, and complement, those in the action
plan that the United States developed in connection with its GSP program. The
Sustainability Compact is an important public commitment by the Government of
Bangladesh to undertake specific reforms and actions—with support from the United
States, European Union, and ILO—to improve respect for workers’ rights and workplace
safety.
In October 2014, one and half years after the Rana Plaza collapse, the parties to the
Sustainability Compact gathered in Brussels for a stocktaking meeting. The Compact
partners acknowledged improvements since the launch of the Compact, such as increased
union registrations and authorization for hiring of inspectors. However, the partners also
“recognised that there are a number of areas where further measures need to be taken for
full implementation of actions outlined in the Compact, with a view to sustaining progress
made and securing further improvements in occupational safety and health, working
conditions, and the respect for labour rights.” This includes important outstanding work on
labor law reforms and addressing unfair labor practices. The partners indicated their joint
commitment to address the outstanding issues and have agreed to conduct a further
review of the commitments in 2015.

PROGRESS
U.S. and international efforts with Bangladesh have supported progress in some key areas:



Amendments to Bangladesh Labour Act.

With technical support of the ILO, funded in
part by DOL, the Government of Bangladesh
drafted and passed amendments to the
Bangladesh Labour Act in July 2013. The
amendments included a number of
improvements sought by the ILO, including
to permit the operation of a Better Work
factory monitoring program in the garment
sector, such as provisions to improve trade
union registration procedures and expand
access during collective bargaining to
experienced negotiators.
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Some new inspectors hired. Since the collapse of Rana Plaza, the Inspectorate of Factories
and Establishments has hired dozens of new inspectors and undertaken a concerted
program for re-training on fire and building safety.



Some fire, electrical, and structural safety inspections conducted. With assistance from the
private sector—including the international brands and retailers participating in the socalled “Alliance” and “Accord” initiatives—over 2,000 factories, representing all of the
major suppliers to North America and Europe, have been inspected by either government
or third-party inspectors for fire, electrical and structural safety and the most urgent
remediation measures have largely been completed.



Website listing factories and posting inspection reports. The Ministry of Labour and
Employment (MOLE) has created a website listing approximately 3,500 factories and
begun posting summary inspection reports of the factories.

REMAINING CHALLENGES
Despite these improvements, much work remains to be done to implement the GSP Action
Plan and Sustainability Compact and improve worker safety and respect for workers’ rights.



Regulations implementing the amendments to Bangladesh Labour Act. Bangladesh has not
yet issued regulations implementing the July 2013 amendments to the Bangladesh
Labour Act.



Government delays in completing inspections and hiring additional inspectors. The most
recent U.S. Government review of progress on the GSP Action Plan found that the
Government of Bangladesh is behind schedule in carrying out hundreds of critical safety
inspections and in hiring additional inspectors.



Slow response to unfair labor practices. While the Government of Bangladesh has, for the
first time, undertaken a number of investigations and prosecutions of unfair labor
practices, it has been slow to offer protections for labor activists, particularly those
organizing unions, and labor law enforcement remains inadequate.



Labor reforms for export processing zones. The United States continues to press
Bangladesh to pass other needed labor law reforms, including for export processing
zones.

The U.S. Government has underscored that progress in these and other areas is critical to
ensuring the safety of workers and their ability to exercise their fundamental rights to
organize and collectively bargain. On June 14, 2014, U.S. Trade Representative Froman met
with Commerce Minister Tofail Ahmed to urge the Government of Bangladesh to take further
actions pursuant to the Action Plan and Sustainability Compact.
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In October 2014, Ambassador Froman also met with Bangladesh’s Ambassador to the United
States, Mohammad Ziauddin, in advance of a periodic review of Bangladesh’s efforts under
the Action Plan, to urge further progress.

LOOKING AHEAD
We remain committed to working with Bangladesh to address fully the outstanding concerns
about workers’ rights and worker safety. Our interest, and that of our international partners,
remains as strong today as it was in the aftermath of the terrible Tazreen and Rana Plaza
tragedies. The lessons from those tragedies continue to inform our work not only in
Bangladesh, but in other parts of the world.
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KEY EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES:
Knit and woven apparel, prepared fruits and
vegetables

LABOR FORCE:
424,100 workers

RELEVANT TRADE POLICY TOOLS:
African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA)

S WAZILAND
OVERVIEW
Swaziland is a beneficiary of the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA). AGOA offers
regional preferences for qualified sub-Saharan African countries that build on the GSP
program and provide additional market access to the United States, including for apparel.
AGOA has its own set of eligibility criteria that sub-Saharan African countries must meet in
order to enjoy its benefits. One of these criteria is that sub-Saharan countries must have
“established” or be making “continual progress toward establishing” protection of
internationally recognized worker rights, including the right to organize and bargain
collectively.
For a number of years, the U.S. Government has conveyed to the Swazi Government serious
concerns about labor conditions in Swaziland. Specifically, the U.S. Government has
expressed concern about respect for workers’ rights to assembly and association and to form
trade unions, including Swaziland’s use of security forces and arbitrary arrests to stifle
peaceful demonstrations and the lack of legal recognition for worker and employer
federations. The United States has repeatedly conveyed that these actions raise questions
about the country’s compliance with the AGOA labor criteria.
These concerns have grown in recent years. As the State Department’s 2013 Human Rights
Report notes, in April 2012, the Government deregistered the Trade Union Congress of
Swaziland labor federation, claiming that the Swazi Industrial Relations Act only permitted
registration of “organizations,” not “federations.” Additionally, the Government conducted
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police raids of trade union headquarters, detained and threatened union leaders and
committed other acts of apparent intimidation that violated workers’ right to freedom of
association.

In response, the United
States identified five
discrete, short-term
benchmarks that the Swazi
Government could meet to
address the labor concerns
and offered to provide
Swaziland assistance in
satisfying them.
Specifically, the United
States urged Swaziland to
make concrete and
measurable progress in the
following areas:



Amendment of the Swazi Industrial Relations Act to allow for the registration of worker
and employer federations.



Amendment of the Swazi Suppression of Terrorism Act to ensure that the definition of
terrorism does not undermine the rights to freedom of association, assembly, speech and
to organize.



Amendment of the Swazi Industrial Relations Act to remove any civil or criminal liability
for participants in peaceful labor protests.



Amendment of the Swazi Public Order Act to ensure that provisions to protect public
order do not undermine the rights to freedom of association, assembly, speech and to
organize.



Approval, dissemination, and implementation of a Swazi Code of Good Practice on
Protest and Industrial Action, in conformity with international standards.

In April 2014, an interagency U.S. Government delegation traveled to Swaziland to assess
progress in meeting these benchmarks and to meet with senior Swazi Government officials,
parliamentarians, civil society representatives, private sector stakeholders and trade union
representatives to urge compliance by Swaziland.
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In June 2014, faced with the lack of any progress toward meeting the five benchmarks,
President Obama made the decision to withdraw benefits for Swaziland under AGOA,
effective January 1, 2015. The withdrawal of trade benefits from Swaziland represented the
first-ever such action under the AGOA program for violations of the workers’ rights criteria.
The decision was not taken without careful consideration. Swaziland is one of the smallest
countries in sub-Saharan Africa, with high rates of poverty and unemployment and one of the
highest HIV/AIDS prevalence rates in the world. AGOA has been a major boon to the Swazi
apparel sector, which is an important source of employment for approximately 15,000 Swazi
citizens, many of them women.
However, after extensive U.S. Government efforts to encourage reform failed to achieve
progress, it became clear that the Swazi Government lacked the political will to bring about
basic changes necessary to protect internationally recognized workers’ rights, which are both
integral to the AGOA framework and critical to ensuring sustainable, broad-based economic
growth.

LOOKING AHEAD
The Administration considers the suspension of AGOA benefits as a means to help bring
about much-needed change on the ground and will continue to engage with the Government
of Swaziland on the issue of workers’ rights. On August 7, 2014, U.S. Trade Representative
Froman met with King Mswati III of Swaziland and, separately, with representatives of the
Swazi labor movement to discuss AGOA and the importance of the Government and
©Peace Corps
stakeholders working together to ensure that Swaziland takes the actions necessary to regain
benefits under the program. The U.S. Embassy in Swaziland also continues to engage with
stakeholders and the Swazi Government to monitor labor conditions closely and press for
further progress.
By the end of 2014, these efforts were beginning to bear some fruit. To address two of the
five AGOA-related benchmarks, the Swazi Government passed legislation in November 2014
amending the Industrial Relations Act to allow for the registration of union federations and to
remove a provision establishing criminal liability for labor leaders during peaceful
demonstrations. The U.S. Government, working in close cooperation with stakeholders, will
continue to press the Swazi Government to implement these reforms in a manner consistent
with international standards, as well as to make the additional changes necessary to regain
AGOA benefits.
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KEY EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES:
Knit and woven apparel, mangos, perfumery

LABOR FORCE:
4,810,000 workers

RELEVANT TRADE POLICY TOOLS:
Haiti Hemispheric Opportunity through
Partnership Encouragement (HOPE) Act

H AITI
OVERVIEW
Haiti is the poorest and only least-developed country in the Western Hemisphere, with 80
percent of the population living under the poverty line and 54 percent in abject poverty.
More than two-thirds of Haiti’s labor force does not have formal employment. In 2010, the
official unemployment rate was nearly 41 percent. In 2012, 76 percent of Haiti’s exports were
to the United States.
The Haitian Hemispheric Opportunity through Partnership Encouragement Act (HOPE)
program, originally passed by Congress in 2006 and updated in 2008 and 2010, provides
critical opportunities for Haitian exports and jobs. It also establishes one of the most robust
mechanisms under any U.S. trade program for monitoring and reporting on labor rights
compliance.
Like AGOA, the HOPE program provides duty-free access to the U.S. market—including for
important product categories like apparel—if Haiti meets certain eligibility criteria. Under
HOPE, however, key labor eligibility requirements must be implemented at not just the
national level, but the factory level as well. Specifically, factories exporting under the
program are required to comply with core international labor standards and related Haitian
labor laws. If a problem is identified and a factory does not remediate it, the factory can lose
its duty-free access to the U.S. market.
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In assessing factories’ compliance with
the labor criteria, the U.S. Government
considers the factory-specific monitoring
and assessments conducted by the ILO in
Haiti pursuant to its Better Work program.
Under Better Work, which promotes
respect for labor rights and improved
working conditions in global supply
chains, the ILO inspects 100 percent of
HOPE-eligible factories for compliance
with fundamental labor standards and
Haitian labor laws and publishes
compliance reports for individual factories
on a bi-annual basis.

PROGRESS
Active monitoring of apparel factories,
including through regular engagement
with stakeholders and factory-specific
and sector-wide technical and capacity
building assistance from DOL and the ILO
has helped bring about important
progress in a number of areas. For
example:



Currently, there are six union
confederations in the apparel sector,
with affiliated members in over half
of Haiti’s apparel factories. In 2010,
there was only one apparel factory in
Haiti with a trade union presence.



DOL has investigated allegations of
labor violations at the factory level,
identified factories that are not
compliant with HOPE labor eligibility
criteria and successfully facilitated
remediation, including reinstatement
of wrongly-terminated workers.

The ILO’s Better Work Program monitors
and reports on compliance by factories
with fundamental labor standards,
national labor laws consistent with those
standards, and national laws on minimum
wages, hours of work, and occupational
safety and health. Better Work currently
operates in a number of countries around
the world: Cambodia (where the program
got its start and is known as “Better
Factories”), Haiti, Indonesia, Jordan,
Lesotho, Nicaragua, and Vietnam. In Haiti,
the program has a unique relationship to
U.S. trade policy. The HOPE Act of 2008
required the Haitian Government to work
with its own business and labor
communities to develop a monitoring and
compliance program operated by the ILO
for those factories participating in the
HOPE preference program. The Better
Work Haiti program implements the
mandate in the HOPE legislation.
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Cases in which apparel factory managers require excessive and involuntary overtime by
workers have dropped significantly.



DOL has provided significant direct technical assistance in factories to improve
compliance with international standards, including in particularly problematic areas, such
as anti-union discrimination, forced overtime, and sexual harassment of female garment
workers.

LOOKING AHEAD
Work continues across Haiti’s apparel sector to help ensure compliance with fundamental
labor standards and labor laws, particularly with respect to anti-union discrimination and
sexual harassment, where significant challenges remain. This includes continued monitoring
of factory-level compliance by DOL and Better Work Haiti, as well as significant direct
technical assistance. DOL will continue to fund capacity building programming, including
through projects aimed at improving the limited capacity of the Haitian ministry of labor, in
particular the labor inspectorate and alternative dispute resolution systems, to help
implement the provisions of the HOPE legislation and improve protection of worker rights
and working conditions in Haiti’s apparel sector.
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KEY EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES:
Fish and seafood, precious stones, artificial
flowers, vegetables, knit apparel

LABOR FORCE:
34,130,000 workers

RELEVANT TRADE POLICY TOOLS:
Initiative to Promote Fundamental Labor Rights and
Practices in Myanmar

B URMA
OVERVIEW
Burma does not have a free trade agreement with the United States. Nor is Burma currently
enjoying benefits under any preference program, having lost its GSP eligibility in July 1989 for
non-compliance with the workers’ rights criteria. The Obama Administration is however
working with Burma to develop new tools to help Burma address labor rights issues and set a
strong foundation for sustainable growth and development.
Burma is at a pivotal stage of its political and economic development. Its future depends on
its ability to grow its economy, create good jobs and reintegrate into the global economy.
Burma’s ability to accomplish these goals—including by attracting substantial investment and
fostering trade—is contingent on undertaking needed legal and economic reforms and on
demonstrating that it is in good standing in the global community by respecting international
human rights and fundamental labor standards. While Burma is certainly not the only country
that faces these challenges, it has a unique opportunity to become a model for others by
promoting strong labor laws, positive industrial relations in which workers’ rights are
respected and a competent, effective labor regulatory system at an early stage of its
economic reform and development.
On August 28, 2014, during a visit by Ambassador Froman to Burma, the first ever by a U.S.
Trade Representative, the United States and Burma announced that they would work
together to establish a partnership to advance labor rights and protections for workers in
Burma. On November 13, 2013, during a visit of President Obama to Burma, the initiative was
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formally launched by the United States,
Burma, Japan, Denmark and the ILO. The
United States is working to encourage
the participation of other governments
as well as the initiative develops.
Known as the Initiative to Promote
Fundamental Labor Rights and Practices
in Myanmar, the program takes a
multilateral, multi-stakeholder approach
to strengthen labor reform,
enforcement, transparency and domestic
stakeholder consultations. It is supported
by two pillars.



PILLAR 1: Development by the Burmese Government, in partnership with the ILO and
other governments, of a multi-year labor reform plan. Burma has already undertaken
some significant labor law reforms, but the labor reform plan will build on those legal
reforms, helping Burma progress towards compliance with international standards,
and will lay out a plan to improve the capacity of the Government to implement
these reforms.



PILLAR 2: Bringing stakeholders into the discussion on labor reforms and to help build
the foundations for good industrial relations and civil society consultations in Burma.
Specifically, the Initiative envisions the establishment of a stakeholder consultative
mechanism that will foster tripartite engagement in Burma (among the Government,
employers and workers), as well as engagement with civil society and build relations
among international stakeholders from business, labor and civil society engaged in
Burma.

PROGRESS
Burma has already begun moving forward on the first pillar of the Initiative. Under an ILOsupported donor coordination mechanism known as the Nay Pyi Taw Accord, Burma has
established a specific working group technical cluster on labor law reform and labor law
enforcement capacity building that will be used to develop the labor reform plan. The first
meeting of this working group was held on October 16, 2014. DOL is providing initial “seed”
funding to the ILO in order to bring on board a labor law expert to assist the Government in
developing the labor reform plan over the next six months through this working group.
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The United States is also working to engage the international community to support this
work. On October 10, 2014, U.S. Trade Representative Froman brought together
representatives from the United States, Burma, Australia, the European Union, Japan, the
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, as well as the ILO, the World Bank and the International
Finance Corporation to discuss supporting the Labor Initiative.

LOOKING AHEAD
While the initiative is still in early development stages, key benchmarks will include the
development and passage of labor legislation that is consistent with international standards,
regular consultations between business and labor interests, as well as civil society and
© International Labour Organization
concrete, significant improvements in the capacity of the Government to enforce labor laws
and ensure that Burma’s growth supports its goals of sustainable and inclusive economic
development.
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L ABOR P ROTECTIONS
COMPARING

ACROSS TRADE AGREEMENTS

1994

Labor provisions in the core of the
agreement.
Parties must adopt and maintain
fundamental labor rights
Parties must not waive or derogate
from laws implementing
fundamental labor rights
Parties must adopt and maintain
statutes and regulations governing
acceptable conditions of work
Parties shall take measures to
discourage importation of goods
made by forced labor
Parties shall not waive or derogate
from any labor laws if it would
weaken labor protections in export
processing zones
Parties must effectively enforce
their own labor laws

Normal dispute settlement applies
to all labor provisions
Normal trade sanctions apply to all
labor provisions

2014

NAFTA

Jordan

Singapore
Chile
Australia
Morocco
CAFTA-DR
Bahrain
Oman































Peru
Colombia
Korea
Panama











Trans-Pacific
Partnership
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TPP & T-TIP

T

he Obama Administration is not only using existing trade policy tools to improve
respect for fundamental workers’ rights and working conditions in our trading
partners; we are developing stronger tools with even greater reach. With the TransPacific Partnership (TPP) agreement with 11 countries in the Asia-Pacific region (Australia,
Brunei Darussalam, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore
and Vietnam) and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership negotiations (T-TIP)
with the 28 Members of the European Union, we are seeking to build on existing agreements
and negotiate the strongest FTA labor protections in history. When completed, these
agreements—and the protections provided under them—will apply to nearly two-thirds of
the global economy.
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TPP and T-TIP bear very little resemblance to early trade agreements like NAFTA. Indeed,
NAFTA did not include any labor provisions—those were included in a side agreement known
as the North American Agreement on Labor Cooperation or “NAALC.” Only a single provision
of the NAALC—the obligation to effectively enforce parties’ own occupational safety and
health, child labor and minimum wage technical labor standards—could be the subject of
dispute settlement. Further, the dispute settlement processes and sanctions for violations of
the NAALC were not the same as for the provisions of NAFTA. For example, a violation of the
former could generally only be remedied through the imposition of an annual monetary
assessment (a fine) subject to a cap, whereas violations of NAFTA could be subject to broad
“suspension of concessions” (imposition of tariffs on the violating party’s exports) until the
violating party came into compliance.
The labor provisions in U.S. free trade agreements have evolved significantly since NAFTA.
With the free trade agreement with Jordan, labor provisions were brought into the core of
trade agreements. But the key operative discipline in the U.S.-Jordan FTA continued to be an
“enforce your own law” standard and parties were only required to “strive” towards other
goals, such as ensuring compliance with internationally recognized labor standards in law and
practice.
It was not until the “May 10, 2007” bipartisan Congressional-Executive Agreement that a
breakthrough was made in that regard, with critical new labor obligations relating to
fundamental labor rights being made subject to full dispute settlement and normal trade
sanctions. The “May 10” provisions were included, for the first time, in the free trade
agreement with Peru and, thereafter, Colombia, Panama and South Korea.
These “May 10” provisions have been the starting point of the Obama Administration’s labor
negotiations in TPP. Including the groundbreaking “May 10” provisions in TPP means that
countries will be expected to “adopt and maintain” in their laws and practices the
fundamental labor rights as stated in the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and
Rights at Work. Workers must have the right to organize, to bargain collectively, to be free
from forced labor and child labor and to be free from discrimination in employment. If a
country fails to implement those fundamental rights, it can be held accountable through the
dispute settlement processes set out in the agreements.
But the “May 10” provisions have not been a ceiling. In TPP, we are seeking new
commitments to discourage trade in goods produced by forced labor, to adopt and maintain
laws on acceptable working conditions (e.g., minimum wage, maximum hours and
occupational health and safety), and not to weaken labor protections in export processing
zones.
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T-TIP also presents a unique opportunity to raise the bar on labor. The European Union and
United States have some of the highest labor standards in the world. T-TIP provides an
opportunity for these two major players to develop a framework that not only reflects their
own high labor standards but strengthens their collective capacity to address labor concerns
in the dozens of developing countries whose largest trade and investment relationships are
with the United States and the EU.
Simply put—with TPP and T-TIP—we have a real opportunity to
lock in the gains we have made in recent ye ars to protect
workers’ rights, improve working conditions, shape
globalization and level the global playing field for American
workers.
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M AKING A D IFFERENCE
A TRADE POLICY CONSISTENT WITH AMERICAN VALUES & INTERESTS.

T

he common thread across all of the countries, programs and initiatives highlighted

throughout this report is that trade policy tools can be used—and, under the Obama
Administration, are being used—to support the aspirations of workers in this country

and in trading partner countries around the world to earn a decent living in a safe and
healthy workplace, enjoy fundamental labor rights and share in growing prosperity. Where
we can, we need to strengthen our hand and extend our reach to achieve these ends. And
the disciplines that the United States is negotiating in TPP, and will seek in T-TIP, will help us
do that –calling for respect for fundamental labor rights for two-thirds of the world’s
economy and helping to establish a new norm for protecting workers’ rights in the global
trading system.
As President Obama has made clear, U.S. trade policy must be consistent with both our
interests and our values. The clarity and consistency of that commitment is at the heart of
efforts by USTR, DOL and other U.S. agencies to protect workers’ rights. By defending the
dignity of workers abroad, we are helping to ensure that trade-driven growth is inclusive and
broad-based. We are also helping to level the global playing field for American workers. U.S.
trade policy can, and must, work for workers at home and around the world.
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